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Abstract	

With an aging population, the prevalence of age-related eye diseases such as cataract and 

age-related macular degeneration is increasing. Since oxidative stress is known to contribute 

to the pathogenesis of age-related eye diseases, strategies for minimising oxidative stress 

have been identified as a means of delaying the onset of these diseases. The cystine/glutamate 

antiporter has emerged as a promising candidate in other tissues to minimise oxidative stress 

in its ability to provide cystine for the intracellular synthesis of the antioxidant glutathione 

(GSH) and in the maintenance of extracellular cysteine/cystine redox balance. To investigate 

the roles of the cystine/glutamate antiporter in the eye, I have used a global knockout (KO) 

mouse that lacks xCT, the functional subunit of the antiporter. In this thesis, I demonstrate 

that loss of xCT results in extracellular redox imbalance of the plasma, aqueous, and vitreous 

humour. While cysteine levels were maintained, cystine levels were significantly increased in 

the KO compared to the wild-type (WT) mouse. This resulted in an oxidative shift of the 

cystine/cysteine ratio indicative of advanced aging. In support of this, in vivo examinations 

revealed KO mice developed age-related pathologies in the lens and retina earlier than WT 

mice. Interestingly, the absence of xCT did not affect intracellular GSH levels in any tissue 

suggesting that xCT may be important, but not essential for overall GSH homeostasis. 

Markers of oxidative damage were similar between WT and KO in the cornea but increased 

oxidative stress markers were seen in the young (6 weeks) to middle aged (12 months) KO 

lens and young KO retinas. Electroretinography revealed that loss of xCT results in delays in 

the photoreceptor and post-photoreceptor response time in the young KO retina. These delays 

were similar to that in older (9 months) WT retinas, suggesting that young KO retinas exhibit 

signs of a decline in retinal function more characteristic of an older retina. Taken together, 

these results suggest that the xCT KO mice is a useful model for study the aging eye and in 

the future could be used to test intervention strategies aimed at restoring cystine/cysteine 

redox homeostasis and delaying the onset of age-related eye diseases, for which currently no 

preventive treatment exists. 
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 Oxidative	stress	and	the	Chapter	1.
antioxidant	defence	systems	in	the	eye	

Ocular tissues such as the cornea, lens, and retina are constantly exposed to oxidative stress 

by the generation of harmful reactive oxygen species (ROS). The positioning of the eye 

makes ocular tissues particularly susceptible to damage by ROS through ultraviolet radiation 

and endogenous by-products of oxygen metabolism. To combat the damaging effects of ROS, 

antioxidants such as glutathione, ascorbic acid, and other antioxidant enzymes are utilised by 

the eye. With age, there is a reduction of antioxidants and antioxidant enzyme activity, 

leading to an accumulation of ROS, which in turn leads to oxidative stress. Chronic oxidative 

stress is a major contributor to the pathogenesis of age-related eye diseases. Pathologies such 

as dry eye syndrome (Wakamatsu et al., 2008), corneal dystrophies (Buddi et al., 2002; 

Elhalis et al., 2010), cataract (Truscott, 2005), and age-related macular degeneration (Beatty 

et al., 2000) are more prevalent in the aged population with 60% of individuals over the age 

of 60 affected by one or more of these diseases (Taylor et al., 2010; Wong et al., 2006). 

While chronic oxidative stress is recognised to be one of the underlying pathophysiologies 

for these conditions (Pinazo-Durán et al., 2014), no treatment for preventing or delaying the 

onset of these age-related diseases currently exists. Since oxidative stress is a major 

contributing factor to the pathogenesis of eye diseases, exogenous antioxidant 

supplementations have been promoted as a means of slowing down the disease process. 

However, the results from epidemiological studies have been mixed (Age-Related Eye 

Disease Study Research Group, 2001; Chiu et al., 2007; Gritz et al., 2006). This uncertainty 

can be attributed to a lack of understanding and knowledge of the endogenous antioxidant 

pathways that are utilised by the different tissues of the eye to maintain redox balance and 
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minimise oxidative stress under physiological and pathological conditions. An interesting 

candidate to emerge in the field is the cystine/glutamate antiporter, which was initially 

suggested to play a central role in maintaining intracellular glutathione levels. More recently, 

it has been shown to be involved in controlling extracellular cysteine/cystine redox balance 

and mediating glutamate signalling in neuronal tissues. The cystine/glutamate antiporter was 

first discovered in the 1970s and has since been studied in different tissues and cell types of 

the body. The recent generation of the cystine/glutamate antiporter knockout mouse has 

enabled researchers to determine its roles in vivo. However, to date, the role of the 

cystine/glutamate antiporter in the tissues of the eye has not been extensively studied, and 

therefore is the focus of this thesis. 

In this introductory chapter, I will outline the development, anatomy, and physiology of the 

ocular tissues I have investigated, which include the cornea, lens, and retina, and the fluid-

filled chambers of the eye; the aqueous and vitreous humours. I will then discuss the 

implications of oxidative stress on the cellular components of ocular tissues and the 

antioxidant defence systems involved in protecting tissues of the eye from oxidative stress 

and damage. Finally, I will outline the known roles of the cystine/glutamate antiporter in 

other tissues.  
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 The	human	eye	1.1.

The eye is an important organ responsible for sight (Figure 1-1). It can be divided into four 

basic structures: fibrous, optical, nervous, and uveal. The fibrous structures include the 

transparent cornea, the opaque sclera, and the translucent conjunctiva. The optical structures 

include the cornea and lens. The retina and optic nerve head make up the nervous system and 

the choroid, ciliary body, and iris make up the uveal structures. These tissues all need to 

function effectively and work together to provide vision. The process of vision begins when 

light hits the anterior surface of the cornea, where it is first refracted. This light then makes 

its way through the aqueous humour, which is a fluid that is secreted by the ciliary body and 

contained within the anterior chamber, to enter the iris aperture known as the pupil. The 

pupil, along with the eyelids, controls the amount of light that enters the eye. Once through 

the pupil, light then travels through the lens, where it is refracted a second time to ensure that 

it is focused on the retina. Before it hits the retina, it travels through the viscous vitreous 

humour, which sits in the vitreous chamber. Once light hits the retina, a chemical reaction 

known as ‘the phototransduction cascade’ is activated. The activation of the 

phototransduction cascade initiates an action potential that eventually reaches the visual 

cortex in the brain where visual processing takes place (Kaufman et al., 2011).  
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Figure 1-1. Anatomy of the eye 
Light entering the eye passes through the cornea into the anterior chamber filled with aqueous 
humour, is then refracted by the lens into the vitreous chamber containing vitreous humour, and is 
then focused onto the retina. Diagram adapted from Servier Medical Art, which is licensed under a 
Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License 

1.1.1. Ocular	development	

The development of the human eye (Figure 1-2) begins at day 22 of gestation with the 

formation of a small out-pocket in the forebrain known as the optic groove (Pansky, 1982). 

Over the course of the next few days, this out-pocket dilates and grows laterally towards the 

surface ectoderm and is known as the optic vesicle. Once the optic vesicle contacts the 

surface ectoderm, the cells of the ectoderm elongate and thicken to form the lens placode 

(Pansky, 1982; Snell et al., 1997). Invagination of the optic vesicle and lens placode takes 

place at approximately day 29, during which the lens vesicle begins to form. At week seven 
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of gestation, the lens vesicle loses contact with the surface ectoderm, and at this point the 

cells of the posterior wall of the vesicle start to elongate into primary fibre cells. By eight 

weeks, the primary fibre cells fill the lumen of the lens vesicle and constitute the embryonic 

nucleus. Over the course of gestation, the lens continues to grow, and secondary lens fibres 

are added to the embryonic nucleus (Pansky, 1982; Snell et al., 1997). The formation of the 

retina occurs simultaneously with the lens. The invagination of the optic vesicle leads to the 

formation of the optic cup. The optic cup is made up of two parts: the outer or pigmented 

layer, and the inner or nervous layer. As the inner layer begins to thicken, the cells 

differentiate into rods, cones, secondary supporting cells, and neurons in the posterior four-

fifths of the optic cup. The anterior one-fifth differentiates to form the ciliary body and the 

iridial cells (Pansky, 1982; Snell et al., 1997). The development of the optic cup is complete 

by week seven as the choroidal fissure closes and the optic stalk elongates and further 

attenuates to form the optic nerve. Within the optic nerve, the hyaloid artery develops to 

supply oxygen to the posterior foetal lens. It later becomes the central retinal artery which 

supplies oxygen to the retina (Pansky, 1982; Snell et al., 1997). Once the lens vesicle and 

optic cup have been formed, corneal formation is induced. The mesenchymal layer, which 

covers the formed tissues, starts to differentiate. Anteriorly, a slit in the mesenchyme appears 

which develops into the anterior chamber. Simultaneously, the corneal epithelium, stroma, 

and endothelium then develop from surface ectoderm, mesenchyme, and neural crest cells 

respectively. The tissues of the eye continue to develop and grow postnatally, with vision 

fully functional a few years after birth (Pansky, 1982; Snell et al., 1997).  
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Figure 1-2. Development of the eye 
At day 22, the process of development begins with the formation of the optic groove. At day 25, the 
groove invaginates along with the lens placode. By day 29, the formation of the lens vesicle occurs. 
By seven weeks, the lens vesicle is formed along with the optic nerve, and the retinal layers start to 
differentiate. At eight weeks, retinal differentiation of the outer pigmented retina and inner 
neurosensory retina together with elongation of the lens fibres occurs. Finally, at 3 months, corneal 
formation is induced along with the formation of the anterior chamber, posterior chamber, the ciliary 
body, and iris. Diagram adapted from Review of Medical Embryology, 1982 (Pansky, 1982). 
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1.1.2. Cornea:	anatomy	and	physiology	

The cornea is the anterior-most structure of the eyeball. It is transparent, avascular, and its 

main function is to refract light onto the retina and to act as a protective barrier from 

microbes and foreign objects (Asbell et al., 2010). The cornea receives most of its nutrients 

(including glucose, amino acids, and antioxidants) from the aqueous humour but also 

partially from the tear fluid (Snell et al., 1997). Histologically, the cornea is made of five 

layers (Figure 1-3), the epithelium, Bowman’s layer, stroma, Descemet’s membrane, and the 

endothelium. The cornea is both hydrophobic and hydrophilic; the epithelium and 

endothelium are hydrophobic while the stroma is hydrophilic. The epithelial layer is around 

50-60 µm in thickness and consists of five to six layers of stratified squamous epithelium. 

The outermost layers (two to three cell layers) of the epithelium are called superficial cells 

and are held together by tight junctions to form an effective barrier. Underneath these cells lie 

two or three layers of wing cells, followed by a single layer of cuboidal basal cells, which are 

capable of mitosis. Corneal epithelial cells are continuously shed from the superficial layer 

every 7-10 days, and routinely undergo apoptosis and regeneration from basal cells derived 

from limbal epithelial stem cells (DelMonte et al., 2011). During this time, the tissue 

maintains a uniform structure and thickness, so transparency is maintained. The Bowman’s 

layer (15 µm thick) lies beneath the corneal epithelium and acts as a protective barrier of the 

anterior stroma (Hayashi et al., 2002). The middle stromal layer accounts for nearly 90% of 

corneal thickness and consists mainly of extracellular matrix components including collagen 

fibres, glycosaminoglycans, and keratocytes. The stroma is composed of organised type I 

collagen fibrils and to a lesser extent types III, V, and VI collagen fibrils. These fibrils are 

arranged in a regular and parallel fashion, which affords incredible tensile strength and 

reduces light scattering. Lying between the collagen fibrils are glycosaminoglycans or 

proteoglycans, which consist of polysaccharides such as keratin sulphate, chondroitin 
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sulphate, and dermatan sulphate along with their core proteins. These highly polar 

proteoglycans fill the inter-fibrillar spaces and determine the precise placement of stromal 

fibrils to minimise light scattering. In addition, the high proteoglycan content creates a 

colloid osmotic pressure which attracts water into the stroma (Besharse et al., 2010). The 

keratocytes are specialised fibroblasts and are important in the secretion and maintenance of 

collagen fibrils, glycosaminoglycans, and matrix metalloproteases (DelMonte et al., 2011; 

Snell et al., 1997). The Descemet’s membrane (10 µm thick) lies posterior to the stroma and 

is the basement membrane of the endothelium (Hayashi et al., 2002). The endothelium is a 

monolayer of cells that actively transport ions across the membrane to generate an osmotic 

gradient that draws water away from the stroma and into the aqueous humour (Asbell et al., 

2010; DelMonte et al., 2011; Snell et al., 1997). Unlike the high resistance tight junctions in 

the epithelium (Reinach et al., 2008), the endothelium consists of a ‘leaky’ barrier 

characterised by incomplete tight junctions (Srinivas, 2010). This layer permits fluid and 

small, neutral, or cationic solute entry from the aqueous humour into the stroma, while 

actively pumping out ions and water in the opposite direction to counteract the intrinsic 

colloid osmotic pressure imposed by the high proteoglycan content in the stroma (Bourne, 

2003). This ‘pump-leak’ nature of the endothelium is key towards regulating stromal 

deturgescence (active dehydration of the stroma) and curbing stromal oedema (Bourne, 

2003). Since the active transport of molecules across the endothelium requires a high energy 

demand, the endothelium contains an abundance of mitochondria to generate energy (Molon-

Noblot et al., 1991). Unlike the epithelium, endothelial cells do not have the capacity for 

regeneration and therefore cannot be replaced if lost or damaged. 
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Figure 1-3. Anatomy of the cornea 
Schematic diagram of the cornea revealing the different cell layers of the epithelium; superficial cells 
(teal), wing cells (light blue) and basal cells (dark blue), a stromal layer consisting of collagen fibrils 
(black) and keratocytes (pink) and a monolayer of endothelial cells (yellow). Also seen is the 
Bowman’s layer and Descemet’s membrane.  

1.1.3. Lens:	anatomy	and	physiology	

The primary function of the lens is to focus light onto the retina. To achieve this, the lens 

must be transparent. A highly ordered structure and shape, cellular physiology, and tissue 

architecture are all critical factors for maintaining lens transparency (Figure 1-4). The lens is 

surrounded by a thickened basement membrane known as the capsule. It is made up of 

collagen type IV fibrils and embedded in a matrix of glycosaminoglycans and glycoproteins. 

The lens capsule is permeable and allows low molecular weight compounds to diffuse 

through, while large particles are restricted from entering. At the equator of the lens, zonular 
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fibres extend from the capsule to the ciliary body, allowing the lens to change shape in a 

process known as accommodation (Snell et al., 1997). An epithelial cell monolayer lies 

underneath the capsule and covers the anterior lens surface. Near the lens equator, in a region 

known as the germinative zone, epithelial cells proliferate, elongate, and differentiate to form 

fibre cells, which make up the bulk of the lens. These fibre cells are packed in a highly 

ordered arrangement, which results in a compact lens architecture designed to minimise light 

scattering and preserve transparency. Continuous mitotic division of fibre cells generates an 

age gradient across the lens with newly formed, differentiating fibre cells in the periphery 

displacing older fibre cells through the inner cortex towards the centre or core of the lens. As 

fibre cells mature, they undergo degradation of light scattering organelles such as nuclei, 

mitochondria, and endoplasmic reticulum, and undergo significant changes in the expression 

of cytoplasmic and membrane proteins, especially the expression of soluble cytoplasmic 

crystallins. These crystallins are concentrated in the lens core and are tightly packed to ensure 

a smooth radial gradient of refractive index from the periphery to the core. This arrangement 

ensures that inherent spherical aberration is corrected and transparency is maintained in the 

lens despite the unusually high protein content (Bloemendal et al., 2004).  

The loss of cellular organelles during differentiation means that fibre cells in the core are 

unable to synthesise new proteins and are reliant on anaerobic metabolism to meet their 

energy demands (Mathias et al., 1997). Given the size of the lens, passive diffusion alone 

would take too long for nutrients to reach the lens core. As a result, it has been hypothesised 

that a specialised internal microcirculation model exists to deliver nutrients and remove waste 

products (Mathias et al., 1997). The internal microcirculation system depends on the flow of 

ionic current, carried primarily by sodium ions (Na+) which enters the lens via both the 

anterior and posterior poles along the extracellular space between fibre cells. The current then 

propagates across fibre cell membranes, and then flows towards the surface of the lens via an 
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intracellular pathway mediated by gap junctions, which connects all fibre cells. The influx of 

ions is believed to be accompanied by a flow of water, oxygen, nutrients, amino acids, and 

antioxidants to the deeper lying fibre cells, whereas the efflux of ions facilitates the removal 

of waste products.  

 

Figure 1-4. Anatomy of the lens 
Schematic diagram revealing the anterior epithelial monolayer (yellow), cortical fibre cells of the 
outer cortex (pink) and inner cortex (magenta), and mature fibre cells in the core (purple). The 
equatorial region of the lens includes the germinative zone where fibre cell differentiation and 
elongation occur. Also illustrated are the zonular fibres, which extend from the capsule to the ciliary 
body and allow accommodation of the lens. (Diagram adapted from lens illustration by H.Suzuki; 
PhD Thesis - P2 Receptor Signalling in the Lens).  
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1.1.4. Retina:	anatomy	and	physiology	

The retina is a multi-layered neuronal structure and is responsible for the detection and the 

initiation of an electrical response to light. The retina thickness measures approximately 560 

μm and is continuous with the ciliary body anteriorly and the optic nerve posteriorly. 

Histologically, it consists of the inner neurosensory layer and the outer pigmented layer. 

Together they make up a total of 10 layers, which are shown in Figure 1-5.  

Light rays initially pass through the light-insensitive structures of the inner retina before 

reaching the outer nuclear layer, which contains photoreceptors. The outer segments of 

photoreceptors contain photopigments, which absorb photons of light. Absorption of light 

stimulates a G-protein signalling cascade that alters the membrane potential of the 

photoreceptor cells and the amount of neurotransmitter released into the synaptic cleft. From 

here, neurotransmitters excite or inhibit bipolar cells, which in turn synapse with ganglion 

cells whose axons form the optic nerve. Action potentials produced by ganglion cells are 

transmitted along the optic nerve to the primary visual cortex which interprets and processes 

this information into a visual image (Kaufman et al., 2011; Snell & Lemp, 1997).  

The retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) is a monolayer anchored to Bruch’s membrane 

(basement membrane) via infoldings on the basal side. The long microvilli on the apical 

surface interdigitate with the photoreceptor outer segment, thereby attaching the rest of the 

retina to the RPE (Bonilha, 2014). The main functions of the RPE are to provide nutrients and 

recycle the components of the photoreceptor layer, absorb light, and provide a blood-eye 

barrier (Kaufman et al., 2011).  

The photoreceptor layer contains two types of photoreceptors, the rods and cones, which are 

each composed of an outer segment, an inner segment, and a nuclear layer. Rods are 

responsible for vision under dim light or scotopic conditions, while the cones are responsible 
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for vision under bright or photopic conditions. Rods are the dominant photoreceptors in the 

retina and are scattered across the retina along with cones at a ratio of approximately 1:20. 

However, the fovea is composed exclusively of cones thus providing detailed vision (Kolb, 

2013). Together the rods and cones capture light which encompasses the whole of our visual 

space (Bowling, 2015). The outer segment of the rods and cones is responsible for capturing 

light through a process known as phototransduction. The inner segment contains the 

mitochondria which provide energy to the outer segment and other organelles (Kaufman et 

al., 2011), while the nuclear layer contains the synaptic terminal from which neurotransmitter 

is released. The outer plexiform layer is made up of neuronal synapses connecting the 

photoreceptor cells to bipolar cells as well as, ancillary and mediator cells such as the 

horizontal and Müller cells. These synapses allow communication and processing of 

information. Like the outer plexiform layer, the inner plexiform layer is also made up of 

synapses, which connect bipolar cells and amacrine cells to ganglion cells. The ganglion cells 

are responsible for transmitting information via their axons that bundle up to make up the 

retinal nerve fibre layer, which exit at the optic nerve head. 
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Figure 1-5. The ten layers of the retina 
Schematic diagram of the retina illustrating the 10 layers of the retina, including the (1) retinal 
pigment epithelium (RPE), (2) photoreceptor layer (PhL), (3) external limiting membrane (ELM), (4) 
outer nuclear layer (ONL), (5) outer plexiform layer (OPL), (6) inner nuclear layer (INL), (7) inner 
plexiform layer (IPL), (8) ganglion cell layer (GCL), (9) retinal nerve fibre layer (RNFL), and (10) 
internal limiting membrane (ILM). Also seen in the diagram are the different cells that make up the 
neurosensory retina. Diagram adapted from Servier Medical Art, which is licensed under a Creative 
Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. 

1.1.5. Aqueous	humour:	production	and	composition	

The aqueous humour is constantly produced by the ciliary processes of the ciliary body and is 

initially secreted into the posterior chamber before flowing through into the anterior chamber 

where it is then drained primarily via the trabecular meshwork (TM; Figure 1-6). The rate of 

production of aqueous humour must be balanced by an equal rate of aqueous drainage in 

order to maintain the intraocular pressure (Goel et al., 2010; Kiel et al., 2010; Snell et al., 

1997). The aqueous humour has a similar composition to blood plasma, but possesses a low 

protein concentration and contains both organic and inorganic ions, glucose, carbohydrates, 

amino acids and proteins, ascorbic acid, glutathione, urea, dissolved gases such as oxygen 
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and carbon dioxide, and water (Goel et al., 2010). These components provide the avascular 

lens, cornea, and TM with nutrients, amino acids, and antioxidants, and removes metabolic 

waste produced by anterior tissues (Snell et al., 1997). 

 

Figure 1-6. Flow of the aqueous humour 
Schematic diagram of the anterior eye illustrating the flow of the aqueous humour (arrow) after it is 
secreted by the ciliary processes. The aqueous humour flows from the posterior chamber into the 
anterior chamber, where it circulates until it is drained primarily via the trabecular meshwork. 
Diagram adapted from Servier Medical Art, which is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 
3.0 Unported License. 

1.1.6. Vitreous	humour:	anatomy	and	composition	

The vitreous humour is a transparent gel that allows light to pass through and reach the retina. 

It is contained within the vitreous chamber and interfaces with the lens, retina, and optic 

nerve head. It is made up of 98% water; however, it has the consistency of a gel. This 

consistency is due to the combination of thick and long collagen fibrils suspended in a 

meshwork of glycosaminoglycans. Chondroitin sulphate and hyaluronic acid are the two 

glycosaminoglycans present in the vitreous, and they work to stabilise the viscosity. Collagen 

type II is the primary collagen fibre in the vitreous; however, it also contains collagen type V, 

IX, and XI. Within the water component, organic molecules such as ascorbate, glucose 
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lactose, amino acids, and proteins are present. Inorganic molecules such as sodium, 

potassium, magnesium, chloride, phosphate, calcium, and oxygen are also present (Kaufman 

et al., 2011; Snell et al., 1997). Like the aqueous humour, the solutes of the vitreous are very 

similar to the blood plasma, and these are thought to originate from the vasculature of the 

retina and ciliary body (Kaufman et al., 2011). The vitreous also contains cells called 

hyalocytes, which are similar to mononuclear phagocytes. In addition to phagocytosis, these 

cells, along with fibroblasts, are thought to secrete collagen and synthesise sodium 

hyaluronate (Snell et al., 1997).  
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 Oxidative	stress	in	the	eye	1.2.

Oxidative stress is defined as the imbalance between the production of ROS or pro-oxidants, 

and the ability of the body to counteract or detoxify their harmful effects through 

neutralisation by antioxidants. The generation of ROS results from a reduction of molecular 

oxygen. Oxygen (O2) will accept a single electron resulting in the generation of the 

superoxide radical (O2
−•), which in turn can produce hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) via 

superoxide dismutase. Through the Harber-Weiss and Fenton reactions, H2O2 and O2
−• can 

produce the deleterious hydroxyl radical [OH•; (Turrens, 2003)].  

1.2.1. Sources	of	oxidative	stress	

ROS are produced as a result of endogenous or exogenous sources. A major source of 

endogenous ROS is the electron transport chain, which resides within the mitochondria 

(Huang et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2002). Mitochondria are the main generators of cellular energy 

and through oxidative phosphorylation produce energy in the form of adenosine triphosphate 

(ATP). Although most of the total O2 that is used in this process is reduced to water (H2O) via 

the electron transport chain, 1-2% leaks out as O2
-• (Chance et al., 1979; Guzy et al., 2005; 

Herrero et al., 2000). Other endogenous sources of ROS include the nicotinamide adenine 

dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) oxidase system (Babizhayev, 2011; Finkel et al., 2000), the 

endoplasmic reticulum (Hwang et al., 1992), cytochrome P450 metabolism, and peroxisomes, 

which are a source of H2O2 and O2
-• (Schrader et al., 2006). In the eye, tissues such as the 

corneal endothelium and retinal photoreceptors contain abundant mitochondria (Kaufman et 

al., 2011). The lens also contains mitochondria located in the epithelium and superficial fibre 

cells (Lou, 2003). These tissues are therefore constantly exposed to mitochondria-generated 

ROS.  
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A major source of exogenous ROS is ultraviolet (UV) radiation, which is separated into 

UVA, UVB, and UVC rays, dependent on the wavelength (Roberts, 2001). While UVC is 

absorbed by the ozone layer, UVA and UVB initiate photo-induced cascades that generate 

ROS in exposed biological tissues. The generation of O2
−• through UV radiation and electron 

transfer to molecular O2, from molecules such as NADPH, the amino acid tryptophan, and the 

vitamin riboflavin, eventually lead to the formation of the OH• (Rittié et al., 2002). In the 

eye, the cornea, lens, and aqueous humour absorb a significant portion of UVA and UVB 

rays, with the rest being absorbed by the retina. It is well known that UV radiation induces 

diseases such as age-related nuclear cataract, age-related macular degeneration, and corneal 

conditions such as pterygium (Čejková et al., 2004; Chalam et al., 2011; Giblin et al., 2002; 

Yam et al., 2014).  

The gradual accumulation of ROS by both endogenous and exogenous sources leads to 

oxidative stress. Oxidative stress results in damage to deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), lipids, 

and proteins, which over time leads to the clinical manifestation of chronic and degenerative 

age-related diseases (Cutler et al., 1995) such as cardiovascular diseases (Dhalla et al., 2000), 

neurodegenerative diseases (Emerit et al., 2004), cancer (Sosa et al., 2013), and in the 

pathogenesis of age-related eye disease (Pinazo-Durán et al., 2014). 

1.2.2. Damage	to	cellular	components	and	implications	

Oxidative stress causes damage to cell components such as DNA, proteins, and lipids. This 

damage changes the structures of DNA, proteins, and lipids, thus altering their functional 

capabilities and triggering signalling cascades that lead to the onset of disease. ROS can 

attack DNA to form cytotoxic and mutagenic lesions. The most frequently measured oxidised 

DNA product, 8-oxoguanine (8-oxoG), may be formed by the direct attack of the highly 

reactive OH• on the guanine residues in DNA. If oxidative DNA damage is not correctly or 
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efficiently repaired, it may result in mutations, replication errors, genomic instability, and cell 

death, all of which have been associated with aging and age-related diseases (Bohr et al., 

1998). Mutation in the DNA due to oxidative stress have been implicated in eye diseases such 

as age-related macular degeneration (Liang et al., 2003).  

Given that proteins are one of the largest constituents of the cellular milieu, they are frequent 

targets of oxidative damage by the OH• or H2O2 (Stadtman, 2006). The amino acids that form 

the protein backbone are highly susceptible to oxidation by the OH•, as it has an affinity for 

the central carbon atom, resulting in a carbon-centred protein radical. These products are 

highly sensitive to proteolytic degradation by proteases, triggering a chain reaction which 

generates more protein radicals that have the ability to cause further protein oxidative 

modifications (Stadtman, 2006). A well-characterised oxidative modification is the 

irreversible formation of protein carbonyl groups that arise from either direct oxidation of 

certain amino acids by ROS, oxidation of proteins by lipid peroxidation products, oxidative 

cleavage of the protein backbone, or oxidative reaction with other protein carbonyls. Once 

formed, protein carbonyls are highly resistant to proteolytic degradation, thus leading to 

impaired protein function and subsequent disease (Negre‐Salvayre et al., 2008; Stadtman et 

al., 2000). Increased accumulation of protein carbonyls has been linked with cataract (Boscia 

et al., 2000) and proliferative diabetic retinopathy (Loukovaara et al., 2014).  

Lipid peroxidation is detrimental to cellular functions as it disrupts membrane integrity, 

fluidity, and function (Esterbauer et al., 1991). The process of lipid peroxidation is a chain 

reaction involving the interaction of ROS or carbon-centred protein radicals with 

polyunsaturated fatty acids, resulting in the generation of highly reactive electrophilic 

aldehydes and free radicals (Esterbauer et al., 1991). The predominant reactive aldehydes 

produced endogenously are 4-hydroxynonenal (4-HNE) and malondialdehyde, although other 
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aldehyde products are also formed (Comportl, 1998; Waldeck et al., 1996). The retina is 

particularly prone to lipid peroxidation since it is highly enriched in polyunsaturated fatty 

acids (Nag et al., 2017). Furthermore, increased lipid peroxidation has been reported in a 

number of eye diseases including age-related macular degeneration (Nowak, 2013), cataracts 

(Kaur et al., 2012), and corneal diseases such as dry eye syndrome (Nakamura et al., 2007) 

and Fuchs’ corneal endothelial dystrophy (Shoham et al., 2008).  

 

 

Figure 1-7. Summary of ROS generation and targets of ROS-induced damage  
The superoxide radical (O2

-•) is generated by the mitochondria or UV light. O2
-• is then converted to 

hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). The reaction between O2
-• and H2O2 via the Harber-Weiss reaction 

generates the hydroxyl radical (OH•) which can also be generated through the conversion of H2O2 via 
the Fenton reaction. Together the O2

-•, H2O2, and the OH• lead to DNA damage, protein carbonyls, 
and lipid peroxides. Diagram adapted from Servier Medical Art, which is licensed under a Creative 
Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. 
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 Antioxidants	1.3.

To combat the excessive generation of ROS, the eye possesses a robust antioxidant defence 

system to prevent or minimise oxidative damage. Tissues of the eye contain a plethora of 

antioxidant systems that work synergistically to maintain eye health. Small and large 

molecule antioxidants and antioxidant enzymes act as primary defence mechanisms to 

directly neutralise ROS, whereas other antioxidant enzymes act as secondary defence 

mechanisms to repair proteins that have been damaged by ROS (Richer, 2000). A number of 

comprehensive reviews on the antioxidant defence systems in the eye are available 

(Rasmussen et al., 2013; Richer, 2000; Rose et al., 1998; Umapathy et al., 2013). Therefore, 

in the remainder of this section, I will provide a brief summary of some of the major 

antioxidant systems in the eye important to this thesis.  

1.3.1. 	Glutathione	

The principal antioxidant in the eye is glutathione (GSH). GSH is known to play many 

important roles in the eye including scavenging for ROS, maintaining protein thiol groups in 

their native state, maintaining cell integrity, recycling the antioxidant ascorbate from its 

oxidised form, and detoxifying hydrogen peroxides, electrophiles, and other xenobiotics by 

functioning as a co-factor for antioxidant enzymes such as glutathione peroxidase (GPx) and 

glutathione-S-transferase (Ganea et al., 2006). GSH can be directly accumulated through 

uptake of GSH via uptake transporters, or synthesised by the conjugation of cysteine, 

glutamate, and glycine by γ-glutamylcysteine synthetase (γ-GCS; also known as glutamyl 

cysteine ligase) and GSH synthetase (GS). In the process of acting as an antioxidant, GSH 

itself becomes oxidised to its disulphide form (GSSG). However, GSSG can be recycled back 

to GSH via the NADPH-dependent glutathione reductase (GR) enzyme, to maintain high 

levels of GSH.  
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The importance of GSH in ocular tissues is well documented. In the cornea, GSH is known to 

play an important role in protecting endothelial cells from oxidative stress and thus 

maintaining corneal deturgescence (Riley, 1984). The importance of GSH in maintaining 

corneal integrity is recognised by the addition of GSH or GSSG during cataract surgery to 

reduce the loss of endothelial cells from oxidative stress, and to decrease the risk of corneal 

swelling (Edelhauser et al., 1978; Glasser et al., 1985). In the lens, GSH is present in 

millimolar concentrations, the highest concentration of any other tissues in the eye (Giblin, 

2000; Umapathy et al., 2013). It has been demonstrated that with increasing age, GSH levels 

become depleted in the lens nucleus, predisposing the lens to age-related nuclear cataract. It 

is well known that if GSH levels fall below 1 mM in the lens core, a series of reactions occur 

that result in the oxidation of cysteine and methionine residues, and in an increase in protein 

mixed disulphides (Truscott, 2005). This leads to a loss of soluble proteins, protein 

crosslinking and aggregation, the appearance of high molecular weight proteins, and 

ultimately cataract (Giblin, 2000; Giblin et al., 1995; Lou, 2003; Lou et al., 1999; Truscott, 

2005; Truscott, 2010). In the retina, depletion of GSH through the inhibition of GSH 

synthesis results in decreased viability of cultured RPE cells. Addition of exogenous GSH to 

the culture media maintains the viability of RPE cells, even in the presence of GSH synthesis 

inhibitors (Kurtz et al., 1996; Sternberg et al., 1993). Depletion of GSH using the oxidant 

diamide was shown to significantly decrease the ability of photoreceptors to depolarise in rat 

retinas, but when GSH regeneration was stimulated by the addition of NADPH, the function 

of the photoreceptor was restored to normal (Winkler et al., 1983). These studies show that 

GSH plays an important role in maintaining cellular function in the cornea, lens, and retina. 
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1.3.2. Ascorbic	acid	

Ascorbic acid, also known as vitamin C or ascorbate, is another important antioxidant in the 

eye. Unlike GSH, in humans, ascorbic acid cannot be synthesised and so must be obtained 

from the diet. It can also be regenerated from its oxidised form, dehydroascorbate (DHA), by 

the enzyme DHA reductase, which requires GSH as a co-factor. Its main functions are to 

scavenge ROS, regenerate α-tocopherol or vitamin E, and act as a natural sunscreen by 

absorbing UV light, thus preventing ROS production and subsequent oxidative damage 

(Pinazo-Durán et al., 2014; Richer, 2000; Umapathy et al., 2013). The ascorbic acid 

concentrations in nocturnal animals are much lower than diurnal animals, thus solidifying its 

role as a natural sunscreen (Delamere, 1996; Varma, 1987). In the eye, high levels of 

ascorbate were found in the epithelial layer of the human cornea compared to the aqueous 

humour, implying that the antioxidant plays a major protective role against UV damage in the 

cornea, as it is the first surface that comes into contact with UV rays (Brubaker et al., 2000). 

In the human aqueous humour, the total concentrations of ascorbic acid are around 1.4 mM, 

and similar levels are also present in the vitreous humour (Delamere, 1996). It is also known 

that the concentration of ascorbic acid is higher in the aqueous humour than the plasma, at a 

ratio of 26:1. Due to its high concentration in the aqueous, it has also been shown to play an 

important role in the lens by preventing cataract due to its ability to protect sodium pumps 

from UV damage (Kisic et al., 2012). In the retina, ascorbic acid plays a protective role from 

photo-oxidative stress (Delamere, 1996). It was demonstrated that ascorbate levels in the 

retina become reduced in response to increased photo-oxidative stress (Organisciak et al., 

1984). In addition, it was reported that rats fed a diet high in ascorbic acid were less likely to 

have retinal damage when exposed to intense light (Organisciak et al., 1985). 
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1.3.3. Antioxidant	enzymes	

Antioxidant enzymes play an important role in neutralising free radicals such as O2-• and 

H2O2, thereby establishing a chain of ROS detoxification. These include superoxide 

dismutase (SOD), which is the only enzyme involved in the detoxification of O2-• to H2O2, 

while catalase and GPx detoxify H2O2 to H2O, thus preventing the formation of the more 

toxic OH• from the reaction of H2O2 and ferrous ions.  

In the eye, the highest levels of SOD activity are exhibited in the cornea, followed by the 

retina, and then the lens (Behndig et al., 1998). The high levels of SOD activity in the cornea 

most likely reflect its outermost positioning in the eye and its exposure to high levels of 

photo-oxidative stress. In a SOD knockout mouse, tissues of the eye exhibited signs of 

increased oxidative damage including formation of 8-oxoG (Imamura et al., 2006) and 

protein carbonyls (Olofsson et al., 2012), which manifested into pathological changes such as 

corneal endothelial polymegathism (Behndig, 2008), development of cortical cataract 

(Olofsson et al., 2012), and the appearance of increased drusen deposits and choroidal 

neovascularisation in the retina (Imamura et al., 2006).  

A study by Giblin et al., (1990) demonstrated the contribution of catalase in the detoxification 

of H2O2 in cultured rabbit lens epithelial cells (Giblin et al., 1990). Here it was shown that 

catalase was not the primary means of defence against oxidative damage when cells were 

exposed to a low, steady state level of 0.025 mM H2O2. Instead, it was a highly efficient GSH 

redox cycle that maintained high levels of GSH. However, catalase was found to be essential 

for survival of lens epithelial cells when exposed to a single challenge of high concentration 

0.5 mM H2O2 (Giblin et al., 1990). This is supported by other studies which have also 

demonstrated catalase to play a major role in detoxifying H2O2 at high concentrations 

(Pinazo-Durán et al., 2014). In the retina, it was shown that catalase was able to protect 
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retinal ganglion cells (RGC) following retinal ischaemia/reperfusion injury by enhancing the 

anti-oxidative ability and reducing oxidative stress (Chen et al., 2011).  

In contrast to catalase, GPx is involved in detoxifying H2O2 at physiological conditions (Rhee 

et al., 2005). In human corneal epithelial cell lines with a GPx 4 knockdown, increased lipid 

peroxidation, decreased cell viability, and increased cell death were observed, highlighting 

the importance of GPx for oxidative homeostasis and cell survival (Sakai et al., 2016). In the 

lens, GPx knockout mice exhibited irregular and enlarged epithelial and fibre cells, and 

developed nuclear cataract at least 10 months earlier than wild-type mice (Reddy et al., 

2001). In the retinas of GPx knockout mice, increased levels of lipid peroxidation and 

thinning of the outer segment of the photoreceptor layer was reported (Gosbell et al., 2006).  

Other important antioxidant enzymes include GR, as previously mentioned is involved in the 

reduction of GSSG to GSH, and peroxiredoxin, which is responsible for detoxifying lipid 

hydroperoxides (Ganea et al., 2006; Poynton et al., 2014).  
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Figure 1-8. Summary of major antioxidant defence systems in the eye 
(1) Glutathione (GSH) is synthesised from the precursor amino acids cysteine and glutamate to form 
γ-glutamylcysteine (γ-GC) by the enzyme γ-glutamylcysteine synthetase (γ-GCS). The enzyme 
glutathione synthetase (GS) catalyses the reaction between glycine and γ-GC to form GSH. (2) 
Glutathione disulphide (GSSG) is reduced to GSH by the NADPH-dependent enzyme glutathione 
reductase (GR). (3) GSH regenerates ascorbate from dehydroascorbic acid (DHA). (4) Glutathione 
peroxidase (GPx) uses GSH as a co-factor to neutralise peroxides to water (H2O). (5) Superoxide 
dismutase (SOD) neutralises the superoxide radical (O2-•) to hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). (6) Catalase 
is responsible for neutralising H2O2 into H2O and molecular oxygen (O2). 
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 The	role	of	oxidative	stress	in	age‐related	diseases	1.4.

Although the eyes possess a robust antioxidant defence system that works to minimise 

oxidative stress and protect cells from damage by ROS, this ability decreases with age, 

leading to an oxidative shift in extracellular and intracellular redox balance. While 

GSH/GSSG levels determine the intracellular redox balance, the predominant extracellular 

thiol-disulphide redox balance is determined by the cysteine (CSH)/cystine (CSSC) couple. 

In human plasma, it has been shown that, as we age, there is an increase in plasma CSSC 

relative to CSH, resulting in an oxidative shift in the extracellular redox balance (Hack et al., 

1998; Jones et al., 2002) .  

It is well established that redox imbalance and oxidative stress play a major role in the 

pathogenesis of a number of age-related eye disease such as bullous keratopathy and Fuchs’ 

corneal endothelial dystrophy (Buddi et al., 2002; Elhalis et al., 2010), dry eye syndrome 

(Augustin et al., 1995; Nakamura et al., 2007; Wakamatsu et al., 2008), nuclear and cortical 

cataracts (Becker et al., 2018; Truscott, 2005), and age related macular degeneration (Beatty 

et al., 2000; Delcourt et al., 1999; Yildirim et al., 2011). As a result, the use of antioxidant 

supplements has been advocated to delay or prevent the onset of age-related eye disease. 

However, there is inconsistent evidence that exogenous antioxidant supplementation delays 

the onset of these diseases (Age-Related Eye Disease Study Research Group, 2001; Chiu et 

al., 2007; Gritz et al., 2006). This inconsistency may be attributed to the lack of knowledge of 

the endogenous molecular pathways utilised by ocular tissues to maintain redox balance and 

minimise oxidative stress, under normal physiological conditions and under conditions of 

increasing oxidative stress. An important candidate to emerge is the cystine/glutamate 

antiporter. In other tissues, it has been suggested to be involved in the maintaining 

extracellular CSH/CSSC balance, as well as in providing cyst(e)ine for maintenance of 
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intracellular GSH levels. However, its role in the eye is largely unknown (Lewerenz et al., 

2013; Lo et al., 2008). 

 The	cystine/glutamate	antiporter	1.5.

The cystine/glutamate antiporter (system xc-) also known as solute carrier member 7 

(SLC7A11) is a Na+-independent system that exchanges extracellular CSSC for intracellular 

glutamate, and has been found in many different cell types and tissues of the body (Bannai et 

al., 1980; Bridges et al., 2012). There has been considerable interest in the role of system xc-, 

especially in diseases such as cancer (Lo et al., 2008), microbial infections (Dai et al., 2015), 

and neurodegenerative diseases (Lo et al., 2008; Massie et al., 2011). Certain cancers, 

including leukaemia and lymphomas are incapable of synthesising CSH. However, cancer 

cells that express system xc- can take up cyst(e)ine directly which is an essential amino acid 

for promoting growth and viability in these cancer types (Gout et al., 2001; Gout et al., 1997). 

As such, system xc- represents a potential target for the therapy of cancers that are critically 

dependent on the uptake of cysteine (Lewerenz et al., 2013). In central nervous system 

disorders such as Parkinson’s disease, system xc- has been investigated as a possible target 

for neuroprotection in animal models of this disorder, since genetic deletion or inhibition of 

the transport specific subunit can reduce extracellular glutamate levels and potentially protect 

substantia nigral dopamine neurons of mice against pathogenic pathways highly linked with 

Parkinson’s disease (Bridges et al., 2012; Massie et al., 2011). 

1.5.1. System	xc- structure	

System xc- is composed of two chains, the ubiquitous heavy chain (4F2hc) subunit, which 

anchors the antiporter to the membrane, and the light chain (xCT) subunit, which confers 

transport specificity and mediates the exchange of extracellular CSSC for intracellular 
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glutamate at a molar ratio of 1:1. The 4F2hc subunit is a type II glycoprotein with a single 

transmembrane domain, an intracellular NH2 terminus, and a molecular weight of 

approximately	 85 kDa (Fort et al., 2007). The xCT light chain subunit has 12 putative 

transmembrane domains with the N- and C-termini located intracellularly, is not 

glycosylated, and has a predicted molecular mass of approximately 55 kDa (Sato et al., 

1999). Whereas 4F2hc is a subunit common to several amino acid transport systems, xCT is 

unique and responsible for cystine/glutamate exchange. xCT has been cloned in the human 

and mouse with 89% amino acid sequence identity existing between the two species. 

Transport of substrates is Na+-independent and Cl--dependent (Banjac et al., 2008). Since 

extracellular CSSC levels are higher than intracellular levels, CSSC is transported into the 

cell, while the higher concentrations of intracellular glutamate relative to extracellular 

glutamate results in export of glutamate from the cells (Lall et al., 2008). In addition to the 

uptake of CSSC, recent evidence shows that system xc- is also able to uptake cystathionine, a 

precursor amino acid of CSH (Kobayashi et al., 2015).  

1.5.2. 	Expression	of	xCT	

xCT was first characterised in human fibroblast cells in the 1980s (Bannai, 1986) and since 

then its expression has been observed at both the messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) and 

protein level in a number of different tissues. Typically xCT mRNA and protein expression is 

highest in the brain of humans, rats, and mice (Burdo et al., 2006; De Bundel et al., 2011; 

Kim et al., 2001; La Bella et al., 2007; Massie et al., 2011; Sato et al., 1999; Shih et al., 2006; 

Van Liefferinge et al., 2016). In both mouse and rat brains, xCT mRNA is detected in 

specific regions such as the cerebral cortex, hippocampus, striatum, meninges, nucleus 

accumbens, and cerebellum (Baker et al., 2003; Baker et al., 2002; De Bundel et al., 2011; La 

Bella et al., 2007; Massie et al., 2011; Pow, 2001; Shih et al., 2006; Van Liefferinge et al., 
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2016). High levels of xCT mRNA expression are seen in the human pancreas and spinal cord 

(Kim et al., 2001) with no expression detected in human kidney, lung, liver, and lymph nodes 

(Kim et al., 2001; Shih et al., 2001). In contrast, rats and mice express high levels of xCT 

mRNA in the kidney, liver, and lung (Sato et al., 1999; Watanabe et al., 1987), and xCT 

protein has been detected in the rat cortex and hippocampus. xCT activity has been reported 

in human foetal lung fibroblasts, macrophages, hepatocytes, and endothelial cells (Bannai et 

al., 1980; Hosoya et al., 2002; Sasaki et al., 2002; Sato et al., 1999), and rat neuronal tissues 

such as the nucleus accumbens, striatum, cerebellum, cerebral cortex, and hippocampus 

(Baker et al., 2003; Baker et al., 2002; Pow, 2001; Tomi et al., 2003). In ocular tissues, xCT 

has been identified in the cornea, lens, and retina of a number of different species including 

human, dogs, rats, and mice (Langford et al., 2015a; Langford et al., 2015b; Langford et al., 

2010; Lim et al., 2013) (Bridges et al., 2004; Bridges et al., 2001; Dun et al., 2006; Hu et al., 

2008; Lall et al., 2008; Li et al., 2012; Lim et al., 2005; Mysona et al., 2009; Tomi et al., 

2003).These expression patterns will be elaborated in more detail in subsequent chapters. 

1.5.3. Roles	of	xCT 

The generation of an xCT knockout (KO) mouse by Hideyo Sato and his research group 

using Cre-Lox recombination technology (Sato et al., 2005) has enabled investigators to 

study the role of xCT in vivo. Although xCT KO mice were healthy in appearance, fertile, 

and lived a normal lifespan, distinct biochemical changes were observed which, together with 

in vitro studies, have led to the identification of three roles for xCT. These are; 1) uptake of 

CSSC to maintain extracellular CSH/CSSC redox balance, 2) uptake of cyst(e)ine for GSH 

synthesis, and 3) export of glutamate. In the next section, I will provide detailed explanations 

of each of these roles based on findings from in vitro and in vivo studies.  
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1.5.3.1. 	Maintaining	extracellular	cysteine/cystine	redox	balance	

CSH is the predominant extracellular thiol and the CSH/CSSC couple is used as an indicator 

of the extracellular redox state. In humans, there is an oxidative shift of the plasma 

CSSC/CSH ratio in which plasma CSSC concentrations increase relative to CSH levels with 

increasing age. This leads to an oxidative shift of approximately 0.2 mV per year, an increase 

in the CSH/CSSC redox potential with age (Jones et al., 2002). An oxidative shift of the 

CSH/CSSC redox potential is also seen in the plasma of patients with cardiovascular disease, 

high cholesterol (Go et al., 2011), and lung pathologies (Iyer et al., 2009).  

The importance of xCT in maintaining the extracellular CSH/CSSC redox balance in vivo 

was demonstrated by Sato et al., (2005). Here it was revealed that while eight-week-old xCT 

KO mice exhibited similar plasma CSH levels to age-matched wild-type (WT) mice, plasma 

CSSC concentrations in the xCT KO mice were significantly increased relative to WT. Sato 

et al., (2005) calculated the plasma CSH/CSSC redox potential of WT (-100 mV) and xCT 

KO (-89 mV) mice and found an oxidative change of 11 mV, indicative of an oxidative shift 

of the CSH/CSSC couple. This is reminiscent of the oxidative shift of the plasma CSH/CSSC 

ratio in aging individuals (Jones et al., 2002), implying that aging may be accelerated in the 

xCT KO mouse.  

1.5.3.2. 	GSH	synthesis	

Another important role of xCT is the uptake of cyst(e)ine for GSH synthesis. Sato et al., 

(2005) observed that cultured fibroblasts derived from xCT KO mice failed to survive as they 

were unable to maintain the intracellular CSH levels required for the synthesis of GSH (Sato 

et al., 2005). Since then, other cell types have also been shown to utilise xCT to import CSSC 

for GSH synthesis, such as the meninges, astrocytes, glial cells, lens epithelial cells, and 

retinal pigment epithelial cells (Kranich et al., 1996; Lall et al., 2008; Sagara et al., 1993; 
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Shih et al., 2006). Furthermore, under conditions of oxidative stress or disease states, 

increased expression and upregulation of xCT activity is observed by cells to maintain GSH 

levels (Ishimoto et al., 2011; Sasaki et al., 2002; Tomi et al., 2003). 

Interestingly, while xCT has been shown to be involved in the uptake of cyst(e)ine for GSH 

synthesis, it appears that xCT may not be solely responsible for maintaining GSH levels and 

that other compensatory mechanism exist. Sato et al., (2005) found that culturing fibroblasts 

derived from xCT KO mice in the presence of the reducing agents β-mercaptoethanol (βME) 

or N-acetylcysteine resulted in an increase in intracellular CSH and GSH levels, allowing for 

cell growth and survival. The survival of these cells despite the absence of xCT was 

attributed to the availability of extracellular CSH and its intracellular accumulation through 

neutral amino acid transporters. In the xCT KO mouse, GSH content in the cerebrum, 

cerebellum, hippocampus, striatum, liver, kidney, thymus, spleen, lung, heart, and pancreas 

were similar to that of the WT, indicating that in the absence of xCT these tissues were able 

to accumulate CSH and maintain GSH levels via alternative mechanisms (De Bundel et al., 

2011; Kobayashi et al., 2015; Massie et al., 2011; Sato et al., 2005). These pathways may 

include synthesis of CSH via the transsulfuration pathway, uptake of CSSC via b0,+AT 

(Feliubadaló et al., 1999), or via the Excitatory Amino Acid Transporters (EAAT) 1-3 

(Shanker et al., 2001), the Alanine-Serine-Cysteine-Threonine (ASCT) transporters 1 and 2, 

or System L Amino acid Transporters (LAT) 2 (Lewerenz et al., 2013).  

1.5.3.3. 	Control	of	extracellular	glutamate	levels	

More recent evidence suggests that xCT plays a role in the non-vesicular, calcium (Ca2+) -

independent release of glutamate, which is of particular significance to neuronal tissues such 

as the brain and the retina. In the brain, xCT release of extracellular glutamate is observed in 

the hippocampus, striatum, and substantia nigra, where studies have demonstrated that 
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glutamate levels in these regions decreased by 60-70% in xCT KO mice when compared to 

the WT (Baker et al., 2002; De Bundel et al., 2011; Massie et al., 2011). In the rat retina, Hu 

et al., (2008) demonstrated xCT to be involved in glutamatergic neurotransmission in the 

photoreceptor complex (Hu et al., 2008). Using the cation channel probe, agmatine, the 

authors tracked cation fluxes within bipolar cells and thus indirectly determined the 

modulation of glutamate release from photoreceptors. Through addition of exogenous CSSC, 

it was found that agmatine entry into bipolar cells was modified by a specific metabotropic 

glutamate receptor 6 antagonist and xCT inhibitor. The ultrastructural localisation of xCT to 

the ribbon synapse and the functional modulation of post-receptoral neurons indicates a role 

for xCT in glutamate neurotransmission in the outer retina, and that glutamate release in the 

photoreceptor synapse by xCT may complement the established vesicular-mediated 

glutamate release (Hu et al., 2008).  

 

Figure 1-9. Proposed roles of system xc- 
System xc- is made up of two subunits: a light chain known as xCT, the transport specific subunit, 
and a heavy chain 4F2hc (blue). (1) Excess cysteine (CSH) is exported out of the cell via alanine-
serine-cysteine-threonine transporter (ASCT) 1 and 2 or the system L amino acid transporter (LAT) 2 
where it is oxidised to cystine (CSSC) and then taken up by xCT to maintain the extracellular 
CSH/CSSC redox balance. (2) CSSC taken up by xCT is then reduced to CSH, which is used for 
either GSH or protein synthesis. (3) Glutamate is transported out of the cell by xCT, which takes on 
added significance in neuronal tissues as it represents a non-vesicular route of release through which 
glutamate can potentially participate in neuronal signalling. 
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 Thesis	objectives	1.6.

From this literature review, it is evident that oxidative stress plays a major role in the 

pathogenesis of age-related eye diseases such as corneal dystrophies, age-related nuclear 

cataract, and age-related macular degeneration. Glutathione is a major antioxidant in the eye, 

and may prevent or slow down the progression of such diseases by protecting the thiol groups 

of proteins and minimising oxidation-induced protein aggregation formation. In non-ocular 

tissues, xCT appears to play important roles in maintaining extracellular redox balance 

through the CSH/CSSC redox cycle, maintaining intracellular redox balance through its role 

in providing CSH for GSH synthesis, and in modulating glutamate signalling pathways. 

Furthermore, the generation of the xCT KO mice looks to be a useful model to study age-

related ocular diseases (Sato et al., 2005). Although xCT KO mice were healthy in 

appearance and fertile, analyses of CSH and CSSC plasma concentrations suggest redox 

imbalance and accelerated ageing in these mice. Since the role of xCT in the eye remains 

unknown, this mouse model opens up an exciting opportunity towards studying the 

mechanisms involved in the aging of ocular tissues. In this thesis, the overall aim is to 

characterise the expression of system xc- in the different tissues of the eye, to use the xCT 

KO mouse to study the roles of xCT in maintaining redox balance in the ocular humours, 

maintaining tissue GSH levels, mediating glutamate signalling in the retina, and its 

contribution to age-related pathologies in the cornea, lens and retina.  

To achieve this, the following aims were pursued: 

Aim 1: To identify and localise system xc- in mouse ocular tissues of mice 

A combination of reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), western 

blotting, and immunohistochemistry techniques were employed to verify the expression of 

xCT in the cornea, lens, and retina in young (three weeks) C57BL/6 mice. The xCT KO 
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mouse was used as a control, since discrepancies in the molecular weights and localisation of 

xCT proteins in other tissues have been reported in the literature (Lewerenz et al., 2013; Sato 

et al., 1999; Van Liefferinge et al., 2016). From these experiments, I confirmed that xCT was 

expressed in the cornea, lens, and retina, and was able to demonstrate that xCT was localised 

to the corneal endothelium and the lens epithelium and cortical fibre cells. However, xCT 

could not be localised in the retina, as a similar staining pattern was also evident in the xCT 

KO mouse. 

Aim 2: To examine the effects of loss of xCT function on the extracellular redox state of 

the ocular humours 

CSSC and CSH levels in the plasma, aqueous, and vitreous humour of 6-week- to 12-month-

old WT and age-matched xCT KO mice were quantified using liquid chromatography tandem 

mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS). Similar to that reported by (Sato et al., 2005), I also 

discovered an oxidative shift of the CSSC/CSH ratio in plasma. Moreover, I also revealed for 

the first time that the aqueous and vitreous humour of xCT KO mice contained increased 

CSSC levels compared to age-matched WT mice, demonstrating that the aqueous and 

vitreous humours also exhibit an oxidative shift of the CSSC/CSH ratio, and suggest that 

aging is accelerated in KO ocular tissues that are bathed by these humours. 

Aim 3: To examine the effects of loss of xCT function on ocular structure and function 

I performed live in vivo assessments of the different tissues of the eye in WT and xCT KO 

mice from the ages of 6 weeks, 3-6 months, 9 months, and 12 months of age and discovered 

age-related pathologies in the lens and retina, which were detected earlier in the KO 

compared to the WT mouse. Analysis of the oxidative status of the different tissues showed 

no significant changes in GSH levels suggesting that alternative mechanisms are employed to 

compensate for loss of xCT to maintain GSH homeostasis. Consequently, oxidative stress 
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biomarkers such as 8-oxoG (a marker of DNA damage), 4-HNE (a marker of lipid 

peroxidation), and protein carbonyl content (an early marker of protein degradation) were 

relatively unchanged between WT and KO, except in the anterior lens epithelium of the KO 

mice, where increased oxidative DNA damage was observed, and in the young (6 weeks) KO 

retina, where increased lipid peroxidation was detected in the first synaptic layer. 

Electroretinography revealed that in 6 week KO mice their ability to respond to light was 

delayed and similar to the response of 9 month WT mice indicating an age-related decline in 

photoreceptor function. 

Taken together, these experiments have enabled me to assess the contribution of xCT in 

redox balance, maintaining GSH levels, minimising oxidative stress and glutamate 

neurotransmission in the eye. The main effect of loss of xCT appears to the oxidative shift of 

the CSSC/CSH ratio which results in the early onset of age-related pathologies. This suggests 

that the xCT KO mouse maybe a useful tool in the future to help guide the design of new 

strategies for restoring redox balance and delaying the onset of age-related eye diseases. 

Given our increasing aging population, identifying strategies towards delaying or preventing 

the onset of these eye diseases is urgently required. 
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 Methods	Chapter	2.

 Laboratory	procedures	2.1.

All laboratory work was conducted in a Physical Containment One (PC 1) laboratory at the 

University of Auckland as approved by the New Zealand Ministry of Primary Industry. All 

health and safety, and containment protocols were adhered to as described in the Australian 

and New Zealand Standards 2243.3 as well as the University of Auckland guidelines. 

Experiments were conducted with extreme care to minimise contamination to the samples 

and laboratory users. To ensure this, lab coats, safety glasses (as per Australian and New 

Zealand Standard 1337.6:2012), disposable Touch® DermaClean® latex gloves (Ansell, 

Richmond, Australia), and fully covered footwear were worn at all times during laboratory 

work. Face masks were worn when indicated and necessary. The work space was regularly 

disinfected with Accel® Concentration (Virox Technologies Incorporation, Oakville, 

Canada) which uses Accelerated Hydrogen Peroxide® technology. As per the manufacturer’s 

guidelines, a 40-fold dilution of Accel® Concentration in ultrapure water was sprayed onto 

surfaces and left for 30 seconds or five minutes to disinfect or sterilise the work space 

respectively before wiping down. Surfaces were additionally wiped down with 70% ethanol 

prior to the commencement of experiments. 

All consumables such as glassware, Eppendorf tubes, and pipette tips were autoclaved before 

use by the Central Sterilisation Services at the Faculty of Medical and Health Science 

(FMHS), University of Auckland. Consumables such as Falcon tubes, syringes, hypodermic 

needles, and syringe filters were bought in individual sterile packs (Thermo Fisher Scientific 

Inc, Massachusetts, USA). All equipment including dissection equipment, measuring 
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spatulas, and pestles used for homogenisation were wiped down with 70% ethanol before use 

and soaked in diluted Accel® solution after use, for five minutes to ensure sterilisation, 

before being rinsed in tap water and air dried. All solutions and chemicals were stored in 

sterile safe containers that were suitable for each compound. The fume hood was used when 

toxic or noxious substances were handled. All of this was done to maintain a safe work 

environment for users of the laboratory and to minimise contamination of experiments. 

 General	solutions	and	buffers	2.2.

All solutions, unless otherwise stated, were made up from ultrapure Milli-Q® water using the 

Merck Millipore purification system that was set to a resistivity of 18.2 MΩ.cm at 25 °C 

(Merck Millipore, Massachusetts, USA). The S20 SevenEasy™ pH meter (Mettler Toledo; 

Ohio, USA) was used to measure the pH of solutions and buffers, and the pH adjusted using 

sodium hydroxide (NaOH) or hydrochloric acid (HCl) as required (Sigma-Aldrich, 

Darmstadt, Germany). For smaller volumes, pH paper test strips were used (Cole Palmer®, 

Illinois, USA). 

Table 2-1. Recipes of general solutions 

Solution Recipe  

Phosphate-Buffered Saline 
(PBS) 1x 

Five tablets of PBS (Sigma-Aldrich, P4417-100TAB) were 
dissolved in one litre of Milli-Q® water (0.01 M phosphate 
buffer, 0.0027 M potassium chloride, and 0.137 M sodium 
chloride (NaCl), pH 7.4, at 25 °C 

0.5 M 
Ethylenediaminetetraacetic 
acid (EDTA) 

14.61 g of EDTA in 100 mL of Milli-Q® water (pH 8.0)  
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 Animals	2.3.

For all experiments, C57BL/6 (WT) and xCT knockout (KO) mice were supplied by the 

Vernon Jansen Unit (VJU), the vertebrate containment facility, in the FMHS, University of 

Auckland. Animals specifically aged 3 weeks, 6 weeks, 3 months, 6 months, 9 months, and 

12 months were used in experiments and handled in accordance with procedures outlined by 

the University of Auckland Animal Ethics Committee and the ARVO Statement for the Use 

of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research. Since xCT KO mice were outbred to 

C57BL/6 mice for at least 12 generations (see section 2.3.1), I used age-matched C57BL/6 

mice available from the VJU as controls. 

2.3.1. Generation	of	the	xCT	KO	mouse	

The xCT KO mice were generated by Professor Hideyo Sato. at the University of Tsukuba, 

Japan (Sato et al., 2005) as follows: The 129/Sv genomic phage library from Stratagene was 

used to isolate and construct xCT genomic clones. Using HindIII and NcoI, a 2.3 kb fragment 

covering the xCT translation initiation region and its 5’-flanking region was isolated. 

Following treatment with S1 nuclease to produce blunt ends, the fragment was inserted into a 

green fluorescent protein (GFP)-containing modified pSVβ plasmid vector. The xCT 

fragment along with the GFP coding sequence from the pSVβ were cut and inserted into 

neomycin resistance (neo) and thymidine kinase-containing pLOXNATA. Using NcoI and 

BamHI, another 3.9 kb fragment from the same 129/Sv genomic phage library, covering parts 

of exon 1 and intron 1 of xCT was isolated. After treating with Klenow fragment to produce 

blunt ends, this fragment was subcloned into the pLOXNATA containing the 2.3 kb xCT and 

GFP fragment (Figure 2-1). Embryonic day 14 stem cells were electroporated with the 

linearised vector and were grown under neomycin selection for up to 8-10 days. The resistant 

colonies were then screened using PCR to identify clones containing homologous 
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recombinant alleles, which were later confirmed by Southern blot analysis. C57BL/6 

blastocysts were injected with these positive ES clones to generate chimeric mice. Male 

chimeric mice were bred with C57BL/6 and targeted allele transmission was confirmed by 

agouti offspring. Agouti offspring were genotyped by Southern blotting probe (Figure 2-1) 

analysis using tail biopsies. Confirmed positive agouti mice were bred with Cre recombinase-

expressing mice (C57BL/6) to remove the neo cassette. Heterozygous neo cassette-deleted 

allele mice were interbred to obtain mice homozygous for neo cassette deletion. Following 

confirmation by PCR and Southern blot analysis, these mice were backcrossed to C57BL/6 

for 12 generations to achieve a C57BL/6 background (Sato et al., 2005). 

 

 

Figure 2-1. Gene targeting strategy 
Targeting scheme for xCT disruption. (A) The genomic structure of the mouse xCT gene is presented 
at the top. (B) The targeting vector was designed such that the GFP + Neo cassette replaced the NcoI 
(N) fragment in exon 1. The predicted mutant allele is shown in (C). After crossing the homozygous 
recombinant mice with Cre recombinase-expressing mice, the predicted allele in which the Neo 
cassette was deleted is shown in (D). RI, EcoRI site; Ac, AccI site; Sp, SpeI site; H, HindIII site; N, 
NcoI site; B, BamHI site; TK, thymidine kinase. This research was originally published in the Journal 
of Biological Chemistry. Sato et al., Redox Imbalance in Cystine/Glutamate Transporter-Deficient. J. 
Biol. Chem. 2005; 280:37423-37429. © The American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular 
Biology  
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2.3.1. Establishment	of	the	xCT	KO	mouse	

The establishment and maintenance of the xCT KO line was carried out by staff within the 

VJU. Five xCT KO breeding pairs were imported from Yamagata University, Japan, and 

placed in a quarantine facility at the VJU. The KO colony produced five litters; however, four 

of these litters died when pups were around 6-7-days-old which was unusual for the xCT 

colony. Mice were weaned from the one surviving litter and consisted of four males and four 

females. They were mated at six weeks to get enough mice for superovulation and 

rederivation. Fertilised eggs for embryo transfer were obtained by mating superovulated 

C57BL/6 egg donors with xCT KO males. This strategy was undertaken as there were small 

numbers of female xCT KO mice available at the time, the quality of xCT KO embryos were 

poor, and the yield not favourable. The resultant pups were heterozygous for xCT, which was 

confirmed by genotyping, and were set up into breeding pairs to return the line to 

homozygosity. Genotyping was performed to identify animals homozygous for xCT KO, and 

this line was maintained in homozygosity to produce experimental animals.  

2.3.2. Genotyping	of	the	xCT	KO	mouse	

Genotyping was carried out by Dr Prasanna Kallingappa from the VJU to distinguish 

between WT, homozygous KO, and heterozygous mice, by isolating DNA from either ear or 

tail biopsies. Primers for polymerase chain reaction (PCR) were designed based on the 

schematic shown in Figure 2-2 A (from Hideyo Sato, personal communication). In brief, the 

WT and the KO allele vary at exon 1. The WT exon 1 contains the translation initiation site 

(TI) which was removed and replaced with a GFP sequence in the KO. Using forward 

primers (F1) and reverse primers (R1) for exon 1 of xCT, WT mice would yield a PCR 

product of approximately 950 bp. On the other hand, F1 and R1 for the KO would yield a 
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PCR product of approximately 2000 bp. To verify that the GFP sequence was inserted and 

present in the KO, but absent in the WT mice, reverse primers for GFP (G-R1) along with the 

xCT F1 were used. The KO mice were expected to produce a PCR product of approximately 

1500 bp. The heterozygous carriers were also genotyped to ensure expression of both WT 

and KO alleles.  

Figure 2-2 B shows the genotyping results from two independent 3-6-week-old mice for each 

of the three genotypes. In the WT, a 950 bp band was detected using the F1 and R1 primers, 

with no products noted using the F1 and G-R1 primers, consistent with the presence of xCT 

in these mice. In the xCT KO, the F1 and R1 primers yielded a 2000 bp sequence and the F1 

and G-R1 primers yielded a 1500 bp band, confirming the presence of a GFP sequence 

insertion instead of the xCT translation initiation site. In the heterozygotes, bands for all three 

PCR products were present as these mice carry both alleles. Together, these results confirm 

that the xCT KO mice bred at the VJU lack the xCT translation initiation site while the WT 

mice contain them.  
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Figure 2-2. Genotyping results of xCT WT, KO, and heterozygous mice 
(A) Schematic displaying the xCT WT and KO alleles, and the PCR products expected from 
genotyping xCT WT, heterozygous, and KO mice. (B) PCR products for WT, xCT KO and 
heterozygous mice to ensure the genetic inclusion of xCT in the WT and confirm exclusion of xCT in 
the KO. 
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2.3.3. 	Verification	of	absence	of	the	rd8	mutation	in	the	C57BL/6J	

strain	

While mice were of the background C57BL/6J sub-strain, PCR was performed using allele 

specific primers for the WT allele and the rd8 mutant allele to rule out that any fundus lesions 

detected were not due to the rd8 mutation present in the Crb1 gene associated with the 

C57BL/6N mouse strain. 

DNA was isolated from mouse tail biopsy samples (6 week or 9 month WT and xCT KO) 

using a DNA Extraction prepGEM kit (ZyGem, Hamilton, New Zealand) using the protocol 

suggested by the manufacturer. DNA samples isolated from tail biopsies were amplified for 

the wild-type allele and the mutant rd8 allele using the primer sequences listed (Table 2-2). 

For PCR amplification, 5 l DNA was used in a 25 l reaction volume containing 1.5 mM 

MgCl2, 100 M of dNTP mix, 1.6 M each of forward and reverse primer for WT allele, and 

0.8 M of forward and 1.6 M of reverse primer for the rd8 mutant allele and 0.05 U 

Platinum Taq polymerase. Reactions were denatured at 94 °C for five minutes, followed by 

35 cycles of 94 °C for 30 sec, 56 °C for 30 sec, 72 °C for 30 seconds, and a final extension at 

72 °C for seven minutes. PCR products were electrophoresed using a 3% Nusieve 3:1 

(Lonza, Maine, USA) agarose gel and visualised under UV light after staining with SYBRTM 

safe. 
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Table 2-2. PCR primers for detection of the rd8 mutation 

Gene Allele 
Primer 
name 

Expected 
product size 

Sequence (5’-3’) 

Crb1 

 

Wild-
type 

3663-
mCrb1 mF1 

220 bp 

GTGAAGACAGCTACAGTTCTGATC 

 

3665-
mCrb1 mR 

GCCCCATTTGCACACTGATGAC 

 

Mutant 

 

3664-
mCrb1 mF2 

240 bp 

GCCCCTGTTTGCATGGAGGAAACT 
TGGAAGACAGCTACAGTTCTTCTG 

3665-
mCrb1 mR 

GCCCCATTTGCACACTGATGAC 

	

Analysis of 9 month and 18 month WT and xCT KO mouse revealed a single band at 220 bp 

for the wild type allele. There was no amplification of a 240 bp band indicative of the mutant 

allele, confirming that the rd8 mutation was absent from our stain of mice. 

 

Figure 2-3. Detection of the rd8 mutation with agarose gel analysis. 
Agarose gel electrophoresis showing the migration of PCR products. Amplification of the WT allele 
produces a 220 bp fragment and the mutant allele produces a 240 bp fragment. Only a 220 bp product 
was detected indicating an absence of the rd8 mutation. 
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 Animal	handling 2.4.

Animal handling and manipulation training was provided by the VJU. Module one on 

legislation, module two on handling, sexing, and euthanasia of rodents, module four on 

anaesthesia, and the non-surgical procedures which focused on intraperitoneal and 

subcutaneous administration of drugs were completed in compliance with the procedures 

outlined by the University of Auckland Animal Ethics Committee. 

2.4.1. Sedation	of	mice	for	in	vivo	ocular	examinations 

WT and xCT KO mice were weighed on a Sartorius (Illinois, USA) weighing scale designed 

for rodents and then sedated by administering a mixture of ketamine and dormitor (Gargiulo 

et al., 2012) through intraperitoneal injections using a 25 gauge BD Precisionglide® syringe 

needle (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) as per the instructions of the University’s veterinarian. 

The dosage of the anaesthetic is stated in Table 2-3. Once the sedative was administered, the 

mouse was fully anaesthetised within two minutes, which was confirmed by the leg pinch 

technique to ensure no pain was felt by the animal (Gargiulo et al., 2012). The mouse was 

then placed on a heating pad set to 37 °C to maintain body temperature for the duration of the 

anaesthesia. Following ocular examination, the reversal agent Antisedan was administered 

subcutaneously and animals were allowed to recover (Gargiulo et al., 2012). 
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Table 2-3. Dosage of anaesthesia and reversal agents 

Drug name Trade name 
Stock 
Concentration 

Concentration 
administered 

Ketamine hydrochloride Ketamine 100.0 mg/mL 75.0 mg/kg 

Medetomidine hydrochloride Dormitor 1.0 mg/mL 1.0 mg/kg  

Atipamezole Antisedan 5.0 mg/mL 1.0 mg/kg 

2.4.2. In	vivo	ocular	examinations	

Eye examinations were conducted in a room approved for genetically modified organisms 

(GMO) by the Ministry of Primary Industries at the VJU. Ocular examinations began with 

rebound tonometry to measure intraocular pressures, and ocular structures were examined 

using the Micron IV (Phoenix Research Lab, California, USA), which comprised of a retinal 

imaging microscope, slit lamp attachment, and image-guided spectral domain ocular 

coherence tomography (SD-OCT). The slit lamp attachment enabled visualisation of the 

anterior segment (cornea and lens) using common clinical illumination techniques such as 

diffuse, parallelepiped, and retroillumination (Figure 2-4). Diffuse illumination enabled 

detection of global changes and irregularities (Figure 2-4 A), whereas parallelepiped 

illumination enabled detection of the cornea and lens, and any localised changes, 

irregularities, or defects in these tissues (Figure 2-4 B). Retroillumination, a technique 

whereby incident light from the instrument was directed into the eye and reflected back from 

the retina, highlighted irregularities within the cornea or lens (Figure 2-4 C). The retinal 

imaging microscope and fundus camera captured images of the posterior pole of the retina 

while the SD-OCT captured two-dimensional cross-sections of the cornea, lens, and retina 

(Figure 2-4 D-F).  
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Figure 2-4. Imaging modalities to assess ocular tissue structure 
To detect defects or irregularities in the cornea and lens, slit lamp illumination techniques such as (A) 
diffuse illumination, (B) parallelepiped, and (C) retroillumination were utilised. OCT image of the 
(D) cornea, (E) lens, and (F) retina were acquired. ILM: inner limiting membrane, GCL: ganglion cell 
layer, RNFL: retinal nerve fibre layer, IPL: inner plexiform layer, INL: inner nuclear layer, OPL: 
outer plexiform layer, ONL: outer nuclear layer, ELM: external limiting membrane, IS/OS: inner 
segment/outer segment junction, RPE: retinal pigment epithelium. 
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2.4.3. Intraocular	pressure	

Intraocular pressure (IOP) was measured immediately following sedation using the iCare® 

TONOLAB rebound tonometer (iCare, Vantaa, Finland) which averages six readings per eye. 

At least three measurements were taken per eye. After the last reading, one to two drops of 

0.5 or 1% tropicamide was instilled on the eye to dilate the pupil (Normando et al., 2015; 

Tkatchenko et al., 2010) and then removed after 15-30 seconds using Kimtech Science™ 

Kimwipes™ (Kimberly-Clark™ Professional, Auckland, New Zealand). 

2.4.4. Examination	of	the	cornea	and	lens	

A drop of normal saline (0.9% NaCl) was instilled at five minute intervals for the duration of 

the anterior segment examination to ensure the eye remained hydrated. The slit lamp 

attachment was positioned 27.5 mm away from the anterior corneal surface to examine both 

the cornea and lens and images captured. 

Following imaging, a drop of 1% sodium fluorescein (NaFl) was instilled to detect any 

changes in the epithelial integrity of the cornea. Two drops of 0.9% saline was then instilled 

to wash away excess NaFl. A cobalt blue light on the Micron IV unit and slit lamp attachment 

was set in place, and the illumination was adjusted to the brightest intensity with beam width 

set at its maximum. A yellow filter was inserted between the Micron IV unit and eye to 

increase contrast of illumination, and images were captured of the NaFl patterns on the 

corneal surface. Following this, the SD-OCT attachment was inserted, and the cornea and 

lens were screened to capture any observed defects. The central cornea was also imaged for 

thickness measurements. 
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2.4.5. Examination	of	the	retina	

Once anterior segment images were captured, the fundus lens and SD-OCT attachments were 

used to capture images of the posterior segment of the eye. The Micron IV unit was then 

positioned at an angle of 20-25 degrees for optimal imaging of the retina. Poly Gel® 

lubricating eye gel was then used as a coupling gel between the retinal fundus lens and the 

cornea to create a conductive medium for tomography images. The gel also served as a 

hydration agent for the eyes during posterior segment assessments. The optic nerve was 

placed in the centre of the field of view, the retina was examined, and images captured. The 

fundus was scanned from superior to inferior with the SD-OCT and any defects observed 

were imaged. SD-OCT images were also taken at the centre of the optic nerve head, 

superiorly, and inferiorly for retinal thickness measurements (Figure 2-5). 

2.4.6. Image	analysis	

All images were examined closely for lesion or pathology using Adobe® Photoshop® CS6 

version 13.0 (Adobe Systems Inc., California, USA). NaFl staining was first graded using a 

subjective clinical grading scale that was previously designed for rodents (Suwan-Apichon et 

al., 2006). Following this, objective measurements of the NaFl staining intensity were 

acquired using Image J 1.46r (Wayne Rasband, National Institutes of Health, Maryland, 

USA). Three measurements of the mean intensity or the ‘grey value’ within the central 2-2.5 

mm of the cornea were averaged. 

Lenticular lesions were also measured using Image J 1.46r. To measure lesion size, a scale 

bar was generated for the retroilluminated images and the area of the lesion was traced and 

measured using the free hand tool. This was done three times and the measurements 

averaged. 
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Cornea and retinal thickness were manually measured from the OCT images using measuring 

callipers available on the InSight software (Phoenix Research Lab, California, USA). The 

software calculates the distance of a manually drawn line to provide thickness in microns. To 

measure the central corneal thickness, the line was drawn from the anterior most epithelial 

layer to the endothelium. For each animal, OCT images of the central corneas were measured 

three times and the values averaged. Retinal thickness was measured from the ILM to the 

RPE layer from a superior, central, and inferior scan. The central scan was divided into three 

separate regions central, nasal, and temporal. The central retinal measurements were taken 

from between the two dotted circles seen in Figure 2-5. Therefore, the retinal thickness 

measurements were gathered from five regions; central, superior, inferior, nasal, and 

temporal, measured three times, and the values averaged. 

 

Figure 2-5. Schematic of fundus image for retinal thickness measurements 
Schematic of the posterior pole of the retina where the solid lines indicate the area the OCT scans 
were taken from the superior, central, and inferior retina. The retinal thickness was then measured 
from the OCT scans. The central scan was further divided into the nasal, temporal, and central (within 
the dotted circle) regions. The nasal and temporal zones are inverted for the right eye (RE) and the left 
eye (LE)  
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2.4.7. Electroretinogram	

Electroretinogram (ERGs) was conducted on both WT and xCT KO mice to measure retinal 

function. It is a useful diagnostic test and uses a light stimulus to assess neuronal conduction 

within the retina. It measures the responses of cones, rods, and their functional pathways. A 

brief review of the ERG can be found in Appendix F section 10.6.1. The ‘twin-flash’ 

technique was used to measure the rod and cone response, whereby two flashes were 

generated in quick succession (within 0.8 ms). The first flash measured the mixed rod and 

cone response, while the second flash measured the cone-only response as the rod response 

was saturated and took approximately two milliseconds to recover (Pepperberg et al., 1997). 

2.4.7.1. ERG	recordings	

The ERG protocol in this study was adapted and modified for mice based on previous 

published procedures conducted in the Cell and Molecular Biology of the Retina lab group 

(Guo et al., 2014), which in turn were based on a previous study (Vessey et al., 2011). 

Experiments were conducted in a dark room with dedicated space for ERG recording and 

minimal electrical noise. The ERG room lighting conditions were set up the day preceding 

recording experiments, and included setting up the animal holding platform with a heating 

pad and preparation of gold electrodes. Animals were kept in their cages with access to food 

and water, and then dark-adapted for a minimum of 12 hours by placing the cages in a dark 

room. A dim red light with a wavelength of 650 nm was used during animal manipulations. 

The room illuminance was kept under 1 lux at all times and measured using an Illuminance 

meter T-1 (Minolta Camera Co. Ltd, Tokyo, Japan). 

The mice were anaesthetised immediately before ERG recordings and corneal hydration 

maintained with Poly Gel® lubricating eye gel. They were then placed on a platform with a 

heating pad, and oriented so that their eyes were inside the Ganzfeld sphere in-built within 
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the ERG system. A small amount of electrotherapy conductive gel (Spectra® 360 Electrode 

Gel, Parker Laboratories Inc., New Jersey, USA) was then placed on the cornea as well as on 

all the gold electrodes (Roland Consult Stasche & Finger GmbH, Havel, Germany). The 

active electrodes were in contact with the cornea while the reference electrode was in contact 

with the wet tongue. Animal body temperature was kept at 37 °C at all times using a heating 

pad. All recordings were done inside a Faraday cage to minimise electrical noise. The heating 

pad was also disconnected from the electrical supply during readings to eliminate electrical 

noise. 

ERG responses were elicited by a twin-flash, with a 0.8 ms interval between the two flashes. 

This was generated from a photographic flash unit (Nikon SB900 Flash, Tokyo, Japan) 

connected onto a Ganzfeld bowl which ensured even distribution of light stimulus to both 

retinas. The flash intensity was altered using neutral density filters (Kodak Wratten, Eastman 

Kodak, New York, USA) and calibrated using an IL1700 research radiometer (UV Process 

Supply Inc., Illinois, USA). ERGs were measured and recorded using six different flash 

intensities from dimmest to brightest at three minute intervals to ensure recovery of 

photoreceptors and interstitial cells. Light intensities of; -3.9, -2.9, -1.9, 0.1, 1.1, 1.6, 1.8, and 

2.1 log cd.s/m2 were generated using neutral density filter (Zele et al., 2015). As the twin-

flash paradigm was utilised, paired flashes of identical luminous energy were generated by 

the flash unit. The rod and cone mixed response was recorded after the initial flash. The 

second flash, which was presented shortly after the first, was during the period where the rods 

were not yet recovered thus, after the second flash the cone-only response was recorded. The 

rod response was derived through digital subtraction of the cone response from the initial 

mixed response. The signals were amplified 1000 times by a dual bio amp (AD instruments, 

NSW, Australia) and waveforms were recorded using the Scope software (AD instruments, 
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Dunedin, New Zealand). The collected data were copied into and analysed using a pre-

programmed Microsoft® Excel datasheet (Microsoft Corporation, Washington, USA). 

2.4.7.2. ERG	data	analysis	

The method used to analyse the ERG data has been reported in previous studies (Guo et al., 

2016; Vessey et al., 2011). Two waveforms were isolated from the recordings using the 

Microsoft® Excel datasheet; the a-wave and the b-wave (see Appendix F section 10.6.1 for a 

review on a- and b-waves). The a-wave is the retinal negative potential registered at the 

cornea and is the response of the rod or cone photoreceptors or a mixture of both depending 

on the light intensity and illumination protocol. The b-wave is the retinal positive potential 

registered at the cornea and this is the summed response of the ON-bipolar cells, horizontal 

cells, and possibly the Müller cells but mainly by the former (Weymouth et al., 2008). The 

amplitude of the a-wave was measured from the pre-stimulus baseline to the trough of the 

negative waveform. The amplitude of the b-wave was measured from the trough of the a-

wave to the peak of the positive waveform. The implicit time of the a-wave was measured 

from the onset of stimulus to the trough of the a-wave. The implicit time of the b-wave was 

measured from the onset of the stimulus to the peak of the b-wave. The Michaelis-Menton 

function was used to analyse the mixed amplitudes of a- and b-waves and evaluate the 

amplitude energy relationship (Guo et al., 2016; Naka et al., 1966). The equation is as 

follows: 
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To ascertain the rod a-wave from the mixed a-wave, the cone a-wave from the second flash 

stimulus was subtracted from the mixed response for brighter light intensities of 1.6, 1.8, and 

2.1 log cd.s/m2. The dimmer light intensities did not stimulate a strong enough response from 

cones and were hence too small to be analysed. The PIII was modelled using a nonlinear 

Gaussian function by Hood and Birch (Hood et al., 1996). The equation was as follows:  

 

Post-photoreceptor function or PII was isolated by digitally subtracting PIII from the raw 

waveform and then further extracting the oscillatory potential (OP) from the positive PII OP 

complex at the higher stimulus intensity of 2.1 log cd.s/m2 (Weymouth et al., 2008). To 

model both rod and cone PII, the following inverted gamma function was used before the 

extraction of OPs (Weymouth et al., 2008): 

R=Rmax x	I
n/(In + Kn) 

Rmax (μV) is the maximum amplitude 

I (log cd.s/m2) is the stimulus intensity 

n is the exponent related to the slope of the function 

K (log cd.s/m2) is the intensity for semi saturation 

PIII (i x t) = (1 – exp[-1/2 x i x S x (t – td)
2]) x Rmax 

PIII is the current generated by all the photoreceptors as a function of stimulus intensity 

i was the stimulus intensity in cd.s/m2 

Rmax (μV) is the saturated amplitude from the stimulus 

S is the sensitivity and it represents the gain of the photo-transduction process (m2/cd.s3) 

td (seconds) is the time latency between the stimulus onset and the start of the response 
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The OPs (see Appendix F section 10.6.1.3 for a review on OPs) were analysed from the 

higher stimulus intensity of 2.1 log cd.s/m2 after digital subtraction of the slope of the a- and 

b-waves. In rodents, only three OPs were able to be measured; OP2, OP3, and OP4. OP1 and 

OP5 were too small to be measured in rodents. Once the amplitudes and implicit times of 

each of the three OPs were analysed these were summed together to provide the final OP 

measurements. 

 Plasma,	tissue,	and	ocular	fluid	collection	2.5.

Mice were euthanised with carbon dioxide asphyxiation and cervical dislocation performed 

as an added precaution prior to enucleation of the eyes. Plasma and ocular fluids (aqueous 

humour and vitreous humour) were collected for quantitation of CSH and CSSC levels using 

mass spectrometry.  

2.5.1. Plasma	collection	

Cardiac puncture using a 25 gauge syringe needle attached to a 1 mL insulin syringe (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific Inc) was conducted and whole blood was collected from mice prior to 

	
1

!
1

1 	 	
 

 

R (μV) is the response at the time (t) after flash onset  

RmPII (μV) is the peak amplitude from the stimulus  

S is the sensitivity and it represents the gain of the photo-transduction process (m2/cd.s3) 

Tmax (ms) is the implicit time  

Constants c and d are shape factors of the curve 
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cervical dislocation. The blood was transferred to a pre-chilled BD Vacutainer® sodium 

heparin tube (Thomas Scientific, New Jersey, USA) to prevent clotting, before being 

promptly transferred to a pre-chilled 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube for immediate centrifugation at 

2000 relative centrifugal force (rcf) for 15 minutes at 4 °C to allow separation of the plasma 

from the whole blood components with minimal red blood cell lysis. For liquid 

chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS), 100 μL of the plasma (top layer) 

was carefully collected into fresh pre-chilled 0.6 mL Eppendorf tubes, snap frozen in liquid 

nitrogen, and then stored at -80 °C for later analysis. 

2.5.2. Enucleation	of	the	eyes	

The eyes were removed from the orbital socket by applying gentle pressure on the orbital 

bone. Sharp curved scissors were then placed underneath the globe and using a sliding 

motion, the eye was cut at the optic nerve. Once extracted, the eyes were placed in a glass 

vial containing pre-warmed PBS kept in a 37 °C water bath.  

2.5.3. 	Ocular	fluid	collection	

Eyes were quickly transferred to a sterile dry petri dish where an initial piercing at the limbus 

was created using a 27 gauge needle. Spring scissors were then used to enlargen the incision 

allowing the aqueous humour to leak out of the eye, whereupon it was then collected 

(approximately 1 μL/eye) using a 2 μL pipette and placed in an pre-chilled Eppendorf tube. 

The vitreous humour (approximately 1 μL/eye) was collected following removal of the lens 

from the eye cup and similarly placed in a pre-chilled Eppendorf tube. Tubes were 

immediately snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and then stored at -80 °C for later analysis by 

mass spectrometry.  
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2.5.4. 	Tissue	collection	

The cornea, lens, and retina were collected for membrane protein preparations for western 

blotting, immunohistochemistry to assess tissue morphology, localise xCT, and oxidative 

stress markers, biochemical assays to measure oxidative stress markers, and mass 

spectrometry to quantify GSH, GSSG, CSH, and CSSC levels.  

To dissect the cornea, spring scissors were used to carefully cut around the corneoscleral 

junction after the initial piercing at the limbus using a 27 gauge needle. The lens was 

carefully removed from the eye cup using custom made glass loops. The retina was carefully 

peeled away from the sclera and choroid. Tissue was placed in a pre-chilled Eppendorf tube 

containing either homogenising solution for membrane protein preparation (see section 2.6.2) 

or 50 mM EDTA for quantitation of metabolite levels and biochemical assays (see section 

2.8.1.1). Tissues were then homogenised and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen before being 

stored at -80 °C. For immunohistochemistry experiments, eyes were embedded whole in 

Tissue-Tek® O.C.T. (Optimum Cutting Temperature, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc) to 

section the cornea, lenses were separately dissected and fixed, while retinas were left in the 

eye cup and fixed (see section 2.7).  
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 Western	Blotting	2.6.

2.6.1. Buffers	and	solutions	

Table 2-4. Western blot buffers and solutions 

Name Recipe 

Homogenising buffer 
5 mM Tris, 5 mM EDTA, 5 mM egtazic acid (EGTA) with 
protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma-Aldrich); pH 8.0 

Storage buffer 
5 mM Tris, 2 mM EDTA, 2 mM EGTA, 100 mM NaCl with 
protease inhibitor cocktail; pH 8.0 

1x SDS PAGE buffer 

 

25 mM Tris base, 200 mM Glycine, 0.1% w/v sodium dodecyl 
sulphate (SDS); pH 8.3 

1x Transfer buffer 25 mM Tris base, 192 mM Glycine, 20% v/v methanol; pH 8.3 

1x Tris-Buffered Saline –
Tween (TBS-T) 

20 mM Tris base, 137 mM NaCl, 1% v/v Tween-20; pH 7 .6 

Blocking solution 5% w/v non-fat milk  

Antibody solution  0.5 M EDTA, 10% w/v bovine serum albumin (BSA) in TBS-T 

Stripping solution  2% w/v SDS, 62.5 mM Tris-HCl (pH 6.7), 100 mM βME 

Loading dye (2x) 
125 mM Tris (pH 6.8), 4% w/v SDS, 10% w/v glycerol, 0.4% 
w/v bromophenol blue, 5% w/v βME 

 

2.6.2. Crude	membrane	tissue	preparation		

A hemisphere of brain tissue was extracted from three-week-old mice and homogenised in 1 

mL of ice cold homogenising buffer. Twenty corneas, lenses, lens epitheliums, or retinas 

were extracted, pooled together, and homogenised in 500 μL of ice-cold homogenising 

buffer. The corneas were homogenised dry by snap freezing in liquid nitrogen before using 

polypropylene pestles for 1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes (Merck) attached to a motorised drill, until 

the tissue was ground to a fine powder. Cold homogenising buffer was then added to the tube. 
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Lenses and retinas were homogenised in cold buffer using a pestle attached to a motorised 

drill until the homogenate was able to pass through a 27 gauge needle. 

The homogenates were then spun down at 16000 rcf for 30 minutes and the pellet washed 

three times in 500 μL of storage buffer by similar centrifugation each time. The pellet 

fraction containing integral and peripheral membrane proteins was resuspended in 200 μL of 

storage solution and stored at -20 °C. Protein concentration was measured using the Direct 

Detect® Infrared Spectrometer (Merck Millipore).  

2.6.3. Gels	

To separate proteins, 10% SDS page separating gels with 4% stacking gels were prepared 

using the Mini-PROTEAN® Tetra Cell Casting Module (#165-8010; Bio‐Rad Laboratories, 

Auckland, New Zealand) with the components listed in Table 2-5. 

Table 2-5. Western blot gel recipes 

Gels  Components 

10% separating gel 
10/0.9% v/v bisacrylamide, 375 mM Tris (pH 8.8), 0.087% w/v 
SDS, 0.087% w/v ammonium persulphate (AP), 0.1% v/v 
Tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) 

4% stacking gel 
4/0.9% v/v bisacrylamide, 125 mM Tris (pH 6.8), 0.1% w/v SDS, 
0.02% w/v AP, 2% v/v TEMED  

2.6.4. Western	blotting	

To analyse the target proteins, samples were first mixed with 2x loading dye containing βME. 

The sample and loading dye mixture was left to incubate at room temperature for 15 minutes. 

To identify the molecular weight of the samples, 10 μL of the Precision Plus Protein™ 

Standards Dual Colour Ladder (Bio-Rad Laboratories) was loaded onto the gels alongside 

approximately 30 μg of brain, 3 μg of cornea, 1.5 μg of lens epithelium, 12 μg of lens total 

fibre, or 15 μg of retina protein. The gel was then immersed in 1x SDS PAGE buffer in an 
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electrophoresis chamber and run at 170 Volts for one hour using the PowerPac™ HC High-

current Power Supply (Bio-Rad Laboratories). Immuno-Blot polyvinylidene difluoride 

(PVDF) membranes were soaked in methanol for two minutes. The blot was then soaked in 

transfer buffer, along with two scotch pads and two sheets of Whatman blotting paper 

(WHN30306188, Global Science and Technology Ltd, Auckland, New Zealand), to 

equilibrate for the transfer process. Following separation of the proteins in the gel, the glass 

plates were carefully separated from the gel, and the PVDF membrane was then placed under 

the gel in transfer buffer before assembling the transfer cassette as follows; scotch pad, filter 

paper, PVDF membrane, gel, filter paper, scotch pad. To ensure even transfer, care was taken 

to ensure that no bubbles were present between the membrane and the gel. The cassette was 

then fastened and placed in the transfer apparatus. The gel was placed closer to the anode and 

the membrane closer to the cathode before the cassette was covered with transfer buffer. The 

proteins were transferred from the gel to the membrane at 170 mA for one hour at room 

temperature. On completion of transfer, the membrane was trimmed and the top right hand 

corner marked to orient the membrane for subsequent incubations.  

The transferred PVDF membrane was first rinsed in Milli-Q® water before being incubated 

at room temperature in blocking solution (Table 2-4) for one hour on a rocker to decrease 

non-specific binding. Membranes were then rinsed in Milli-Q® water and washed three times 

in TBS-T for 10 minutes. They were then carefully placed into a 50 mL Falcon tube and 

incubated with primary antibodies (xCT or 4F2hc; Table 2-6) diluted in 1 mL of antibody 

solution (Table 2-4) overnight at 4 °C on rollers. Next, the membranes were carefully 

removed from the tubes, rinsed twice with Milli-Q® water, and washed three times in TBS-T 

for 10 minutes. The membranes were then incubated in secondary antibody conjugated to 

horseradish peroxidase (HRP; Table 2-7) at room temperature for one hour. Following further 

rinses with Milli-Q® and three washes in TBS-T, the membranes were incubated in enhanced 
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chemiluminescence detection (ECL) Prime (GE Healthcare Life Science, Buckinghamshire, 

United Kingdom) for five minutes at room temperature. Protein bands were then visualised 

using the Fujifilm Luminescent Image Analyser LA-4000 System (GE Healthcare Life 

Science). To ensure equal protein loading between the WT and KO samples, PVDF 

membranes were probed with β-Actin after incubating the membrane in stripping solution 

with βME (Table 2-4) for 30 minutes at 50 °C on an orbital shaker. 

Table 2-6. Primary antibodies for Western blots 

Name 
Company  

(cat. #) 
Concentration Epitope 

Cross 
reactivity 

Host species, 
specification 

Dilution 

xCT 

CosmoBio. 
Tokyo, 
Japan 
(KAL-
KE021) 

 

0.1 mg/mL 
N-term 
mouse 

human, 

mouse 

Rabbit 
polyclonal, 
affinity 
purified 

1:100 

4F2hc 
CosmoBio 
(KAL-
KE020) 

0.5 mg/mL 
C-term 
human  

human, 
rat, mouse 

Rabbit 
polyclonal, 
protein G 
affinity 
purified 

1:100 

β-
Actin 

Abcam, 
Cambridge, 
UK 
(ab8227) 

0.6 mg/mL human  

mouse, rat, 
sheep, 
rabbit, 
human 

Rabbit 
polyclonal, 
immunogen 
affinity 
purified 

1:10000 

 

Table 2-7. Secondary antibody for Western blots 

Name Company (cat. #) Concentration 
Host species, 
specification 

Dilution 

HRP 

 

Invitrogen, 
California, USA 
(81-1620) 

1.5 mg/mL 
Goat anti-
rabbit 

1:10000 
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 Immunohistochemistry	2.7.

2.7.1. Preparation	of	ocular	tissues	for	cryosectioning	

2.7.1.1. Cornea	

Following enucleation, eyes were quickly rinsed in 1x PBS before embedding in Tissue-

Tek® O.C.T. inside Fisherbrand™ Disposable Base Molds (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc). 

The eyes were then oriented and placed in a -80 °C freezer for 20-30 minutes to set. Whole 

eyes were cryosectioned (CM3050; Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) to 20 μm 

thickness, and the central sections were collected on Superfrost™ Plus slides (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific Inc). Suitability of collected sections was examined using a light microscope at 10x 

or 20x magnification. Sections were then stored at -20 °C for a minimum of 24 hours. Once 

slides were ready to be immunolabelled, they were left to thaw at room temp for five minutes 

before being post-fixed with 0.75% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for one hour (Li et al., 2012). 

2.7.1.2. Lens	

Lenses were dissected carefully from the eyes and immediately placed in 0.75% w/v PFA for 

24 hours at room temperature. Fixed lenses were then washed three times in 1x PBS for 10 

minutes and cryoprotected by incubating in 10% w/v and 20% w/v sucrose consecutively at 

room temperature for one hour each, followed by 30% w/v sucrose overnight at 4 °C (Jacobs 

et al., 2003). Lenses were left in sucrose for a maximum of one week before being embedded 

in Tissue-Tek® O.C.T. and oriented either in an axial or equatorial position within a 

Fisherbrand™ Disposable Base Mold. Axial sectioning provided a view of the 

anteroposterior plane, while equatorial sections provided a view of the lens equator and 

germinative zone of the epithelium. The lenses were then placed in a -80 °C freezer for 20-30 

minutes to set before cryrosectioning. Approximately 500-650 µm of the lens was cut using a 

cryostat to reach the centre before collecting 16 μm sections on Superfrost™ slides (Thermo 
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Fisher Scientific Inc) coated with PBS. If the sections appeared intact and contained the 

epithelium, they were then used for immunolabelling.  

2.7.1.3. Mouse	embryos	(lens	development)	

Sixteen-day mouse embryos (E16; C57BL/6) were obtained from Associate Professor Robb 

de Iongh (University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Australia) and were fixed in 10% v/v 

neutral-buffered formalin at room temperature for two hours. Embryos were washed three 

times in 70% v/v ethanol and then dehydrated in a series of graded ethanol washes, cleared 

with xylene, and embedded in paraffin wax. Five μm thick paraffin sections from E16 

embryos and P3 (3-day-old) lenses (obtained from the VJU) were collected by Satya 

Amirapu (resident histologist at FMHS) using a microtome (Ultracut UCT, Leica 

Microsystems). Sections were deparaffinised by washing with xylene followed by a wash in 

100% ethanol and 1x PBS. Finally, antigen retrieval was performed by incubating slides in 

citrate buffer (pH 6.0) and the 2100 antigen retriever (Aptum Biologics Ltd, Southampton, 

United Kingdom) for one hour followed by one wash in 1x PBS for 30 minutes. 

2.7.1.4. Retina	

Posterior eye cups were placed immediately in 4% PFA for 30 minutes at room temperature 

before washing three times in 1x PBS for 10 minutes. Retinas were cryoprotected by 

incubating in 10% w/v and 20% w/v sucrose for 30 minutes each and 30% w/v sucrose 

overnight (Guo et al., 2016). Eye cups were left in sucrose for a maximum of one week. 

Before embedding, the cups were immersed in Tissue-Tek® O.C.T. for 15-20 minutes in a 

Fisherbrand™ Disposable Base Molds to allow the medium to equilibrate; this was then left 

to set in a -80 °C freezer for 20-30 minutes. Before collecting 20 μm sections on Superfrost™ 

Plus slide (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc), 1 mm of the eye cup was first cut into using a 

cryostat to ensure sections were collected from the central region. For targeted sectioning 
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through lesions, the retinal camera was used to examine the fundus and identify the location 

of the lesion. Once euthanised, the eyes were enucleated and eye cups fixed (Acosta et al., 

2010) and the retina examined under a light microscope to match the image to that captured 

by the retinal camera. A scalpel blade was used to cut out the area of interest before 

embedding, sectioning, and collecting approximately 20-30 sections. Sections were then 

stored at -20 °C for a minimum of 24 hours. Once slides were ready to be immunolabelled, 

they were left to thaw at room temperature for five minutes.  

2.7.2. Blocking	and	immunolabelling	

Sections were washed three times in 1x PBS for five minutes and then blocked with blocking 

solution for one hour (Table 2-8) to minimise non-specific antibody binding. Sections were 

then washed in 1x PBS three times for five minutes each, and then incubated in primary 

antibody (Table 2-9) diluted in the appropriate antibody solution overnight at 4 °C. The 

following day, slides were washed in 1x PBS, and incubated with the corresponding 

secondary antibody diluted in antibody solution for two hours at room temperature in the 

dark. When slides were labelled with two primary antibodies, the secondary antibodies raised 

in rabbit were conjugated to Alexa Fluor® 568 and those raised in mouse conjugated to 

Alexa Fluor® 488. Slides were then washed in 1x PBS. To visualise corneal and retinal 

morphologies sections were labelled with nuclear markers (Table 2-10) such as propidium 

iodide (PI) and 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) respectively for one hour at room 

temperature. The lens was similarly incubated with wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) 

conjugated to an Alexa Fluor® 594 (Table 2-10) diluted in PBS, to highlight the membranes 

of the epithelial and fibre cells. Sections were then mounted with VECTASHIELD® 

HardSet™ aqueous mounting medium (Vector Laboratories, California, USA), and covered 
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with a cover slip (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc). The slides were then sealed with nail varnish 

and stored at 4 °C until imaging. 

Table 2-8. Blocking solutions for immunohistochemistry 

Fixation  Recipe Tissue 

3% blocking and 
antibody solution 

3% Normal Goat serum (NGS) or normal Donkey 
serum (NDS), 3% BSA, in 1x PBS 

Lens and Cornea

6% blocking solution 
6% NGS or NDS, 1% BSA, 0.5% Triton X-100, in 
1x PBS 

Retina 

3% antibody solution  
3% NGS or NDS, 1% BSA, 0.5% Triton X-100 in 
1x PBS 

Retina 
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 Table 2-9. Primary antibodies used for immunohistochemistry 

Name Company 
(cat. #) 

Concen-
tration 

Cross 
reactivity 

Host species, 
specification 

Dilutions 
tested 

Final 
Dilution  

xCT  

N-terminus 

CosmoBio 
(KAL-
KE021) 

 

0.1 mg/mL mouse, 
human 

Rabbit 
polyclonal, 
affinity 
purified 

1:100(1)* 

1:40(2)(3)(4) 

MR 

1:40 

 

xCT (Q18) 
extracellular 
domain 

Santa Cruz, 
Texas, 
USA (SC-
79360) 

0.2 mg/mL mouse, 
human 

Goat 
polyclonal 
antibody 
affinity 
purified 

1:100* 

1:50MR 

1:50 

xCT  

C-terminus 

Open 
Biosystems 
Colorado, 
USA (PBK 
040801) 

0.36 mg/ 
mL 

mouse Rabbit 
polyclonal 
affinity 
purified 

1:500* 

1:250MR
 

1:250 

xCT  

loop 

Open 
Biosystems 
(PBK 
040801) 

1.46 mg/ 
mL 

mouse Rabbit 
polyclonal 
affinity 
purified 

1:500MR 1:500 

4F2hc CosmoBio 
(KAL-
KE020) 

0.5 mg/mL human, 
mouse, rat 

Rabbit 
polyclonal, 
protein G 
affinity 
purified 

1:50* 

1:10MR 

1:10 

 

4-HNE Abcam 
(ab46545) 

0.65 
mg/mL 

mouse, rat, 
dog, human 

Rabbit 
polyclonal, 
HNE modified 
protein-
agarose 
affinity 

1:200MR 1:200 

8-oxoG Abcam 
(ab64548) 

1.0 mg/mL mouse, rat, 
rabbit 

Mouse 
monoclonal 

1:400MR 1:400 

Smooth 
muscle alpha 
actin (α-
SMA)  

Sigma-
Aldrich 

(A2547-
100μL) 

1.0 mg/mL rabbit, 
human, rat 

Mouse 
monoclonal  

1:200MR 1:200 

Vitronectin Santa Cruz. 
(sc-74484) 

0.2 mg/mL rat, mouse, 
human  

Mouse 
monoclonal  

1:100MR 1:100 
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Name Company 
(cat. #) 

Concen-
tration 

Cross 
reactivity 

Host species, 
specification 

Dilutions 
tested 

Final 
Dilution  

Tissue 
inhibitor of 
metallo-
proteinases 
(TIMP-3)  

Santa Cruz. 
(sc-
373839) 

0.2 mg/mL mouse, rat, 
human 

Mouse 
monoclonal  

1:100MR 1:100 

Complement 
component 
protein (C5b-
9) 

Santa Cruz 
(sc-66190) 

0.2 mg/mL mouse, rat Mouse 
monoclonal  

1:100MR 1:100 

Dilution used based on the literature (1) Rat retina (Hu et al., 2008), (2) Rat cornea (Li et al., 2012), 
(3) Rat lens (Lim et al., 2005), (4) Human lens (Lim et al., 2013). MR: Manufacturer’s 
recommendation, *:No signal detected. 

Table 2-10. Secondary antibodies and dyes used for immunohistochemistry 

Name Company  Concentration Host species, 
specification 

Dilution  

Alexa Fluor® 488 Life 
Technologies 

2.0 mg/mL Goat anti-rabbit  1:200 

Goat anti-mouse 

Donkey anti-goat 

Alexa Fluor® 568 Life 
Technologies 

2.0 mg/mL Goat anti-rabbit  1:200 

WGA Alexa Fluor® 
594  

Life 
Technologies 

1.0 mg/mL  1:100 

PI Sigma 15 mM  1:200 

DAPI Thermo Fisher 1.25 mg/mL 
stock in PBS 

 1:10000 (lens) 

1:1000 (retina) 
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2.7.3. Image	acquisition	

Sections were viewed and imaged using the Olympus FV1000 confocal laser scanning 

microscope (Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) with FluoView 2.0c software. This system 

is located in the Biomedical Imaging Research Unit at the Faculty of Medical and Health 

Sciences, University of Auckland. Images were first assessed under the eyepiece and focused 

using a 10x objective lens. Once an appropriate field of view was selected, laser scanning 

was initiated and images were captured. To ensure comparison of signal strength between 

images and different tissues from different phenotypes, the pinhole size, zoom, laser 

intensity, gains, and offsets were kept identical between the sections. Excitation wavelengths 

of 358 for DAPI, 488 for Alexa Fluor® 488, 568 for Alexa Fluor® 568, and 594 for PI or 

WGA were utilised. Images were captured using frame averaging and sequential scans. The 

sequential scans ensured that the excitation/emission spectra of the fluorescent markers did 

not interfere with each other thus eliminating bleed-through. The resolution of each image 

was set to 512x512 pixels and all four objectives (20x, 40x, 60x, and 100x) were 

differentially used depending on the tissue and area of interest. When required, a digital zoom 

was utilized to obtain high magnification images of an area of interest. Based on each image 

specification, a scale bar was calculated. Raw data was merged and processed using Adobe® 

Photoshop® CS6 version 13.0 (Adobe Systems Inc.). 
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 Biochemical	analysis	2.8.

For biochemical assays, dissected tissues were first weighed, and cornea, lenses and retina 

placed in 50 mM EDTA and homogenised as previously mentioned (see section 2.6.2.). 

Homogenates were centrifuged at 16000 rcf, 20 minutes at 4 °C and the supernatant 

collected. Protein concentration was measured using the Direct Detect® Infrared 

Spectrometer (Merck Millipore). Samples were stored at -80 °C for future analysis to 

quantify GSH and CSH levels by mass spectrometry, and measure oxidative stress markers, 

4-HNE and protein carbonyl levels, using commercially available assay kits and a microplate 

reader.  

2.8.1. Liquid	chromatography	tandem	mass	spectrometry	

LC-MS/MS was used to quantify GSH and CSH levels. This protocol was developed by 

Martin Middleditch from the University of Auckland Science Analytical Services.  

2.8.1.1. Sample	preparation	

For each sample, both reduced and total glutathione (GSH+GSSG), and total cysteine 

(CSH+CSSC) were measured. GSSG and CSSC concentrations were quantified by 

subtraction of the reduced metabolite from the total metabolite concentration. To determine 

total GSH and total CSH levels, samples diluted in 50% v/v acetonitrile were treated with 1 

mM Tris (2-carboxyethyl) phosphine (TCEP), a reducing agent. After a short incubation at 

room temperature, 2 mM monobromobimane (MBrB), which readily binds to free thiols, was 

then added to form thiol-bimane conjugates. To measure reduced GSH and reduced CSH, the 

diluted samples were directly derivatised using 2 mM MBrB. 4.92 μM of heavy CSH (13C) 

and GSH (13C), which was prepared prior (see section 2.8.1.2), was added to the treated 

samples as internal standards. Samples with internal standards were then added to individual 
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Oasis® HLB 30 μm solid phase extraction cartridge (Waters, Massachusetts, USA) that were 

previously conditioned with methanol and 0.1% formic acid. Samples were then eluted with 

10% acetonitrile and vacuum concentrated until approximately 50-100 μL remained and 

could be transferred to a vial for LC-MS/MS. 

2.8.1.2. Standard	preparation	

To prepare the internal standards, 1 mM of TCEP was added to 200 μM of 13C GSH and 200 

μM 13C CSH and incubated at room temperature for 20 minutes to reduce the heavy 

standards. This was done to ensure that the standards were in reduced form and accounted for 

any auto-oxidation that may have occurred during handling. These standards were then 

derivatised using 2 mM MBrB and incubated in the dark for another 20 minutes at room 

temperature to form thiol-bimane conjugates. To stop the derivatisation reaction, 10% formic 

acid was added to the standards. This yielded a final standard concentration of 4.92 μM and 5 

μL was added to the treated samples. 

Table 2-11. LC-MS/MS reagents 

Reagents  Company 
Stock  
concentration 

Final  
concentration 

TCEP 

Sigma-Aldrich 

0.2 M 
1 mM in 50 mM 
Ammonium bicarbonate  

MBrB 18.2 mM  
2 mM in 50% 
acetonitrile 

Heavy (13C) CSH  
Cambridge 
Isotope 
Laboratories 
(Tewksbury, 
Massachusetts, 
USA) 

100 mM 
200 μM in 0.1% formic 
acid 

Heavy (13C) GSH 100 mM 
200 μM in 0.1% formic 
acid 
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2.8.1.3. LC‐MS/MS	setup	

Liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry was used to analyse the samples with 

internal standards. A 10 μL injection was made of each sample onto a ZORBAX SB-C18 3.5 

μm 150x0.3 mm column (Agilent Technologies, California, USA) and desalted for five 

minutes at a rate of 12 μL/minute. The following gradient was then applied at 6 μL/minute to 

separate the compounds: 0-1 minute 15% B, 14 minute 37% B, 16 minute 97% B, 18.5 

minute 97% B, 19.5 minute 15% B, and 25 minute 15% B, where eluent A was 0.1% formic 

acid in Milli-Q® water and eluent B was 0.1% formic acid in acetonitrile. The total run time 

was 25 minutes. 

The column effluent was directed into the electrospray ionisation source of a QSTAR XL 

Quadrupole-Time-of-Flight mass spectrometer (Sciex, California, USA) operated in positive 

ion mode. GSH, CSH, 13C GSH, and 13C CSH fragment ions were detected by Multiple 

Reaction Monitoring using the parent ion mass-to-charge ratios and product ions described 

below in Table 2-12.  

Table 2-12. LC MS/MS settings 

Compound Retention 
Time 
(minute) 

Parent 
Ion m/z 

Product Ion 
m/z 

Declustering 
potential (V) 

Collision 
energy 
(eV) 

GSH-
Monobromobimane 

14.58 498.17 225.02-
225.12 

60 40 

13C GSH-
Monobromobimane 

14.58 501.17 225.02-
225.12 

60 40 

CSH-
Monobromobimane 

11.74 312.1 225.02-
225.12 

70 26 

13C CSH-
Monobromobimane 

11.74 315.1 225.02-
225.12 

70 26 
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2.8.1.4. LC‐MS/MS	data	analysis	

LC-MS/MS data was analysed using MultiQuant™ software (Sciex) to determine the area 

under the curve for each of the compound fragment ions. The ratio of the area under the curve 

between the standard and sample analytes, i.e. GSH/13C GSH and CSH/13C CSH was 

calculated and then multiplied by 25.03 to account for the dilutions that occurred during 

processing in order to determine the final molar concentration of the sample. The calculations 

for the sample concentration are as follows: The working solution of derivatised 13C GSH and 

13C CSH yielded 4.9216 μM and 5 μL of this solution were added to each sample, i.e. 

21.4583 pmol of heavy standard. Each final sample comprised the equivalent of 0.86 μL of 

the original sample volume, and so contained 25.03 pmol of heavy standard per 1 μL. The 

final molar concentration of the analytes in the samples was then calculated by multiplying 

the ratio of the area under the curve for the sample versus standard analyte by 25.03 to give 

the native concentration in pmol/μL, which equates to μM. For cornea, lens, and retina, the 

final concentration was normalised to wet weight.  
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2.8.2. ELISA	–	based	assays	to	measure	oxidative	stress	markers	

2.8.2.1. 4‐hydroxynonenal	assay	

To measure lipid peroxidation, 4-HNE OxiSelect™ HNE Adduct Competitive ELISA kits 

were purchased from Cell Biolabs (California, USA). The wells were first coated with HNE 

conjugates and left overnight at 4 °C. Known standards containing BSA-HNE and unknown 

samples were then added to be adsorbed onto the HNE-conjugated wells. Following a 10 

minute incubation, anti-HNE polyclonal antibody was added, and after a further 60 minute 

incubation, any unconjugated sample was washed away. An HRP-conjugated secondary 

antibody was then added, followed by substrate solution. After a seven minute incubation, the 

stop solution was added and absorbance read at 450 nm. The content of HNE-protein adducts 

in unknown samples was determined by comparison with the pre-determined HNE-BSA 

standard curve. The standard curve and the sample absorbance values were entered in 

GraphPad Prism® Version 7 software (GraphPad Software Incorporation, California, USA) 

and the concentration of the unknown samples were then extrapolated and normalised to the 

protein concentration in each sample. 

2.8.2.2. Protein	carbonyl	assay	

To quantify protein carbonyl levels, commercially available ELISA-based assay kits were 

used (BioCell Corporation, Auckland, New Zealand). Samples and standards were reacted 

and derivatised with dinitrophenylhydrazine (DNP). Standards for this assay included serum 

albumin containing increasing proportions of hypochlorous acid-oxidised protein. Protein 

samples and standards were then left to non-specifically adsorb onto an ELISA plate. 

Unconjugated derivatised proteins and non-proteins were then washed away. The adsorbed 

proteins were probed with biotinylated anti-DNP antibody followed by streptavidin-linked 

HRP. A chromatin reagent containing peroxide and 3’,5,5’-tetramethylbenzidine was then 
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added. The reaction was then stopped within eight minutes by the addition of a stop solution. 

The absorbance was then measured in each well at 450 nm. The standard curve was used to 

calculate the concentration of samples using Microsoft® Excel (Microsoft Corporation).  

 Statistical	analysis	2.9.

Statistical analyses were carried out with GraphPad Prism® Version 7. All numerical values 

and graphs are displayed as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) unless otherwise 

stated. Statistical significance between age groups of the same genotypes was carried out 

using a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey’s post-hoc analysis. To 

determine statistical significance between WT and KO data, the Mann-Whitney U-test was 

carried out for each age-group. 

To analyse the electroretinogram response, a two-way ANOVA followed by a Bonferroni 

post-hoc analysis was conducted to compare the effects of the stimulus intensity. Comparison 

of the ERG response at 2.1 log cd.s/m2 intensity was conducted using a one-way ANOVA 

with Tukey’s post-hoc analysis (Guo et al., 2016). 

In all instances, P values of <0.05 were considered statistically significant. These are 

displayed as *p<0.05 **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 or ****p<0.0001. 
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 Identification	and	localisation	of	Chapter	3.
system	xc‐	in	ocular	tissues	

Although previous studies have mapped expression of xCT in the cornea, lens, and retina, 

this has been done in separate studies and in different species (Bridges et al., 2004; Dun et al., 

2006; Hu et al., 2008; Lall et al., 2008; Langford et al., 2010; Li et al., 2012; Lim et al., 2005; 

Lim et al., 2013). Moreover, concern about the specificity of xCT antibodies, particularly in 

neuronal tissues, has highlighted the importance of using suitable controls to verify xCT 

expression. Therefore to address this, I mapped out xCT and 4F2hc (system xc-) in the 

cornea, lens, and retina of C57BL/6 wildtype (WT) mice, and verified expression patterns 

using the KO mouse.  

In previous work by our laboratory, it was shown that both xCT and 4F2hc were present at 

the transcript level in mouse cornea, lens, and retina using RT-PCR (see Appendix A: section 

10.1). In this chapter, I validated the specificity of the xCT antibody and demonstrated that 

xCT and 4F2hc proteins were also expressed in the mouse cornea, lens, and retina using 

western blotting. By using the KO mouse, I was able to identify bands specific for xCT in the 

different tissues of the eye. Finally, I localised the cellular distribution of xCT and 4F2hc in 

the different tissues of the eye using immunohistochemistry and confirmed these labelling 

patterns in the cornea and lens using the KO mouse. Here I show that xCT and 4F2hc were 

localised to specific regions in the cornea and lens, offering clues as to the possible roles for 

xCT in these tissues. 
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 xCT	antibody	validation	3.1.

It was reported by Van Liefferinge et al., (2016) that both commercial xCT antibodies and 

custom made in-house antibodies displayed a lack specificity in brain tissue (Van Liefferinge 

et al., 2016). In this study by Van Liefferinge et al., (2016), western blotting of WT and xCT 

KO brain tissue using four different commercial antibodies resulted in an inability to confirm 

xCT protein expression in the brain due to the presence of the same bands in WT and xCT 

KO mice. Further testing indicated that some of the commercial antibodies used exhibited 

batch dependent specificity, which meant for some batches of antibody, specific bands were 

observed, while in other batches, non-specific bands were observed, highlighting the 

inconsistency of commercial xCT antibodies in brain tissue. However, it was found that one 

“in-house” antibody referred to as ab#618 was able to produce a band in brain homogenates 

of WT mice that was absent in the xCT KO mice and was therefore deemed to be specific for 

xCT labelling in the brain.  

With this in mind and without access to ab#618, I pre-screened four different antibodies 

using the xCT KO mice generated by and imported from Professor Hideyo Sato’s lab in 

Niigata University (see Methods section 2.3) to determine the most suitable antibody for use 

in ocular tissues. Two commercial antibodies were used; one from CosmoBio and the other 

from Santa Cruz, plus two custom-made antibodies from Open Biosystems. As seen in Figure 

3-1, these antibodies were directed against peptide sequences against the N-terminus 

(CosmoBio), the C-terminus (Open Biosystems), an extracellular loop (Open Biosystems), 

and an extracellular domain (Santa Cruz).  
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Figure 3-1. Location of the antibody binding sites for xCT 
Schematic of xCT showing the 12 putative transmembrane domains containing a N- and C-terminus 
located intracellularly [adapted from (Gu et al., 2017)], and the binding sites for the different xCT 
antibodies. The custom-made antibodies from Open Biosystems were directed against the C-terminus 
(PBK-040801), or against an extracellular loop (PBK-040802). The commercial Santa Cruz antibody 
was directed against an extracellular domain and the CosmoBio antibody directed against the N-
terminus. Also shown in the diagram is the antibody #ab618 directed against the N-terminus 
mentioned by Van Liefferinge et al., (2016). Diagram adapted from Servier Medical Art, which is 
licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. 

Due to the large amounts of tissue required for western blotting, I initially tested the 

antibodies on WT sections of the cornea, lens, and retina using immunohistochemistry. I did 

this in parallel with the xCT KO sections which was used in my screen as a standard negative 

control to verify labelling specificity. Various dilutions of xCT antibodies were used; these 

dilutions were chosen based on the recommendation of the manufacturer, or were the 

reported dilutions published by other researchers for use on certain ocular tissues (see 

Methods Table 2-9). A summary of my findings is listed below in Table 3-1. It was revealed 

that the commercial xCT antibody from Santa Cruz and both the custom-made antibodies 

sourced from Open Biosystems labelled both WT and xCT KO corneas, lenses, and retinas. 

However, the commercial antibody from CosmoBio showed labelling in the WT cornea, lens, 

and retina with no labelling in the xCT KO cornea and lens, indicating that the antibody was 

specific for xCT in the WT cornea and lens, but not in the retina. There seemed to be an 

inability for any antibodies I tested to detect specific labelling for xCT expression in the 

retina by immunohistochemistry. Thus, in light of this, other approaches which circumvent 
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the need for using antibodies (e.g. in situ hybridisation) will be required in the future to 

specifically localise xCT in the retina. As the xCT antibody from CosmoBio showed 

specificity in the cornea and lens, it was deemed to be the most suitable antibody for 

identification and localisation of xCT in these tissues 

Table 3-1. Antibodies tested on WT and xCT KO cornea, lens, and retina sections 

Antibody 
Cornea Lens Retina 

WT KO WT KO WT KO 

Santa Cruz Biotechnology Q18 – 
Extracellular domain 

      

Open Biosystems Custom-made (C-
terminus). 

      

Open Biosystems Custom-made (loop)       

CosmoBio (N-terminus)  x  x   

Labelling present, x Labelling absent 

 xCT	expression	in	ocular	tissues	3.2.

System xc- has been identified in ocular tissues such as the cornea (Langford et al., 2010; Li 

et al., 2012), ciliary body (Li et al., 2013), lens (Lall et al., 2008; Lim et al., 2005; Lim et al., 

2013), and retina (Bridges et al., 2004; Dun et al., 2006; Hu et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2015) of 

various species. In cultured human corneal epithelial cells, retinal pigment epithelial cells, 

and lens epithelial cells (LEC), inhibition of xCT has been shown to result in GSH depletion, 

pointing to a role for xCT in maintaining GSH levels in these tissues (Lall et al., 2008; 

Langford et al., 2015a; Langford et al., 2015b). Localisation studies of xCT in the rat and 

human cornea also indicate a role for xCT in GSH synthesis (Langford et al., 2010; Li et al., 

2012), while co-localisation of xCT to the synaptic ribbon complex in the rat retina suggests a 

role for xCT in glutamate neurotransmission (Hu et al., 2008). However, the exact role(s) of 

xCT in the different tissues of the eye is still uncertain. While cultured cell lines have been 
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valuable in better understanding aspects of xCT function, regulation, and activity, in vitro 

tests do not faithfully reflect the in vivo environment, and cell lines fail to reflect the diverse 

array of other cell types within a tissue. To address these limitations, our laboratory imported 

breeding pairs of WT and xCT KO mice and established colonies of mice of varying ages 

(see Methods section 2.3) to study the ocular expression of xCT, to elucidate to roles in the 

different tissues of the eye, and to validate whether the xCT KO mouse is a good model for 

studying the aging eye. In this chapter, to provide a baseline for later studies on older 

animals, I present results that compare the expression patterns of xCT in the cornea, lens, and 

retina of WT and KO animals at three weeks of age. 

 Identification	and	localisation	of	system	xc‐	in	the	cornea	3.3.

Previous studies have investigated the expression of xCT in the rat cornea (Li et al., 2012), 

and of xCT and 4F2hc in human corneal epithelial cells (Langford et al., 2010) using 

immunohistochemical methods only. In the rat cornea, where only xCT expression was 

investigated, it was found that xCT was confined to the corneal epithelium and was absent in 

the stroma and endothelium. In human corneal epithelial cells, xCT and 4F2hc expression 

were both examined. Here it was found that both subunits were expressed in the corneal 

epithelium. In both studies, the localisation of xCT to the epithelium coincided with the 

localisation of glutamate (EAATs) and glycine (GLYTs) transporters, plus the glutathione 

synthesising enzyme γ-GCS to the epithelium, which together suggest that xCT is involved in 

GSH synthesis in this region of the cornea (Langford et al., 2015b; Langford et al., 2010; Li 

et al., 2012; Yoganandarajah et al., 2017). In the rat cornea, the absence of xCT and γ-GCS in 

the corneal endothelium, but the expression of putative GSH transporters in this region (Li et 

al., 2012), suggests that there were regional differences in GSH accumulation, with the 
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corneal epithelium relying on GSH synthesis and the corneal endothelium utilising direct 

uptake of GSH from the aqueous humour.  

3.3.1. 	Identification	of	system	xc‐	at	the	protein	level	

To determine whether xCT and 4F2hc are expressed at the protein level in the mouse cornea, 

I probed brain (positive control) and corneal crude membrane protein preparations derived 

from WT and KO mice with both xCT and 4F2hc antibodies, and visualised protein bands by 

enhanced chemiluminescence. 

In the brain, three strong bands were seen in the WT mouse at 28, 45, and 55 kDa with three 

fainter bands at approximately 37, 90, and 150 kDa. While the theoretical molecular weight 

of xCT lies at 55 kDa (Sato et al., 1999), I found this band also in the xCT KO brain 

indicating that it was non-specific. I also detected a band at 37 kDa which has previously 

been reported in the mouse brain (Shih et al., 2006; Van Liefferinge et al., 2016). The authors 

did not offer any explanation for this discrepancy in size from the predicted molecular weight 

of 50-55 kDa, but it is likely that this lower molecular weight most likely represents a 

degraded or truncated form of xCT in the brain. Once again, this band was also detected in 

the xCT KO mouse brain indicating that it too was not specific for xCT (Figure 3-2 A). This 

result was not altogether surprising given that the same finding was also reported by Van 

Liefferinge et al., (2016) using the same xCT CosmoBio antibody. 4F2hc expression was 

detected as two bands at approximately 75 and 85 kDa in both the WT and KO brain which 

lies within the expected molecular weight reported for 4F2hc of between 85 and 95 kDa (Fort 

et al., 2007). As expected a band was detected for 4F2hc in both WT and KO brains since 

genetic deletion of xCT would not affect 4F2hc expression in the KO (Figure 3-2 A). β-actin 

labelling was similar between WT and KO brain confirming that there was equal protein 

loading (Figure 3-2 A).  
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In the cornea, two strong bands were detected in the WT at 30 and 50 kDa. In the KO cornea, 

these two bands were absent, indicating them to be specific for xCT in the WT cornea (Figure 

3-2 B). While the band at 50 kDa corresponds to the predicted molecular weight of xCT, the 

band at 30 kDa appears to be unique to the cornea, and may represent a cleaved form of the 

50 kDa protein. A single band for 4F2hc at 75 kDa was detected in both the WT and KO but 

was very faint (Figure 3-2 B). This was due to low levels of protein since -actin expression 

in the WT and KO preparations was also very faint (Figure 3-2 B), despite pooling 20 

corneas each for WT and KO mice. However, although bands were faint, xCT and 4F2hc 

were detectable at the protein level in the cornea. Taken together, these findings show that 

while the xCT antibody does not appear to reliably detect xCT protein expression in the 

brain, it was able to detect specific bands for xCT in the cornea using the KO mouse. 

Moreover, 4F2hc was also detected in the cornea, as system xc- requires both xCT and 4F2hc 

for its activity as a functional transport unit.  
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Figure 3-2. Detection of xCT protein in mouse brain and cornea 
Membrane protein fractions of 3-week-old corneas or brain were probed with xCT, 4F2hc, and β-actin 
antibodies. Expression of xCT, 4F2hc, and β-actin in the (A) brain and (B) cornea in the WT and KO 
mouse using western blotting. In the brain, the reported molecular weight for xCT is indicated by the 
arrowhead. No specific bands for xCT were detected in the brain. In the cornea, specific bands for 
xCT are indicated by the arrows. Bands for 4F2hc were detected in the (A middle panel) brain and (B 
middle panel) cornea in both WT and KO tissues. (A, B lower panel) β-actin was used as a loading 
control to ensure equal protein loading between lanes. Brain: n=3; cornea: n=3. 

3.3.2. Localisation	of	system	xc‐	

To visualise the distribution pattern for xCT and 4F2hc in the cornea, I double labelled 

sections with xCT or 4F2hc antibodies and propidium iodide (PI) to discern the epithelial cell 

layers, the stroma, and the endothelium (Figure 3-3). Images captured at low magnification 

revealed xCT to be present along the entire length of the WT cornea (Figure 3-3 A). Images 

of the central (Figure 3-3 B) and peripheral (Figure 3-3 D) regions showed xCT to be present 
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in the epithelial layers but not in the stroma or endothelium, similar to that reported in the rat 

(Li et al., 2012) and human cornea (Langford et al., 2015b). Higher magnification images 

confirmed xCT labelling in the central epithelium (Figure 3-3 C) and peripheral epithelium 

(Figure 3-3 E), and on close inspection it could be seen that xCT labelling was present in all 

cell layers (i.e. basal, wing, and superficial cells) of the epithelium. In the KO cornea, there 

was an absence of xCT labelling (Figure 3-3 F). Images of the central (Figure 3-3 G) and 

peripheral (Figure 3-3 I) region however, revealed faint labelling of xCT in the epithelium, 

and on closer examination, this labelling appeared as a thin line outlining the anterior 

superficial layer of the epithelium (Figure 3-3 H, J). It is likely that this labelling of xCT may 

be an artefact due to the antibody ‘sticking’ to the edges of the section since this line effect 

was also seen in WT corneal sections (Figure 3-3 C, E).  
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Figure 3-3. Localisation of xCT in the mouse cornea 
Corneal sections of 3-week-old WT and KO mice were labelled with xCT antibodies and imaged with 
a confocal microscope. Representative images of (A-E) WT and (F-J) KO corneal sections double 
labelled with PI (red) and xCT antibody (green). Montage of the anterior segment of (A) WT or (F) 
KO eye sections labelled with PI and xCT. Boxes indicate where images from the (B-C or G-H) 
central and (D-E or I-J) peripheral regions were captured. n=3 corneas   
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Like xCT, 4F2hc labelling was detected along the entire length of the WT cornea (Figure 3-4 

A). Images of the central (Figure 3-4 B) and peripheral (Figure 3-4 D) cornea revealed 

labelling for 4F2hc in the epithelium, similar to that observed for xCT. However, in contrast 

to xCT, 4F2hc labelling was also detected in the stroma and endothelium. Higher 

magnification images revealed 4F2hc to exhibit a striated labelling pattern in the stroma, 

reminiscent of keratocytes (Figure 3-4 C, E). A similar labelling pattern was also revealed in 

the KO cornea (Figure 3-4 F), with labelling detected throughout the epithelial layers, the 

stroma, and endothelium (Figure 3-4 G-I). Overall, the labelling of 4F2hc was more 

widespread than xCT and most likely reflects the ability of 4F2hc to associate with light 

chains of other amino acid transporters, and not just xCT (Wagner et al., 2001). However, the 

localisation of both xCT and 4F2hc in the mouse corneal epithelium is similar to that found in 

the rat and human cornea (Langford et al., 2010; Li et al., 2012), and strongly suggests that in 

the mouse cornea xCT and 4F2hc are operating together as a functional unit.  
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Figure 3-4. Localisation of 4F2hc in the mouse cornea 
Corneal sections of 3-week-old WT and KO mice were labelled with 4F2hc antibodies and imaged 
with a confocal microscope. Representative images of (A-E) WT and (F-J) KO corneal sections 
double labelled with PI (red) and 4F2hc antibody (green). Montage of the anterior segment of (A) 
WT or (F) KO eye sections labelled with PI and xCT. Boxes indicate where images from the (B-C or 
G-H) central and (D-E or I-J) peripheral regions were captured. n= 2 corneas  
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 Identification	and	localisation	of	system	xc‐	in	the	lens	3.4.

Previous work in our laboratory showed that xCT was expressed at the transcript and protein 

level in the rat and human lens (Lim et al., 2005; Lim et al., 2013). Immunohistochemical 

experiments showed that in the young rat lens (P21) and young human lens (16 years), xCT 

was localised to the epithelium and lens fibre cells, extending from the cortex to the centre or 

core (Lim et al., 2005; Lim et al., 2013); it was suggested that the localisation of xCT in the 

epithelium and cortical fibre cells, which constitute the metabolically active regions of the 

lens, was indicative of a role for xCT in GSH synthesis. In support of this, a study by another 

group using cultured human lens epithelial cells showed that inhibition of xCT using 

competitive substrates resulted in depletion of GSH, indicating xCT to play an important role 

in maintaining intracellular GSH levels (Langford et al., 2015a). On the other hand, the 

localisation of xCT to the lens core, an area not capable of protein synthesis, indicates that 

xCT in this region may mediate uptake of cystine where it is locally reduced to cysteine and 

then used as a low molecular mass antioxidant to protect fibre cells from oxidative damage 

(Li et al., 2007; Lim et al., 2005; Lim et al., 2013). Interestingly, mapping of xCT in older 

human lenses (64 years) revealed xCT to be present in the outer cortex, but absent in the 

inner cortex and core region, suggesting that with advancing age, xCT may be post 

translationally modified at the N-terminus and therefore no longer detectable with an N-

terminal directed xCT antibody, the epitope against which most commercial xCT antibodies 

are raised. A mapping study performed on young (six months) and older (eight years) canine 

lenses showed an identical labelling pattern to that reported for older human lenses (Lall et 

al., 2008). Whether post translational modification of xCT occurs earlier in canine than in 

human lenses, or if that xCT is simply not required in the lens core of the canine lens, 

remains unclear.  
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3.4.1. Identification	of	system	xc‐	at	the	protein	level	

To determine whether xCT and 4F2hc is expressed at the protein level in the mouse lens, lens 

epithelial and lens fibre cell crude membrane protein preparations from WT and KO mice 

were probed with xCT and 4F2hc antibodies. In the lens epithelium, a single band at 50 kDa 

was observed in WT mice which was absent in KO, indicating this band to be specific for 

xCT (Figure 3-5 A). In the lens fibre preparation, six bands were detected in the WT at 20, 

25, 37, 50, 80, and 150 kDa (Figure 3-5 B). In the KO lens, bands were absent at 20, 25, 37, 

and 50 kDa, indicating that these bands were specific for xCT in the lens. In the WT lens, the 

37 kDa band was consistent with the reported molecular weight for xCT from brain 

homogenates using an ‘in house’ generated antibody (De Bundel et al., 2011; La Bella et al., 

2007; Merckx et al., 2017; Van Liefferinge et al., 2016). While bands at 50 kDa were 

reported to be non-specific in the brain (Van Liefferinge et al., 2016), in the lens, its absence 

in the KO lens in the epithelium and fibre cells strongly suggests that the 50 kDa is specific 

for xCT in the lens. Moreover, a band at approximately 55 kDa has been reported for xCT in 

the rat and canine lens (Lall et al., 2008; Lim et al., 2005; Lim et al., 2013). The low 

molecular mass bands at 20 and 25 kDa were also specific for xCT, and most likely represent 

degraded or truncated forms of the xCT transporter subunit. A band for 4F2hc was detected at 

approximately 75-80 kDa in both the WT and KO lens. Similar expression of actin levels 

were seen in the WT and KO lens, indicating equal protein loading between preparations 

(Figure 3-5 A, B). 
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Figure 3-5. Detection of xCT protein in mouse lens 
Membrane protein fractions of 3-week-old lens epithelium or fibre were probed with xCT, 4F2hc, and 
β-actin antibodies. Expression of xCT, 4F2hc, and β-actin in the (A) lens epithelium and (B) fibre 
cells in WT and KO mice. (A) In the lens epithelium, a single band of the predicted molecular weight 
is observed in the WT which is absent in the KO. (B) In the lens fibres, specific bands for xCT are 
highlighted by the arrows. Bands for 4F2hc were detected in the (A middle panel) epithelium and (B 
middle panel) fibre cells in both WT and KO lenses. (A, B lower panel) β-actin was used as a loading 
control to ensure equal protein loading between lanes. Epithelium and fibre cells: n=3. 

3.4.2. Localisation	of	system	xc‐	

To investigate the localisation of xCT in the different regions of the lens, I double labelled 

lens equatorial cryosections with WGA (red) to highlight the cell membranes and xCT or 

4F2hc antibodies (green). Low magnification images were captured and these images spliced 

together to enable the entire lens section to be visualised extending from the lens epithelium 

to the lens core (Figure 3-6 A). The top overview panel depicts labelling of both WGA and 
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xCT (Figure 3-6 A), while the bottom panel shows xCT labelling alone, allowing the extent 

of xCT labelling into the lens to be seen more easily (Figure 3-6 B). In both panels it can be 

seen that xCT labelling was localised to the outer cortical (OC) regions of the lens (Figure 

3-6 A and B), with sporadic faint labelling in the inner cortex (IC) and no labelling detected 

in the core (Figure 3-6 B). Higher magnification images of the epithelium (epi)/OC region 

revealed that xCT was localised to the membranes of the fibre cells, and predominantly 

localised to the broad sides of the fibre cell membranes (Figure 3-6 C). A close up image of 

the lens epithelium indicated that while there was faint cytoplasmic labelling for xCT in the 

epithelial cells, there was also labelling for xCT along the apical-apical interface of the 

epithelium-fibre cell border (Figure 3-6 D, arrowheads). In the IC region, membranous 

labelling of fibre cells was also observed (Figure 3-6 E), although labelling was not present in 

all fibre cells within this region (Figure 3-6 F). In the core, no labelling for xCT was observed 

(Figure 3-6 G-H). In the KO lens, it could be seen that xCT labelling was absent throughout 

the lens (Figure 3-6 I). The strong xCT labelling of the cortical fibre cell membranes seen in 

the WT was absent (Figure 3-6 J), along with labelling of the epithelial-fibre cell membrane 

border (Figure 3-6 K). No labelling was detected in the IC (Figure 3-6 L-M) or core (Figure 

3-6 N-O) of the KO lens. 
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Legend on next page  
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Figure 3-6. Localisation of xCT in the mouse lens 
Equatorial lens sections of 3-week-old WT and KO mice were labelled with xCT antibodies and 
imaged with a confocal microscope. (A) Montage of a WT equatorial lens section double labelled 
with WGA (red) and xCT antibody (green). (B) Montage of WT lens depicting labelling of xCT only 
(green) to allow for easier visualisation of xCT distribution. Images from the montage of the (C) 
epi/OC, (E) IC, and (G) core. Higher magnification images of the (D) epi/OC, (F) IC, and (H) core. 
(D) Arrowheads highlight labelling for xCT along the apical-apical interface. Montage of KO an 
equatorial lens section double labelled with xCT antibody (I). Images from the montage of the (J) 
epi/OC, (L) IC, and (N) core. Higher magnification images of the (K) epi/OC, (M) IC, and (O) core. 
n= 3 lenses 

To visualise the distribution pattern for 4F2hc in the WT lens, I double labelled lens 

equatorial cryosections with WGA (red) and 4F2hc (green) antibodies. Similar to xCT, 

4F2hc labelling in the WT lens was restricted to the epithelial and cortical fibre cells of the 

lens (Figure 3-7 A-B). However, there were differences in the subcellular localisation of 

4F2hc in these regions. In the epithelium, strong membranous labelling around entire 

epithelial cell membranes was observed (Figure 3-7 A-B), with cytoplasmic labelling 

detected at higher magnification (Figure 3-7 C-D). In the OC, labelling for 4F2hc was both 

membranous and cytoplasmic (Figure 3-7 C-D), which was in contrast to the membranous 

labelling for xCT (Figure 3-6 C). There was faint labelling for 4F2hc in the IC (Figure 3-7 E-

F) and no labelling in the core (Figure 3-7 E-F, G-H). 4F2hc labelling pattern in the KO 

mouse was identical to WT, where strong 4F2hc labelling was observed in the epithelial cells 

and OC (Figure 3-7 J-K), faint labelling in the IC (Figure 3-7 L-M), and no labelling in the 

core (Figure 3-7 N-O). This labelling pattern also confirms that the subunit is associated with 

other transporters besides xCT. 
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Figure 3-7. Localisation of 4F2hc in the mouse lens 
Equatorial lens sections of 3-week-old WT and KO mice were labelled with 4F2hc antibodies and 
imaged with a confocal microscope. (A) Montage of a WT equatorial lens section double labelled 
with WGA (red) and 4F2hc antibody (green). (B) Montage of WT lens depicting labelling of xCT 
only (green) to allow for easier visualisation of 4F2hc distribution. Images from the montage of the 
(C) epi/OC, (E) IC, and (G) core. Higher magnification images of the (D) epi/OC, (F) IC, and (H) 
core. (I) Montage of KO equatorial lens section double labelled with 4F2hc antibody. Images from the 
montage of the (J) epi/oc, (L) IC, and (N) core. Higher magnification images of the (K) epi/OC, (M) 
IC, and (O) core. n= 3 lenses 

Taken together, xCT and 4F2hc were both expressed in the epithelium and outer cortex 

regions of the lens, although differences in the subcellular distribution of xCT and 4F2hc 

were evident. Unlike previous reports in the young rat and young human lens (Lim et al., 

2005; Lim et al., 2013), there was no labelling for xCT or 4F2hc in the core region. Instead, 

the labelling pattern seen in the mouse was more similar to that reported in canine lenses or 

older human lenses (Lall et al., 2008; Lim et al., 2013). In general, the epithelium and outer 

cortex appear to be the region of the mouse lens where system xc- is most likely to function, 

since little to no labelling for either subunit could be detected in the inner cortex and core. 

This localisation of xCT and 4F2hc in the metabolically active outer zones of the lens is 

consistent with a role for system xc- in mediating GSH synthesis. 

3.4.3. 	Dynamic	expression	of	xCT	during	lens	development	

The absence of xCT in the lens core of the WT mouse was striking as it was different to the 

labelling pattern for xCT in rat and young human lenses (Lim et al., 2005; Lim et al., 2013). I 

wondered if the absence of xCT in the mouse lens core was a result of 1) xCT never being 

expressed in lens core, or 2) xCT initially being expressed in the lens core but becoming 

modified with age, as previously reported in older human lenses (Lim et al., 2013). To 

investigate this, I labelled axial sections of E16 (16-day-old embryos; Figure 3-8 A) and P3 

(three-day-old mice; Figure 3-8 D) lenses with xCT antibodies (green), DAPI (blue), and 

WGA (red), and compared labelling patterns to P21 (21-day-old mice) lenses (Figure 3-8 H). 
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At E16, while xCT labelling was detected in the central primary (P) fibre cells (Figure 3-8 

B), intense labelling for xCT was observed in the secondary (S) fibre cells (Figure 3-8 C). By 

P3, labelling for xCT in the lens core was negligible (Figure 3-8 F), and completely absent in 

the lens core by P21 (Figure 3-8 J). These results suggest that during embryonic 

development, xCT is expressed in the lens core, but after birth xCT becomes modified or 

degraded and therefore no longer detectable. While it is unclear at this stage how these age-

dependent changes to xCT expression affect the transport function of this protein, it is 

apparent xCT expression levels in the lens core change dramatically between E16 and P3, a 

critical period in lens development. Another interesting observation was the change in 

expression of xCT in the epithelium at different stages of lens development. I captured 

images at E16, P3, and P21 of the epithelium at the anterior pole (Figure 3-8 C, G, K) and at 

the germinative zone (Figure 3-8 D, H, L), and noticed that at E16 and P3, xCT labelling of 

the epithelium at the anterior pole was much stronger (Figure 3-8 C, G), than at P21 (Figure 

3-8 K). In addition, at E16, xCT labelling of the epithelium at the germinative zone was 

strong (Figure 3-8 D), but at P3 labelling was less intense and by P21, labelling intensity was 

further reduced (Figure 3-8 H, L). Eye opening in the mouse is known to occur between 10 

and 13 days postnatal (Smith et al., 2007), and so it is possible that the strong labelling for 

xCT at E16 and P3 reflects an increase in xCT activity to synthesise more GSH as a 

protective measure from oxidative stress when the eye opens and is exposed to light for the 

first time. The dynamic expression of xCT in the epithelium has also been reported in canine 

lenses, although xCT expression appeared to be increased in the older lens (eight years) 

compared to the younger six months lens (Lall et al., 2008). In this study it was suggested 

that older canines may require increased xCT-mediated cystine uptake, since GSH levels in 

the lens decrease with age (Truscott et al., 1977), whereas younger lenses generally have 

higher levels of GSH, and epithelial cells may not require high levels of xCT to maximise 
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cystine uptake. Thus, it appears that in the lens epithelium, xCT expression may be 

dynamically altered to compensate for changes in GSH levels induced by age, or potentially 

by exposure to light.  
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Figure 3-8. xCT expression at different stages of lens development 
Overview of axial sections from (A) E16, (E) P3 lenses, and (I) P21 lenses triple labelled with WGA 
(red), DAPI (blue), and xCT antibodies (green). High magnification images of (B-D) E16 lens with 
DAPI (blue) and xCT (green) labelling of (B) primary fibre cells, (C) anterior epithelium, and (D) 
equatorial epithelium. High magnification images of (F-H) P3 lens with DAPI (blue) and xCT 
(green) labelling of the (F) lens core, (G) anterior epithelium, and (H) equatorial epithelium. High 
magnification images at (J-L) P21 with DAPI (blue) and xCT (green) labelling of the (J) lens core, 
(K) anterior epithelium, and (L) equatorial epithelium. E16 and P3;n=2, P21; n=3.  
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 Identification	and	localisation	of	system	xc‐	in	the	retina	3.5.

While xCT and 4F2hc have both been identified at the protein level and localised in the 

mouse and rat retina, the lack of specificity of xCT labelling in brain tissue (Van Liefferinge 

et al., 2016) raises some concerns about the specificity of xCT labelling in retinal tissue. 

Localisation studies in both the rat and mouse retina revealed similar labelling patterns 

between species with xCT labelling observed in both synaptic layers; the outer and inner 

plexiform layers (OPL and IPL), and somata in the outer nuclear layer (ONL) and retinal 

ganglion cell layer [GCL; (Bridges et al., 2004; Dun et al., 2006; Hu et al., 2008)]. Hu et al., 

(2008) further examined xCT expression in the synaptic layers of the rat retina, focusing on 

the association of xCT with synaptic markers of the OPL and IPL. Here it was shown that 

xCT was juxtaposed to key synaptic markers of the OPL and IPL including calbindin that 

immunoreacts with horizontal cells, and the α subunit of protein kinase C, which strongly 

immunoreacts with rod bipolar cells. Moreover, in the OPL, but not the IPL, xCT was shown 

to co-localise with bassoon, a ribbon-associated protein in the photoreceptor synapse, 

suggesting that xCT is at least expressed within the rod ribbon complex and may mediate 

glutamate release in the photoreceptor synapse.  

3.5.1. Identification	of	system	xc‐	at	the	protein	level	

To determine whether xCT and 4F2hc was expressed at the protein level in the mouse retina, 

crude membrane protein preparations from the retinas of WT and KO mice were probed with 

either xCT or 4F2hc antibodies. In the retina, strong bands were detected in the WT at 30, 48, 

and 50 kDa, with fainter bands observed at 45, 60, and 75 kDa. However, only the 50 kDa 

band was absent in the KO retina indicating this band to be specific for xCT in the WT retina 

(Figure 3-9). This is consistent with published reports of a band between 50 and 55 kDa for 

xCT in the mouse, rat, and dog retina (Dun et al., 2006; Hu et al., 2008; Lall et al., 2008) and 
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indicates that while the CosmoBio xCT antibody may not be suitable for 

immunohistochemistry, it does appear to show specificity for western blotting. However, it 

should also be pointed out that while the 50 kDa band was absent in the xCT KO retina, 

multiple bands were observed in the xCT KO retina, and this most likely explains why non-

specific labelling was detected in the xCT KO retina by immunohistochemistry. 4F2hc 

expression was detected in both the WT and KO retina as two bands at approximately 75 and 

85 kDa. β-actin levels were similar between the WT and KO retina preparations (Figure 3-9). 

 

Figure 3-9. Detection of xCT protein in mouse retina 
Three-week-old retinal membrane protein fractions were probed with xCT, 4F2hc, or β-actin. 
Expression of xCT, 4F2hc, and β-actin in the retina in the WT and KO mouse. In the retina, a specific 
band for xCT is indicated by the arrow. Bands for 4F2hc were detected in the retina (middle panel) in 
both WT and KO tissues. β-actin was used as a loading control to ensure equal protein loading 
between lanes (lower panel). n=3. 
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3.5.2. Localisation	of	system	xc‐	

While previously screening for antibody specificity in ocular tissues, I noticed that xCT 

labelling was detected in both WT and KO retinas (Table 3-1). Figure 3-10 A and C shows a 

representative image of a WT and KO retina section labelled with DAPI (blue) to visualise 

the different cell layers of the retina and xCT antibodies (green). In the WT retina, xCT was 

observed in the photoreceptor layer (PhL), ONL, OPL, INL, IPL, and GCL (Figure 3-10 A-

B). Although this staining pattern was consistent with previous studies which showed 

labelling in all layers of the mouse retina (Bridges et al., 2004; Dun et al., 2006), these studies 

used a control peptide, and not an xCT KO mouse, to verify labelling specificity. Using the 

xCT KO mouse, I detected xCT labelling in the xCT KO retina identical to that seen in the 

WT retina (Figure 3-10 C-D) indicating that this labelling was non-specific. Although in one 

case, labelling appeared to be more reduced in some layers (especially the OPL and INL) 

relative to others (Figure 3-11 E), this was not seen consistently and may have been due to 

batch dependent specificity. Van Liefferinge et al., (2016) demonstrated that antibody 

specificity between batches could differ by immunising different rabbits with the same 

antigen and even between bleeding of the same rabbits. The labelling for xCT in the KO 

retina was not too surprising given the concerns that have been raised about the specificity 

and reproducibility of commercially-generated xCT antibodies in neuronal tissue. 
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Figure 3-10. Localisation of xCT in the mouse retina 
(A) Representative images of 3-week-old WT mice were sectioned and labelled with DAPI (blue) and 
xCT antibody (green). (B) Labelling of the WT retina with xCT shown (green only) to allow easier 
visualisation of the xCT localisation pattern. (C) Images of the KO retina labelled with DAPI (blue) 
and xCT antibody (green). (D) Labelling of the KO retina with xCT shown (green only) revealed xCT 
labelling in the KO, but in one case (E) xCT labelling was reduced, likely to be attributed to using a 
different batch of antibodies. GCL: ganglion cell layer; IPL: inner plexiform layer; INL: inner nuclear 
layer; OPL: outer plexiform layer; ONL: outer nuclear layer; PhL: photoreceptor layer. n=6 retinas. 
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Finally, the WT and KO retinas were labelled with 4F2hc. Figure 3-11 A-B shows a 

representative image of a WT retina section labelled with DAPI (blue) and 4F2hc antibodies 

(green). In the WT retina, labelling is present in all layers with it being strongest in the GCL, 

followed by the INL, OPL, IPL, PhL, and finally the ONL. This labelling pattern is consistent 

with previous reports in the mouse retina (Bridges et al., 2004; Dun et al., 2006), with 

staining most notable in the IPL, OPL, and PhL. Labelling 4F2hc antibody in the xCT KO 

mouse revealed an identical staining pattern to the WT retina (Figure 3-11 C-D).  

While I was unable to confirm xCT localisation in the mouse retina, I was able to confirm 

that xCT and its subunit 4F2hc were present at the protein level. Previous functional studies 

in the rat, which demonstrated xCT to be involved in the modulation of glutamate release 

from photoreceptors (Hu et al., 2008), support the need for further studies to explore the role 

of xCT in the mouse retina.  
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Figure 3-11. Localisation of 4F2hc in the mouse retina 
WT and KO retinal sections were double labelled with DAPI (blue) and 4F2hc antibodies (green) (A, 
C) Representative images of (A)WT and (C) KO retinal sections labelled with DAPI and 4F2hc. (B, 
D) Isolation of the green signal enables easy visualisation of 4F2hc labelling in the (B) WT and (D) 
KO retina. n=3 retinas. 
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 Conclusion	3.6.

While I was unable to verify xCT expression in the WT brain and lack of xCT protein in the 

xCT KO brain, the absence of xCT mRNA in the xCT KO brain (Figure 10-1) is a strong 

indication that xCT is unlikely to be expressed at the protein level (Clark, 2005). Although 

there are additional experiments I could have tried to verify xCT in the brain, such as in situ 

hybridisation to localise mRNA transcript, the brain was not the focus of my thesis. Thus, it 

was decided to continue with verifying xCT expression in the different tissues of the eye.  

Western blotting identified specific bands for xCT in the WT cornea, lens, and retina that 

were not apparent in the KO mouse, thus confirming xCT to be expressed in these tissues. 

However, unlike the brain, the band for xCT in the WT cornea, lens, and retina were around 

55 kDa, which is the predicted molecular weight for xCT. This is also consistent with 

reported molecular weights for xCT in the lens and retina (xCT molecular weight in the 

cornea have not been reported other species), including mouse retinal cells, although in these 

studies, a control peptide was used rather than the xCT KO mouse to verify xCT labelling 

specificity (Dun et al., 2006; Hu et al., 2008; Lall et al., 2008; Langford et al., 2015a; Lim et 

al., 2005; Lim et al., 2013; Mysona et al., 2009; Tomi et al., 2003). A summary of the 

western blot findings is presented in Table 3-2 (cornea), Table 3-3 (lens), and Table 3-5 

(retina). It is clear that in the eye, xCT appears as a band at 55 kDa and not at 37 kDa. It may 

be that the 55 kDa form represents a post translationally modified form of xCT in the eye that 

is not evident in brain. In other studies by the lab, it has been shown that the molecular 

weight for various membrane proteins often differs between brain and the cornea and lens 

indicating differences in post translational modifications between tissues (Lim et al., 2007; 

Yoganandarajah et al., 2017).   
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Table 3-2. Size of protein bands for xCT in the cornea 

 

C57BL/6 Mouse 

3wks** 

55 kDa* 30 & 50 kDa 

*predicted molecular weight **my results. 

Table 3-3. Summary of size of protein bands reported for xCT in the lens  

 

C57BL/6 
Mouse 

Rat Human Canine 

3wks** 3wks(1) 
Donor lenses 16, 
29, and 64yrs(2) LEC(3) LEC(4) 

55 kDa* 
20,25,37, & 50 

kDa 

55 kDa 
110 kDa- 
dimer? 

45 kDa 55 kDa 55 kDa 

 (1) Lim et al., (2005), (2) Lim et al., (2013), (3) Langford et al., (2015a), (4) Lall et al., (2008), 
*predicted molecular weight, **my results. 

Table 3-4. Summary of size of protein bands reported for xCT in the retina 

 

C57BL/6 Mouse Rat Human Canine 

3wks** RGC(1) 
Müller 
cells(2) 

3wks(3) Müller 
cells(4) 

RPE(5) RPE(5) 

55 kDa* 50 kDa 50 kDa 
50 kDa & 
40 kDa*** 

55 kDa 55 kDa 55 kDa 55 kDa 

(1) Dun et al., (2006), (2) Mysona et al., (2009), (3) Hu et al., (2008), (4) Tomi et al., (2003), (5) Lall 
et al., (2008), *predicted molecular weight **my results. ***thought to be induced under oxidative 
stress. 

Having identified and localised xCT in the mouse cornea, lens, and retina, I then compared 

these expression patterns to previous mapping studies on xCT in the mouse and other species. 

In the cornea, I found that xCT is localised to the epithelium, but absent from the stroma and 

endothelium (Figure 3-3), consistent with that previously reported in the rat and human 

cornea (Table 3-5).  
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Table 3-5. Summary of localisation patterns found and reported for xCT in the cornea 

 

C57BL/6 
mouse 

Rat Human 

Regions 3wks* 3wks(1) 
Age not specified but presumed to be 

from older patients (2) 

Epi    

Stroma x x x 

Endo x x x 

(1) Li et al., (2012), (2) Langford et al., (2010), *my results.  

In the mouse lens, I showed that xCT was predominantly expressed in the cortical fibre cells 

and was absent in the deeper cortex and core region (Figure 3-6). A summary comparing xCT 

distribution previously reported in the rat, human, and canine lens with the mouse strain used 

in my study is presented in Table 3-6. Here it can be seen that a similar localisation pattern to 

that reported in young and older canine lenses (six months and eight years), and older human 

lenses (64 years), but different to that reported in young rat (P21) and young human (16 

years) lenses, in which xCT labelling was detected in fibre cells in all regions of the lens. In 

subsequent studies, I showed that xCT is expressed in primary fibre cells at E16, but that xCT 

expression is no longer detectable by P3 and P21 days, suggesting that xCT may become post 

translationally modified or degraded after birth. The functional consequences of this 

modification are unknown, but may reflect less dependence on xCT by the lens core after 

birth.   
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Table 3-6. Summary of localisation patterns found and reported for xCT in the lens 

 C57BL/6 Mouse Rat Human Canine 

Regions E16* P3* 3wks* 3wks(1) 16yrs(2) 64yrs(2) 6m (3) 8yrs(3) 

Epi        x 









OC           

IC   x    x x 

Core   x   x x x 

 (1) Lim et al., (2005), (2) Lim et al., (2013), (3) Lall et al., (2008), *my results. 

Finally, the localisation of xCT in the retina revealed xCT to be widely expressed in all 

retinal cells (Figure 3-10 B). This was consistent with previous studies mapping xCT in the 

mouse retina [Table 3-7(Bridges et al., 2004; Dun et al., 2006)]. While these studies found 

that xCT labelling was knocked down in all layers of the retina using a control peptide, I 

detected strong labelling for xCT in the KO retina. The most likely explanation for this is the 

lack of specificity of the xCT antibody labelling in the retina demonstrated by the additional 

bands seen in the xCT KO mouse by western blotting (Figure 3-9). This lack of specificity of 

xCT antibodies was highlighted by Van Liefferinge et al., (2016), and suggests that in neural 

tissues, which would include the retina, the use of the xCT KO represents the gold standard 

for verifying xCT labelling patterns. While I was unable to confirm xCT localisation in the 

mouse retina, other studies have measured transport function of xCT in human retinal 

pigment epithelial cells (Bridges et al., 2004), mouse retinal ganglion cells (Dun et al., 2006), 

and the rat outer plexiform layer (Hu et al., 2008). These studies suggest that xCT is present 

and functional in the retina and plays a role in GSH synthesis (Lall et al., 2008) as well as in 

the modulation of glutamate release from photoreceptors (Hu et al., 2008). In the absence of 

any reliable xCT antibodies that are readily available, other experiments will need to be 

performed to confirm xCT localisation in the retina. This may involve in situ hybridisation to 
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visualise xCT mRNA expression in the different layers of the retina or indirect studies 

involving the uptake of aminoadipic acid, a specific substrate for xCT (Pow, 2001). 

Table 3-7. Summary of localisation patterns found and reported for xCT in the retina 

C57BL/6 Mouse Rats Humans 

Cell 
layer 

3wks* 2ds(1) 
Age not 

specified(2) 
3wks(3) 

Müller 
cells(4) 

RPE 
Cells(5) 

RGC 
Cells(1) 

GCL ?     x  

IPL ?        

INL ?     x  

OPL ?        

ONL ?     x  

PhL ? ‐    x  

RPE ? ‐    ‐     

(1) Dun et al., (2006), (2) Bridges et al., (2004), (3) Hu et al., (2008), (4) Tomi et al., (2003), (5) 
Bridges et al., (2001), *my results. 

Since I have now established that xCT is expressed at the transcript and protein level in the 

mouse eye, in the next chapter I will investigate the in vivo role(s) of xCT in the different 

tissues of the mouse eye, beginning with the role of xCT in maintaining extracellular 

cysteine/cystine redox balance. 

. 
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 Extracellular	redox	balance	in	the	Chapter	4.
xCT	KO	mouse	

Having confirmed the expression of xCT in the cornea, lens, and retina, and verified the 

absence of xCT in these tissues in the KO mouse, I next wanted to investigate the 

involvement of xCT in maintaining extracellular cysteine (CSH)/cystine (CSSC) redox 

balance in the fluids of the eye such as the aqueous and vitreous humours. To achieve this, I 

measured the plasma CSH and CSSC of WT and KO mice, at four different age groups of 

mice: 6 week (young), 3-6 month (young adult), 9 month (mature adult), and 12 month 

(middle-aged) mice (Dutta et al., 2015; Flurkey et al., 2007). I also measured CSH and CSSC 

levels in the aqueous and vitreous humours at each age group for WT and KO mice, to 

determine if any changes in plasma CSH and CSSC were reflected in the ocular humours, 

given that amino acids and antioxidants contained within these humours are originally 

derived from plasma (Goel et al., 2010). My results demonstrate that plasma CSSC levels 

increase with age, but this becomes exacerbated in the KO compared to the WT, indicating 

that xCT is involved in maintaining plasma CSH/CSSC redox balance. I also show that the 

aqueous and vitreous humour CSSC levels were increased in the KO compared to the WT, 

mirroring the trend observed in the plasma, indicating that loss of xCT affects CSH/CSSC 

redox balance in the extracellular fluids of the eye.  
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 Extracellular	redox	balance	4.1.

The extracellular redox environment of cells is set by the extracellular thiol/disulphide redox 

couple of CSH/CSSC and GSH/GSSG. However, it is mainly set by the CSH/CSSC redox 

couple, since it is the predominant thiol/disulphide pool found in the plasma (Jones et al, 

2000). Under physiological conditions, CSH is unstable relative to GSH, and undergoes rapid 

oxidation to CSSC, so that the redox state of the CSH/CSSC pool is more oxidised than the 

GSH/GSSG pool (Jones, 2006). In human plasma, CSSC levels increase and CSH levels 

decrease with increasing age (Hack et al., 1998), resulting in an oxidative shift of the 

extracellular CSSC/CSH ratio creating a more oxidising environment. These changes occur 

not only as we age but also in a number of age-related diseases, including eye diseases (Go et 

al., 2011; Hack et al., 1998; Iyer et al., 2009; Kunikata et al., 2017).  

It has been proposed that system xc- participates in an intracellular-extracellular CSH/CSSC 

redox cycle that serves to regulate the extracellular redox state (Banjac et al., 2008; Conrad et 

al., 2012; Lewerenz et al., 2013). Key features of the cycle are CSSC uptake via xCT, 

intracellular reduction to CSH, and export of CSH that is surplus to intracellular requirements 

to the extracellular space (Figure 1-9). The net effect is a reductive shift in the extracellular 

CSH/CSSC redox balance. It therefore follows that removal of xCT would lead to enhanced 

levels of extracellular CSSC and an oxidative shift in the extracellular CSSC/CSH ratio. 

In support of this, Sato et al., (2005) reported an oxidative shift of the plasma CSSC/CSH 

ratio in 8-10-week-old KO mice compared to age-matched WT mice. While plasma CSH 

concentration was similar between the WT and KO mice, CSSC levels were significantly 

increased in KO mouse compared to the WT (Sato et al., 2005). These findings reveal that the 

plasma of xCT KO mice result in an overall oxidative shift of the CSH/CSSC redox balance, 

similar to the changes reported in the plasma of human subjects with increasing age (Hack et 
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al., 1998; Jones et al., 2002). It was proposed by Sato et al., (2005) that since a similar change 

in redox state was found in both WT and xCT KO mice, the greater oxidative shift observed 

in the xCT KO may imply that aging is accelerated, and that this mouse maybe a useful 

animal model for investigating age-related disease states and the involvement of oxidative 

stress. 

 Plasma	CSH/CSSC	levels	4.2.

Using LC-MS/MS, I measured total CSH (CSH+CSSC) and reduced CSH levels in the 

plasma of WT and KO mice at the four different age groups. These measurements were then 

used to calculate CSSC values by subtracting the difference between reduced CSH from total 

CSH concentrations. For simplicity, I have presented my results as concentration of either the 

reduced form (CSH) or oxidised form (CSSC) versus age, to first determine whether any 

significant differences in metabolite levels existed between WT and KO for each age group. I 

then combined my findings to include both the reduced and oxidised concentrations versus 

age in a single graph, so that an overall pattern between CSH and CSSC levels in WT and 

KO mice with increasing age could be more clearly distinguished. 

Figure 4-1 A shows plasma CSH levels measured in WT and KO mice at 6 weeks, 3-6 

months, 9 months, and 12 months of age. I first examined changes in CSH levels and showed 

that CSH levels do fluctuate with age. I found that at 3-6 months of age, for both the WT and 

KO, plasma CSH levels were significantly higher (2.3-fold) than that of the 6 week age group 

(one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc analysis: WT, p=0.0012; KO, p=0.004). However, 

by 9 months of age, for both the WT and KO, plasma CSH levels decreased (1.8-fold), 

although this was only significant in the WT (one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc 

analysis: p=0.0024). At 12 months of age, there were no differences in plasma CSH levels 

compared to 9 months of age for either the WT or KO. When comparing between genotypes 
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for each age group, it was found that there were no differences in plasma CSH levels between 

WT and KO for each age group. For raw data, see Appendix B Table 10-2 

Figure 4-1 B shows plasma CSSC levels measured in WT and KO mice at 6 weeks, 3-6 

months, 9 months, and 12 months of age. Examining the levels of CSSC revealed a 

significant increase (1.5-fold) in plasma CSSC levels for both the WT and KO mice as they 

aged from 6 weeks to 9 months of age (one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc analysis: 

WT, p=0.04; KO, p=0.009). In addition, plasma CSSC levels were significantly increased in 

the KO mouse compared to the WT mouse for all age groups: 6-week- (1.6-fold; Mann 

Whitney U-test: p=0.048), 3-6-month- (1.4-fold, Mann Whitney U-test: p=0.0005), 9-month- 

(1.6-fold, Mann Whitney U-test: p=0.006), and 12-month-old (1.7-fold, Mann Whitney U-

test: p<0.0001). Therefore, while plasma CSSC levels increased with age, this was 

exacerbated in the KO compared to the WT. For raw data, see Appendix B Table 10-2 

By combining plasma CSH and CSSC levels for the WT and KO for each group into one 

graph (Figure 4-1 C), it can be clearly seen that there were no differences in CSH levels 

between WT and KO mice. However, CSSC levels were significantly increased in the KO 

compared to WT for all age groups, indicative of an oxidative shift in the plasma CSH/CSSC 

balance that occurs with aging, but which was exacerbated as a result of loss of xCT. This 

increase in plasma CSSC in KO mice was consistent with findings from Sato et al., (2005). 

However, they reported a slightly larger increase (approximately 2.5-fold) in CSSC levels in 

the KO mouse than this my study (Sato et al., 2005). For ratio, see Appendix B Table 10-2 
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Figure 4-1. Plasma CSH and CSSC concentration 
Plasma was collected from WT and KO mice and incubated in the presence or absence of TCEP prior 
to derivatisation with MBrB to quantify total CSH (CSH+CSSC) and reduced CSH using LC-MS/MS. 
(A) An age-dependent change in the plasma CSH levels was seen between 6wk, 3-6m, and 9m WT 
(blue) mice (ANOVA: p=0.001-0.002) and between 6wk and 3-6m KO (red) mice (ANOVA: 
p=0.004). (B) A significant change in plasma CSSC concentration was seen between 6wk to 9m in 
WT (ANOVA: p=0.048) and KO (ANOVA: p=0.009). A significant increase in CSSC levels was 
noted in the KO mouse at 6wk (Mann Whitney U-test: p=0.02), 3-6m (Mann Whitney U-test: 
p=0.0005), 9m (Mann Whitney U-test: p=0.006), and 12m (Mann Whitney U-test: p<0.0001). (C) A 
summary of CSH and CSSC concentration with age. 6wk; n=7 WT and 7 KO, 3-6m; n=15 WT and 15 
KO, 9m; n=11 WT and 10 KO, 12m; n=13 WT and 14 KO. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, or 
****p<0.0001.  
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 Aqueous	humour	CSH/CSSC	levels	4.3.

Having shown that the plasma of KO mice exhibited higher levels of CSSC than WT mice, I 

next investigated the effects of plasma CSH/CSSC imbalance on the ocular fluids of the eye. 

Since solutes and amino acids in the aqueous humour are derived from the plasma and 

influenced by tissues such as the cornea and lens which interface with the aqueous humour 

(Goel et al., 2010; Kaufman et al., 2011), I next wanted to determine the effects of xCT 

removal on CSH and CSSC levels in the aqueous of WT and KO mice in the four different 

age groups. 

Figure 4-2 A shows aqueous CSH levels measured in WT and KO mice at 6 weeks, 3-6 

months, 9 months, and 12 months of age. Examining the levels of CSH with age revealed that 

aqueous CSH appeared to increase from 6 weeks to 3-6 months of age, for both the WT and 

KO however, this increase was not statistically significant, indicating CSH levels to remain 

similar with increasing age. Moreover, there were no significant changes in CSH levels 

between WT and KO mice for each age group, a similar finding to the plasma CSH results 

(Figure 4-1 A). For raw values, see Appendix B Table 10-3  

Figure 4-2 B shows aqueous CSSC levels measured in WT and KO mice for each of the four 

age groups. A significant increase in aqueous CSSC levels was measured for both the WT 

and KO mice as they aged from 6 weeks to 3-6 months (one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s 

post-hoc analysis: WT; 3.6-fold increase, p=0.001; KO; 2.0-fold increase, p=0.02). However, 

at 9 and 12 months of age, aqueous CSSC levels remained similar to the 3-6 month age group 

for both the WT and KO. In a similar finding to plasma CSSC, aqueous CSSC levels were 

significantly increased in the KO compared to WT for each age group: 6 weeks (3.5-fold 

increase, Mann Whitney U-test: p=0.004), 3-6 months (1.9-fold increase, Mann Whitney U-

test: p<0.0001), 9 months (2.7-fold increase, Mann Whitney U-test: p=0.0002), and 12 
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months (2.0-fold increase, Mann Whitney U-test: p<0.0001). Therefore, with increasing age, 

aqueous CSSC levels increase, but this increase was amplified in the KO. For raw values, see 

Appendix B Table 10-3  

Figure 4-2 C shows a summary of aqueous CSH and CSSC levels in the WT and KO for each 

group. It can be seen that the aqueous CSH and CSSC patterns were very similar to that for 

plasma CSH and CSSC (Figure 4-1 C). No differences in aqueous CSH levels between WT 

and KO mice for all age groups were observed, while CSSC levels were significantly higher 

in the KO compared to the WT for all age groups. This finding, consistent with the plasma, 

indicates that the oxidative shift of the CSSC/CSH ratio in KO mice was also reflected in the 

aqueous humour. For ratios, see Appendix B Table 10-3. 
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Figure 4-2. Aqueous humour CSH and CSSC concentration 
Aqueous humour was collected from WT and KO eyes and incubated in the presence or absence of 
TCEP and then derivatised with MBrB to quantify total CSH (CSH+CSSC) and reduced CSH using 
LC-MS/MS. (A) Aqueous CSH levels for 6wk, 3-6m, 9m, and 12m WT (blue) and KO (red) mice. 
(B) An increase in aqueous CSSC concentration was observed from 6wk to 3-6m in WT (ANOVA: 
p=0.001) and KO (ANOVA: p=0.02). An increase in CSSC levels was seen in the KO mice at 6wk 
(Mann Whitney U-test: p=0.004), 3-6m (Mann Whitney U-test: p<0.0001), 9m (Mann Whitney U-
test: p=0.0002), and 12m (Mann Whitney U-test: p< 0.0001) when compared to age-matched WT 
mice. (C) Summary of CSH and CSSC concentration with age. 6wk; n=6 WT and 6 KO, 3-6m; n=15 
WT and 14 KO, 9m; n=9 WT and 8 KO, 12m; n=12 WT and 12 KO. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, 
or ****p<0.0001.-  
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4.3.1. Comparison	of	aqueous	versus	plasma	CSH	and	CSSC	levels	

The pattern of increased CSSC in the plasma of KO mice was a trend also reflected in the 

aqueous humour, suggesting that changes apparent in the plasma are also mimicked in the 

aqueous humour. It is unknown at this stage whether the oxidative shift in the aqueous 

humour in the KO is influenced directly by the oxidised environment of the plasma, or 

whether tissues such as the cornea, lens, or ciliary body are able to locally control redox 

balance in the aqueous humour as xCT has been shown to be expressed in these tissues. It 

was interesting to note that CSSC levels were much lower in the aqueous compared to the 

plasma (approximately 10-fold) consistent with observations reported in humans and guineas 

pigs; although a two-fold decrease was seen in both species (Kunikata et al., 2017; Mackic et 

al., 1997). This confirms that CSSC levels are typically always lower in the aqueous than 

plasma, although the absolute values may differ between species. To the best of my 

knowledge this is the first report of aqueous humour CSH and CSSC levels in mice. 

 Vitreous	humour	CSH/CSSC	levels	4.4.

Having shown that KO mice exhibit increased plasma and aqueous humour CSSC levels 

relative to WT, I next investigated the effects of loss of xCT function on CSH/CSSC redox 

balance in the vitreous humour. While the gel-like fluid of the vitreous is stagnant, solutes, 

amino acids, and antioxidants within the vitreous need to be replenished to support 

homeostasis of the surrounding tissues. These metabolites are likely to originate from the 

choroidal and retinal vasculature, ciliary body, and also from diffusion of metabolites from 

the aqueous humour (Bishop et al., 2002; Kaufman et al., 2011).  

Figure 4-3 A shows vitreous CSH levels between the WT and KO mice at different ages. 

While it appeared that vitreous CSH in the WT increased from 6 weeks to 3-6 months of age 
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(14.4-fold), and that vitreous CSH levels in the KO appeared to increase from 6 weeks to 3-6 

months (7.0-fold), this was not statistically significant. However, there was a significant 

increase in vitreous CSH from 6 weeks to 9 months of age in the KO (10.8-fold increase, 

one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc analysis: p=0.02). It was found that vitreous CSH 

levels did not differ between WT and KO mice for any age group. For raw values, see 

Appendix B Table 10-4. 

In Figure 4-3 B, it can be seen that the vitreous CSSC levels in the WT were relatively 

maintained and did not appear to change with age. Vitreous CSSC levels in the KO appeared 

to fluctuate with age, but this was not statistically significant. Between genotypes, it was 

found that CSSC levels were significantly increased in the KO compared to the WT at 3-6 

months of age (2.1-fold increase, Mann Whitney U-test: p=0.001) and at 9 months of age 

(1.8-fold increase; Mann Whitney U-test: p=0.03). At 6 weeks of age, vitreous CSSC levels 

were increased by 2.2-fold in the KO compared to the WT, but this was not statistically 

significant. Vitreous CSSC levels in the 12 months WT and KO mice were similar. For raw 

values, see Appendix B Table 10-4. 

A summary graph of vitreous CSH and CSSC levels in the WT and KO mice with increasing 

age (Figure 4-3 C) shows a trend very similar to that seen for plasma and aqueous humour. 

While vitreous CSH levels did not differ between WT and KO mice in any of the age groups, 

vitreous CSSC levels in the KO were increased relative to the WT, although this was only 

statistically significant at 3-6 months and 9 months. For ratios, see Appendix B Table 10-4. 

To the best of my knowledge this is the first report of vitreous humour CSH and CSSC levels 

in mice.  
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Figure 4-3. Vitreous humour CSH and CSSC concentration 
Vitreous humour was collected from WT and KO eyes and incubated in the presence or absence of 
TCEP followed by derivatisation with MBrB to quantify total CSH (CSH+CSSC) and reduced CSH 
using LC-MS/MS. (A) Vitreous CSH levels for 6wk, 3-6m, 9m, and 12m WT (blue) and KO (red) 
mice showed a significant increase from 6wk to 9m in the KO mice (ANOVA: p=0.02). (B) Vitreous 
CSSC concentration were higher in the KO mice than WT mice for 6wk, 3-6m, and 9m however, this 
was only significant at the 3-6m (Mann Whitney U-test: p=0.001) and 9m (Mann Whitney U-test: 
p=0.03) age groups (C) Summary of CSH and CSSC concentration with age. 6wk; n=7 WT and 6 
KO, 3-6m; n=15 WT and 13 KO, 9m; n=11 WT and 13 KO, 12m; n=12 WT and 12 KO. *p<0.05, or 
**p<0.01.   
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4.4.1. Comparison	of	vitreous	humour	CSH	and	CSSC	levels	

Overall, there was good correlation in the trends observed of extracellular CSH and CSSC 

between the plasma, aqueous humour, and now vitreous humour. This may reflect the fact 

that not only does the vitreous humour receive material from the choroidal and retinal 

circulation, but also from the ciliary body and aqueous humour in the posterior chamber. The 

CSSC values in the vitreous were very similar to that of the aqueous humour, which is 

inconsistent with human data in which CSSC levels in the vitreous are typically lower than 

the aqueous (Kunikata et al., 2017). This could be due to differences in species. Furthermore, 

like the aqueous, this is the first time CSH and CSSC levels are being reported in the mouse 

vitreous, and hence there were no other measurements with which to compare these values. 

Nevertheless, the significant increase in vitreous CSSC in the KO mouse compared to WT at 

3-6 months and 9 months of age suggests the loss of xCT in the KO mouse results in 

CSH/CSSC redox imbalance in the vitreous humour.  

 Conclusion	4.5.

In this chapter, although plasma, aqueous humour, and vitreous humour CSSC levels 

generally appeared to increase with age, this increase was exacerbated in the KO mouse 

relative to WT mouse in most age groups (Table 4-1), with CSH levels remaining similar 

between the WT and KO for all age groups (Figure 4-4 and Table 4-1). Taken together, this 

demonstrates that lack of xCT in the KO mouse results in an oxidative shift in the CSSC/CSH 

ratio in the plasma and the extracellular milieu that interfaces with the cornea, lens, and 

retina. Furthermore, these results are consistent with the increased plasma CSSC levels found 

by Sato et al., (2005) in the xCT KO mouse. This oxidative shift is also seen with increasing 

age in the human plasma, and as a result it was suggested that the KO mouse age faster than 

the WT (Jones et al., 2002; Sato et al., 2005). Moreover, it is also known that an oxidative 
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shift of the CSSC/CSH ratio in the extracellular fluids is associated with a number of 

pathologies such as cancer (Hack et al., 1998), cardiovascular disorders (Go et al., 2011), 

acute lung injury (Iyer et al., 2009), and even diabetic retinopathy in the eye (Kunikata et al., 

2017). Therefore, the impact of an increased oxidised environment on the cornea, lens, and 

retina will be investigated in the remaining chapters. 

Table 4-1. Summary of CSH/CSSC changes in the plasma, aqueous, and vitreous humour 
between WT and KO mice 

Age Plasma Aqueous humour Vitreous humour

6wk 
CSH KO=WT KO=WT KO=WT 

CSSC KO>WT* KO>WT* KO>WT 

 

3-6m 
CSH KO=WT KO=WT KO=WT 

CSSC KO>WT* KO>WT* KO>WT* 

 

9m 
CSH KO=WT KO=WT KO=WT 

CSSC KO>WT* KO>WT* KO>WT* 

 

12m 
CSH KO=WT KO=WT KO=WT 

CSSC KO>WT* KO>WT* KO=WT 

A summary of the changes seen in the CSSC levels between WT and xCT KO mice showing that 
CSH levels are similar between WT and KO, but CSSC levels are higher in the KO mice for plasma, 
aqueous humour, and vitreous humour. Asterisks represent statistical significance. 
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Figure 4-4. CSH and CSSC levels in extracellular fluids 
Summary of CSH and CSSC in the WT and KO showing similar trends with age and between 
genotype in (A) plasma, (B) aqueous humour, and (C) vitreous humour. 
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 The	effects	of	xCT	removal	on	the	Chapter	5.
cornea	

Having established that xCT is expressed in the mouse corneal epithelium (Chapter 3), and 

that xCT KO mice exhibit increased CSSC levels in the aqueous compared to WT mice 

(Chapter 4), in this chapter, I wanted to investigate the effects of these changes on corneal 

structure and transparency, levels of intracellular GSH, and markers of oxidative stress and 

damage in WT and KO mice of 6 weeks, 3-6 months, 9 months, and 12 months of age. To 

study this, I performed in vivo corneal examinations using the slit lamp and SD-OCT to 

determine whether xCT KO mice exhibited pathologies in the cornea. Here I found that the 

corneas of both WT and KO mice developed punctate epithelial erosions which increased in 

severity with age but did not differ between WT and KO mice until 12 months of age. 

Additionally, I observed that the corneas of KO mice were more susceptible to external 

trauma than WT mice and developed deposits reminiscent of lipid keratopathy secondary to 

corneal neovascularisation. I next measured the intracellular concentrations of metabolites, 

CSH/CSSC and GSH/GSSG, using liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC-

MS/MS). I found that the concentrations of CSH were similar with age and between WT and 

KO mice, while GSH levels decreased with age but were similar between the WT and KO 

mice, except at 6 weeks of age in which GSH levels were significantly reduced in the KO 

cornea. Furthermore, oxidative stress markers 8-oxoguanine (8-oxoG) and 4-hydroxynonenal 

(4-HNE) appeared to increase with age but were not different between WT or KO mice. 

Taken together, these results show that loss of xCT does not affect intracellular GSH levels, 

oxidative stress levels, or corneal transparency, but may increase the susceptibility of the 

cornea to exogenous stressors and subsequent development of pathologies. To provide 

context for these results, in the next section, I will first discuss how the cornea utilises GSH 
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to combat oxidative stress, and how xCT has been implicated in maintaining GSH levels in 

the cornea from in vitro studies.  

 GSH	levels	and	antioxidant	defence	in	the	cornea	5.1.

Due to its location in the front of the eye, the cornea is particularly susceptible to oxidative 

stress and damage. In Chapter 1, I provided details of cornea structure and illustrated that, as 

the first tissue in the path of light, it is subjected to high levels of UV radiation and thus 

exposure to ROS via photo-oxidation (Zigman, 1993). In addition, the endothelium of the 

cornea contains a high concentration of mitochondria to generate ATP to help drive pumps 

and transporters required to remove fluid and maintain corneal deturgescence. As a 

consequence, mitochondrial-derived ROS are also a source of oxidative stress to the cornea 

(DelMonte et al., 2011). The accumulation of ROS over time may lead to chronic oxidative 

stress and subsequent damage resulting in corneal diseases such as dry eye syndrome, Fuchs’ 

corneal endothelial dystrophy, and bullous keratopathy (Buddi et al., 2002; Wakamatsu et al., 

2008). To combat the harmful effects of oxidative damage, the cornea possesses a robust 

antioxidant defence system which includes ascorbic acid and GSH. While ascorbic acid is the 

principal antioxidant in the cornea, GSH is required as a co-factor to reduce dehydroascorbic 

acid back to ascorbic acid (Brubaker et al., 2000; Umapathy et al., 2013). GSH is also 

important in maintaining volume regulation by protecting endothelial integrity and pumps 

(Edelhauser et al., 1978; Glasser et al., 1985; Riley, 1984). Decrease in GSH levels in the 

cornea have been linked to increased levels of oxidative stress markers such as 

malondialdehyde and 4-HNE, and loss of deturgescence and volume regulation (Arnal et al., 

2011; Riley, 1984). Furthermore, GSH is a co-factor for the antioxidant enzyme glutathione 

peroxidase which detoxifies H2O2, which has been shown to be important for maintaining 

corneal epithelial cell viability and in the process of corneal wound healing (Sakai et al., 
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2016). A link between xCT in the cornea and maintenance for GSH homeostasis has been 

reported in a few studies. Firstly, xCT has been mapped by other groups and myself (Chapter 

3) to the corneal epithelium, along with other GSH precursor amino acid transporters, 

suggesting that GSH synthesis preferentially occurs in the epithelial layer (Langford et al., 

2010; Li et al., 2012). Moreover, in vitro studies using human corneal epithelial cells have 

shown that inhibition of xCT results in decreased GSH levels, demonstrating that at least in 

vitro, xCT plays a role in maintaining GSH levels (Langford et al., 2015b).  

 The	effect	of	loss	of	xCT	on	corneal	transparency	and	5.2.

structure:	in	vivo	corneal	examinations	

5.2.1. Global	corneal	examinations	

In the present study, to determine whether loss of xCT resulted in any abnormalities or 

defects in the cornea, I first examined the whole eye of WT and KO mice at 6 weeks, 3-6 

months, 9 months, and 12 months of age under diffuse illumination using the slit lamp. The 

corneas of 6-week- (Figure 5-1 A-B) and 3-6-month-old (Figure 5-1 C-D) WT and KO mice 

were clear and transparent as the underlying iris was clearly visible. In 9-month- (Figure 5-1 

E-F) and 12-month-old (Figure 5-1 G-H) WT and KO mice, the central corneas presented 

with a very mild haze (arrowhead), indicative of a lack of a smooth optical surface or mild 

stromal oedema. 
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Figure 5-1. Corneal examination under diffuse illumination 
Mice were anaesthetised and eyes imaged under diffuse illumination using the slit lamp to identify gross global changes or abnormalities of the cornea. 
Representative images of the WT or KO corneas at (A-B) 6wk, (C-D) 3-6m, (E-F) 9m, and (G-H) 12m of age. A slight haze indicated by the arrowheads 
could be seen at 9m and 12m for both WT and KO corneas. 6wk; n=17 WT and 18 KO, 3-6m; n=20 WT and 18 KO, 9m; n=30 WT and 30 KO, 12m; n= 18 
WT and 21 KO eyes. 
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5.2.2. Local	corneal	examination	

I next examined the cornea under parallelepiped illumination to more closely view the 

structure of the cornea (Figure 5-2). With this technique, I observed punctate epithelial 

erosions (PEE), marked by pinpoint dots on the corneal surface (Figure 5-2 arrowheads), that 

were present on the corneas of both WT and KO mice at 6 weeks (Figure 5-2 A-B), 3-6 

months (Figure 5-2 C-D), 9 months (Figure 5-2 E-F), and 12 months of age (Figure 5-2 G-H). 

For all age groups, the PEE appeared to be equally distributed across the entire cornea in both 

WT and KO mice. In the older animals (9 and 12 months), the PEE appeared denser in both 

WT and KO corneas; however, it was difficult to quantify the severity of these erosions using 

this technique. Given that these epithelial erosions were apparent in both WT and KO 

corneas, I believe that they are not due to the lack of xCT, but rather a natural feature in this 

strain of mice that appears to worsen with age. 
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Figure 5-2. Corneal examination under parallelepiped illumination 
Mice were anaesthetised and corneas examined under parallelepiped illumination using the slit lamp to obtain representative images for WT and KO corneas 
at (A-B) 6wk, (C-D) 3-6m, (E-F) 9m, and (G-H) 12m of age. The pinpoint dots seen at the corneal surface represent punctate epithelial erosions or PEE 
(arrowhead) which appear across the entire cornea surface. 6wk; n=17 WT and 18 KO, 3-6m; n=20 WT and 18 KO, 9m; n=30 WT and 30 KO, 12m; n= 18 
WT and 21 KO eyes. 
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5.2.3. Corneal	surface	examination	

As it was difficult to distinguish the severity of damage to the epithelium under 

parallelepiped illumination, NaFl staining, a common clinical diagnostic technique to assess 

the integrity of the ocular surface was used. NaFl penetrates through damaged membranes to 

stain the cytoplasm of the epithelial cells (Mokhtarzadeh et al., 2011; Morgan et al., 2009), 

and with the use of cobalt blue light and a yellow filter, loss of epithelial integrity and 

epithelial damage could be visualised. 

In WT and KO cornea, both punctate and diffuse NaFl staining was seen at 6 weeks (Figure 

5-3 A-B), 3-6 months (Figure 5-3 C-D), 9 months (Figure 5-3 E-F), and 12 months of age 

(Figure 5-3 G-H). In general, the staining pattern appeared to increase in intensity with age, 

but for each age group the intensity appeared to be similar between WT and KO. To quantify 

the increase in NaFl staining with age, I initially used a grading matrix previously designed 

for rodents that was scaled from zero to four. On this scale, zero represented no NaFl 

staining, while grade four represented severe NaFl staining (Suwan-Apichon et al., 2006). 

Using this approach, I observed that the mean NaFl staining grade for all age groups, 

irrespective of genotype, fell between three (moderate) and four (severe), indicative of loss of 

corneal surface integrity (For raw values, see Appendix C Table 10-5). Figure 5-3 I shows 

that the grading for NaFl staining was similar between WT and KO mice at 6 weeks, 3-6 

months, and 9 months of age. However, there was a significant increase in the NaFl staining 

grade in 12-month-old KO corneas compared to 12-month-old WT corneas (Mann Whitney 

U-test: p=0.02). This might suggest that in the 12-month-old KO mice, there was a greater 

loss of corneal surface integrity compared to the WT. 

Based on this visual grading scale, the corneas of both the WT and KO mice seemed to be 

equally compromised in all age groups except the 12 month age group. To confirm this, I 
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performed a more objective analysis to quantify NaFl staining between WT and KO corneas 

with age, which used ImageJ to calculate the mean staining intensity of a 2-2.5 mm diameter 

of the central cornea (highlighted by the white circle in Figure 5-3 A) for each age group. In 

Figure 5-3 J it can be seen that with age, the WT corneas for each age group shows a similar 

staining intensity, but in the KO corneas, the staining intensity appears to slightly increase 

with age. Furthermore, compared to WT corneas, NaFl staining increased in the KO corneas 

for all age groups, although this was only statistically significant for the 12 month age group 

(Mann Whitney U-test: p=0.02). This seemed to be consistent with my more subjective 

grading analysis (Figure 5-3 I) and also suggests that the PEE worsen over time in the KO 

mice. For raw values, see Appendix C Table 10-5. 
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 Figure 5-3. NaFl staining of the cornea 
NaFl was instilled in the eye and staining was visualised under cobalt blue illumination and yellow 
filter using the Micron IV imaging unit. Representative images of the NaFl staining pattern for WT 
and KO cornea at (A-B) 6wk, (C-D) 3-6m, (E-F) 9m, and (G-H) 12m mice. (I) Visual inspection of 
corneal NaFl punctate staining was used to compare the loss of epithelial integrity between WT (blue) 
and KO (red) mice for each age group. A significant difference was noted in the NaFl subjective 
grading between the WT and KO mice at 12m (Mann Whitney U-test: p=0.02). (J) The signal 
intensity was quantified within a 2-2.5 mm diameter of the central cornea (white circle) using ImageJ 
pixel count and compared between WT and KO mice. A significant increase in the NaFl signal 
intensity was measured in the 12m KO mice compared to the age-matched WT mice (Mann Whitney 
U-test: p=0.02). 6wk; n=17 WT and 18 KO, 3-6m; n=20 WT and 8 KO, 9m; n=30 WT and 30 KO, 
12m; n= 18 WT and 21 KO eyes. *p< 0.05. 
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5.2.4. Corneal	layer	integrity	and	corneal	thickness	

SD-OCT of the cornea was next performed to enable visualisation of the different corneal 

layers. Although the resolution of the SD-OCT would not allow for visualisation of the PEE 

in the epithelial layer, I was actively looking for areas of hyper-reflectivity and for pinpoint 

microcytic hypo-reflective changes in the stroma, which would indicate subtle stromal 

oedema (Agarwal et al., 2009; Han et al., 2016). In both the WT and KO mice for all age 

groups, OCT of the cornea (Figure 5-4 A-H) revealed that all the layers were intact with no 

unusual hyper-reflective or hypo-reflective changes, indicative of a normal cornea with no 

oedema, defects, or abnormalities. Furthermore, using these OCT images, I measured corneal 

central thickness between WT and KO corneas for each age group (Figure 5-4 I). Central 

corneal thickness measurements ranged from 111-118 μm in the WT, and from 110-122 μm 

for the KO, and these measurements were consistent with other studies measuring central 

corneal thickness in mice between 115-129 μm at 6-12 months of age (Inomata et al., 2017; 

Zhang et al., 2013). It has been reported that central corneal thickness increases with age, up 

to the age of 12 months, and then decreases after 12 months (Inomata et al., 2017). However, 

while it appeared that central corneal thickness increased with age in the WT, this was not 

statistically significant. On the other hand, in the KO, central corneal thickness was 

significantly increased with age; the mean central corneal thickness increased by 11 μm from 

6 weeks to 12 months of age (one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc analysis: p=0.01). 

This increase may indicate potential subtle oedematous changes in the cornea of the 12 month 

KO mice, which may not otherwise be obvious in an OCT scan. There were no differences in 

the central corneal thickness between WT and KO mice for all age groups suggesting that the 

loss of xCT does not affect the thickness of the cornea. For raw values, see Appendix C Table 

10-5. 
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5.2.5. Intraocular	pressure	

Since there is a positive correlation between central corneal thickness and intraocular 

pressure (IOP) in humans (Doughty et al., 2000; Martín-Suárez et al., 2014; Rao et al., 2014), 

I wondered whether the increase in central corneal thickness with increasing age in the KO 

corneas, or the decrease in central corneal thickness in the 3-6 month KO compared to WT, 

coincided with changes in IOP. I measured IOP in WT and KO mice in the four different age 

groups using the iCare® lab rebound tonometer, which is specifically designed for use in 

rodents. IOP was measured within four minutes of anaesthesia administration and between 

the hours of 10 am to 2 pm to account for changes associated with state of anaesthesia and 

diurnal fluctuation (Aihara et al., 2002; Aihara et al., 2003b). Figure 5-4 J shows that while 

central corneal thickness increases with age in the KO, the IOP decreases with age in both 

WT and KO mice, with a significant decrease measured from 6 weeks to 9 months in the WT 

(one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc analysis: p=0.001) and KO (one-way ANOVA 

with Tukey’s post-hoc analysis: p=0.0003). This is consistent with another study in mice 

which also reported IOP measurements to decrease with age, although no significant age-

related changes were found (Porciatti et al., 2013). Furthermore, IOP measurements were 

similar between WT and KO at 6 weeks (18-19 mmHg), 3-6 months (16-17 mmHg), 9 

months (14-15 mmHg), and 12 months of age (16-17 mmHg). For raw values, see Appendix 

C Table 10-5. 

Previous reports of IOP from mice (C57BL/6) at 4-6 weeks of age were approximately 16 

mmHg (Zhang et al., 2002) and at 8-12 weeks of age were approximately 12-15 mmHg 

(Aihara et al., 2003a; John et al., 1997). These absolute measurements were slightly lower 

than my measurements for WT mice at 6 weeks and 3-6 months and may be due to the 

different techniques used to measure IOP. In the above studies, the ‘invasive’ cannulation 

method was used, which has been described as the most accurate way of testing IOP in mice. 
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However, other studies have shown good agreement between IOP measurements obtained 

using the cannulation methods and the ‘non-invasive’ rebound tonometer measurements 

(Danias et al., 2003; Morris et al., 2006). Another possible factor for the difference in IOP 

measurements between this study and others is the effects of anaesthesia. It has been reported 

that IOP measurements are unstable after 4-8 minutes of administration of anaesthesia 

(Aihara et al., 2003a). With the rebound tonometer, I recorded IOP well within four minutes 

of administration of anaesthesia. However, for the other studies, the time after sedation in 

which IOP was measured was not mentioned (John et al., 1997; Zhang et al., 2002), and it is 

unclear as to whether this may be a cause of the slight differences in IOP measurements.  
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Figure 5-4. Corneal OCT images, corneal thickness, and IOP measurements 
Corneas were scanned using the SD-OCT to visualise any changes or structural abnormalities for each age group. Representative OCT images of the central 
cornea of WT and KO mice at (A-B) 6wk, (C-D) 3-6m, (E-F) 9m, and (G-H) 12m of age. (I) The central corneal thickness of WT (blue) and KO (red) mice 
shown for each age group was measured using inSight imaging software and an age dependent increase in the KO mice was noted (ANOVA: p=0.01). (J) 
IOP measurements of WT (blue) and KO (red) mice for each age group were collected using the iCare rebound tonometer designed for rodents. A significant 
decrease in IOP was seen from 6wk to 9m in WT (ANOVA: p=0.001) and KO (ANOVA: p=0.001) mice. Corneal thickness: 6wk; n=18 WT and 18 KO, 3-
6m; n=20 WT and 17 KO, 9m; n=30 WT and 29 KO, 12m; n= 17 WT and 22 KO eyes. IOP: 6wk; n=18 WT and 18 KO, 3-6m; n=20 WT and 8 KO, 9m; 
n=30 WT and 30 KO, 12m; n= 20 WT and 22 KO eyes. * p<0.05, **p<0.01, or ***p<0.001. 
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Taken together, the clinical in vivo assessments revealed no major differences in corneal 

structure and transparency between WT and KO corneas for all four age groups. There were 

signs of loss of epithelial integrity evidenced by punctate epithelial erosions and NaFl 

staining, but this was apparent in young and older mice for both the WT and KO groups, 

suggesting that this may be a common feature of aging in the corneas for this particular strain 

of mice.  

5.2.6. Corneal	trauma	as	a	result	of	repeated	contact	procedures	

For the in vivo assessments of the cornea described so far, I used discrete sets of animals of a 

particular age (6 weeks, 3-6 months, 9 months, or 12 months) with which to measure various 

aspects of corneal structure. However, I had initially carried out a separate set of experiments 

using a single cohort of animals in which I performed repeated eye examinations including 

contact procedures such as rebound tonometry, retinal imaging, and SD-OCT, where the 

probe or lens was in contact with the cornea, at each of the four age groups. Figure 5-5 shows 

images taken during the first ocular examination of WT and KO corneas when mice were 6-

weeks-old. The corneas were clear and transparent with no obvious structural abnormalities 

evident by SD-OCT screening (Figure 5-5 A-B). However, in the same cohort at 3-6 months 

of age, I noticed the appearance of small white crystalline opacities or lesions in the anterior 

cornea in a few of the WT and KO mice (Figure 5-5 D). This irregularity was confirmed by 

SD-OCT where lesions were localised in the anterior stroma. While these lesions were also 

present in WT cornea, their prevalence was higher in the KO (Figure 5-5 I; WT: 33.3% KO: 

52.9%), and the size of the lesion appeared to be greater in the KO compared to the WT 

(Figure 5-5 C-D). With time, the corneal lesions in the WT and KO grew larger, and by 9 

months, the prevalence of this lesion rose to 53.3% in the WT mouse and 88.2% in the KO 

mouse (Figure 5-5 E-F). At 12 months, the lesions were prevalent in 66.6% WT mice and 

88.2% KO mice (Figure 5-5 G-H). In addition, SD-OCT images of the cornea show that the 
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lesion remained restricted to the anterior stroma throughout the cornea for all age groups 

(Figure 5-5 E’-H’ arrowhead). For raw prevalence values, see Appendix C Table 10-9 

The lesions I observed were reminiscent of lipid keratopathy secondary to trauma. Lipid 

keratopathy is known to result from external trauma to the cornea (Alfonso et al., 1988; 

Reddy et al., 1987). In this condition, it is known that an inflammatory reaction in the cornea 

leads to neovascularisation, where blood vessels grow into the avascular tissue, and can leak 

out lipid deposits into the stroma, causing loss of transparency (Gupta et al., 2011). A 

representative image of this is presented from a 9 month KO mouse where neovascularisation 

of the cornea was clearly seen (Figure 5-5 J; arrow). The detection of these lesions made me 

think about what kind of physical trauma the mice were being exposed to. I believe it was the 

result of the repeated contact of the tonometry probe or SD-OCT lens when imaging the 

cornea, lens, and retina which resulted in inadvertent damage to the corneal epithelium and 

which appeared to be more ‘fragile’ in the KO than the WT. I could not find any studies that 

had performed multiple repeated ‘contact’ procedures using the same cohort of mice, at 

different ages, and so this may be the first time that anyone has shown that repeated ocular 

examination with ‘contact procedures’ on the same animal over the course of a year results in 

corneal trauma. While the lesions were evident in WT mice, it was the KO mice that 

developed lesions much earlier than the WT, and the severity of the lesion appeared to be 

greater in the KO compared to the WT, demonstrating that the loss of xCT in the KO mice 

potentially renders the cornea more susceptible to ocular trauma and the development of 

subsequent pathologies. 
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Figure 5-5. Development of lipid keratopathy in WT and KO corneas due to trauma  
A single cohort of WT and KO mice that had their eyes examined every three months for a period of 
one year developed corneal lesion which were visualised with a slit lamp attachment. Representative 
images from a WT or KO mouse examined at (A-B) 6wk, (C-D) 3-6m, (E-F) 9m, and (G-H) 12m of 
age to show the development and progression of lipid keratopathy over the course of a year. Image 
guided SD-OCT images captured of the WT or KO cornea at the green reference line of the (A’-B’) 
6wk, (C’-D’) 3-6m, (E’-F’) 9m, and (G’-H’) 12m-old mice. Arrowheads highlight the lesion evident 
in the anterior stroma. (I) The prevalence of lipid keratopathy in WT (blue) and KO (red) with age. 
(J) Representative image of a 9m KO mouse affected with lipid keratopathy. Arrow highlights corneal 
neovascularisation. 6wk; n=20 WT and 20 KO, 3-6m; n=12 WT and 17 KO, 9m; n=12 WT and 17 
KO, 12m; n= 6 WT and 17 KO eyes. 
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 The	effects	of	loss	of	xCT	on	intracellular	CSH	and	GSH	5.3.

concentrations	

Examination and analysis of KO corneas of animals from different age groups revealed no 

obvious pathologies specific to the KO mice. However, at 12 months of age the epithelium 

was more compromised in the KO than the WT. Furthermore, the cornea of KO mice were 

more susceptible to development of lipid keratopathy secondary to corneal trauma, indicating 

that loss of xCT may result in underlying biochemical changes, in turn leading to loss of 

corneal integrity. Given the localisation of xCT in the corneal epithelium, previous work by 

our laboratory and others hypothesised that a role for xCT in the cornea was to mediate the 

uptake of cyst(e)ine for GSH synthesis. In vitro studies using human corneal epithelial cells 

revealed that pharmacological inhibition of xCT resulted in decreased uptake of cystine and a 

25% reduction of GSH in these cells (Langford et al., 2015b). To determine if loss of xCT 

results in a reduction in cysteine, the rate limiting substrate for GSH synthesis, and GSH 

levels in the xCT cornea, LC-MS/MS was used to quantify CSH, CSSC, GSH, and GSSG 

from WT and KO cornea tissue homogenates for each of the four age groups. 

5.3.1. Intracellular	CSH	and	CSSC	levels	

Figure 5-6 shows the intracellular CSH and CSSC levels in WT and KO mice for each age 

group. Figure 5-6 A reveals that there were no differences in CSH concentrations with 

increasing age for WT or KO corneas, or between WT and KO cornea for any of the age 

groups. Figure 5-6 B reveals that there were no significant differences in CSSC levels with 

age for WT or KO corneas. While there appeared to be differences in CSSC levels at 6 weeks 

and 12 months in the KO compared to the WT (2.3-fold decrease and 2.5-fold increase, 

respectively), these changes were not statistically significant, and therefore CSSC levels were 

similar between WT and KO mice for each group. It should be pointed out that apart from the 
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6 week WT cornea, for all other age groups, irrespective of genotype, intracellular CSH 

levels were slightly higher if not similar than CSSC levels. For raw values, see Appendix C 

Table 10-6. 

 

Figure 5-6. Intracellular CSH and CSSC levels in the cornea 
Supernatants from corneal homogenates incubated in the absence or presence of TCEP, derivitised 
with MBrB, and LC-MS/MS was used to measure total CSH (CSH+CSSC) or reduced CSH. (A) 
Intracellular CSH concentrations and (B) intracellular CSSC concentrations for 6wk, 3-6m, 9m, and 
12m WT(blue) and KO (red) mice. 6wk, 9m, and 12m; n= 6 WT and 6 KO, 3-6m; n=13 WT and 13 
KO. 
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5.3.2. Intracellular	GSH	and	GSSG	levels	

Although CSH levels were maintained between WT and KO cornea for each age group, I was 

interested to investigate whether this affected intracellular GSH levels, since in vitro studies 

had shown that GSH levels were reduced in corneal epithelial cells following inhibition of 

xCT (Langford et al., 2015b). Figure 5-7 A shows the intracellular GSH levels in WT and 

KO mice for each age group. With age, GSH levels in the WT corneas significantly 

decreased by 5-fold at 3-6 months (one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc analysis: 

p<0.0001), by 2.5-fold at 9 months (one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc analysis: 

p=0.0002), and by 10-fold at 12 months (one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc analysis: 

p<0.0001) when compared to the 6 week WT corneas. A similar finding was also apparent in 

the KO cornea with GSH levels significantly decreasing by 2.5-fold at 3-6 months (one-way 

ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc analysis: p=0.01) and 9 months (one-way ANOVA with 

Tukey’s post-hoc analysis: p=0.02) when compared to the 6 weeks KO corneas. Furthermore, 

it can be seen that at 6 weeks of age, there is a statistically significant decrease in GSH levels 

in the KO compared to the WT (1.8-fold decrease; Mann Whitney U-test: p=0.02). However, 

in the 3-6 month and 9 month age groups, GSH levels were similar between WT and KO 

corneas. Figure 5-7 B shows the intracellular GSSG levels in WT and KO mice for each age 

group. No age-related trend in GSSG levels were seen in WT and KO mice. Furthermore, 

GSSG levels were similar between WT and KO for each age group. In addition, it can be 

seen that, with the exception of the 6 week age group, GSSG concentrations are similar if not 

slightly higher than GSH levels across all the other age groups. For raw values, see Appendix 

C Table 10-6 
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Figure 5-7. Intracellular GSH and GSSG levels in the cornea 
Supernatants from corneal homogenates incubated in the absence or presence of TCEP, derivitisied 
with MBrB and LC-MS/MS was used to measure total GSH (GSH+GSSG) or reduced GSH. (A) 
Intracellular GSH concentrations showed a decrease in GSH in WT (blue) corneas from 6wk to 3-6m 
(ANOVA: p<0.0001), 9m (ANOVA: p=0.0002), and 12m (ANOVA: p<0.0001) mice and in KO (red) 
corneas from 6wk to 3m (ANOVA: p=0.01) and 9m (ANOVA: p=0.02). A decrease was also seen in 
the 6wk KO corneas compared to age-matched WT (Mann Whitney U-test: p=0.02) (B) Corneal 
intracellular GSSG concentration for 6 wk, 3-6m, 9m, and 12m WT(blue) and KO (red) mice. 6wk, 
9m, and 12m; n= 6 WT and 6 KO, 3-6m; n=13 WT and 13 KO.* p<0.05, ***p<0.001, or 
****p<0.0001.  
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Taken together, these findings demonstrate that loss of xCT has no effect on intracellular 

CSH or GSH levels in the cornea, except at 6 weeks of age, where there was a significant 

reduction of GSH in the KO compared to the WT. The levels of GSH at 6 weeks of age in the 

WT were unusually high compared to the other age groups and may suggest a greater 

dependency for GSH in younger mice.  

 The	effects	of	loss	of	xCT	on	oxidative	stress‐induced	5.4.

damage	to	DNA	and	lipids	

Having shown that GSH levels were relatively well maintained, except at 6 weeks of age 

where GSH concentrations were significantly decreased in the KO compared to the WT, I 

was interested in determining whether any signs of oxidative stress were evident at this age 

group. In Chapter four, I showed that the KO mouse exhibited higher levels of CSSC in the 

aqueous humour compared to the WT, indicative of an oxidative shift of the CSSC/CSH 

ratio. Since the corneal endothelium is in direct contact with the aqueous humour, I decided 

to measure oxidative stress markers in the other age groups to determine whether an 

increasingly oxidative environment could contribute to increased oxidative stress in the 

cornea without impacting on GSH levels. To test this, I labelled WT and KO corneal sections 

for each group with 8-oxoG, a marker of DNA oxidative damage, and 4-HNE, a by-product 

of lipid peroxidation, and visualised the distribution of these markers throughout the different 

layers of the cornea. From the images collected, I then used ImageJ to quantify 8-oxoG and 

4-HNE levels in the different layers.  
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5.4.1. DNA	oxidative	damage:	8‐oxoguanine	labelling	

Corneal sections were labelled with propidium iodide to highlight the nuclei and 8-oxoG 

antibodies, although only the 8-oxoG labelling is shown to enable easy visualisation of this 

marker in the different layers of the cornea. Images were captured at the central and 

peripheral cornea and ImageJ used to quantify levels of fluorescence in the epithelium, 

stroma, and endothelium (Figure 5-8). In order to ensure that the ImageJ analysis was free 

from experimental bias, the same batch of primary and secondary antibodies were used as 

well as the experimental conditions to label each section kept identical. Furthermore, images 

captured using the confocal microscope were done using identical settings (for example, gain 

and offset.).  

With age, it was seen that 8-oxoG labelling intensity increased from 6 weeks to 12 months. 

Furthermore, at 6 weeks of age, where GSH levels were significantly reduced in the KO 

compared to the WT, 8-oxoG labelling was generally weak in the WT and KO corneal layers. 

However, while the labelling in the epithelium and endothelium of the KO appeared more 

intense compared to the WT, surprisingly, I did not see any difference in signal intensity 

between the WT and KO cornea in the epithelium, stroma, and endothelium for both the 

central and peripheral regions using ImageJ analysis. For all the other age groups, 8-oxoG 

labelling was similar in intensity between WT and KO corneas at both the central and 

peripheral regions and was localised to all corneal layers, with labelling often weaker in the 

epithelium and strongest in the stroma. However, though there was an age-related increase in 

the labelling of 8-oxoG, there was no difference in 8-oxoG labelling between WT and KO 

mice for each age group. For raw values, see Appendix C Table 10-7 
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Legend on next page  
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Figure 5-8. 8-Oxoguanine labelling in the cornea 
The cornea was labelled with PI and 8-oxoG antibodies, and imaged using a confocal microscope. 
Central cornea: WT or KO corneal sections labelled with 8-OxoG antibodies at either (A-B) 6wk, 
(G-H) 3-6m, (M-N) 9m, or (S-T) 12m. Signal intensity of 8-OxoG labelling was measured using 
ImageJ in the different layers between the WT and KO corneas at (C) 6wk, (I) 3-6 m, (O) 9m, and 
(U) 12m. Peripheral cornea: WT or KO corneal sections labelled with 8-OxoG antibodies at either 
(D-E) 6wk, (J-K) 3-6m, (P-Q) 9m, or (V-W) 12m. Signal intensity of 8-OxoG labelling was 
measured using ImageJ in the different layers between the WT and KO corneas at (F) 6wk, (L) 3-6 m, 
(R) 9m, and (X) 12m. Images of EP: epithelium, S: stroma, EN: endothelium. 6wk; n= 4 WT and 4 
KO, 3-6m; n= 6 WT and 6 KO, 9m; n=6 WT and 6 KO, 12m; n=6 WT and 6 KO corneas  

5.4.2. Lipid	peroxidation:	4‐HNE	labelling	

I next examined 4-HNE labelling in sections from WT and KO corneas, and used ImageJ to 

quantify levels of fluorescence in the epithelium, stroma, and endothelium in the central and 

peripheral cornea for each age group (Figure 5-9). Similar to 8-oxoG labelling, sections 

labelled with 4-HNE were incubated with the same batch of primary and secondary 

antibodies and identical incubation times were observed. In addition, images were captured 

using the same gain and offset confocal settings between sections. For every age group, 

labelling was most intense in the epithelium, with an age-related increase in 4-HNE levels 

from 6 weeks to 12 months of age in both WT and KO mice. In 6-week-old mice, labelling 

for 4-HNE was faint in both the WT and KO and while there was labelling in the epithelium 

and endothelium, there was no obvious difference in labelling intensity between the WT and 

KO in either the central or peripheral region. This labelling was consistent with that seen in 

the 6-8-week-old C57BL/6J mouse in another study (Hua et al., 2017). ImageJ analysis also 

did not reveal any significant differences between the WT and KO cornea in the different 

layers of the cornea. The labelling intensity at 3-6 months of age appeared slightly greater 

than at 6 weeks, with labelling in the epithelium and stroma clearly apparent. However, 

ImageJ analysis did not reveal any significant differences between WT and KO corneas in 

any of the layers in the peripheral and central regions. A similar labelling pattern for 4-HNE 

was also observed at 9 and 12 months in the WT and KO, with fluorescence intensity 
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appearing slightly greater at 12 months compared to 9 months. For raw values, see Appendix 

C Table 10-7 

Taken together, although there was an increase in 8-oxoG and 4-HNE labelling with age, 

there were no significant difference in oxidative damage to DNA and lipids between WT and 

KO.   
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Legend on next page 
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Figure 5-9. 4-HNE labelling in the cornea  
The cornea was labelled with PI and 4-HNE antibodies and imaged using a confocal microscope. 
Central cornea: WT or KO corneal sections labelled with 4-HNE antibodies at either (A-B) 6wk, (G-
H) 3-6m, (M-N) 9m, or (S-T) 12m. Signal intensity of 4-HNE labelling was measured using ImageJ 
in the different layers between the WT and KO corneas at (C) 6wk, (I) 3-6m, (O) 9m, and (U) 12m. 
Peripheral cornea: WT or KO corneal sections labelled with 4-HNE antibodies at either (D-E) 6wk, 
(J-K) 3-6m, (P-Q) 9m, or (V-W) 12m. Signal intensity of 4-HNE labelling was measured using 
ImageJ in the different layers between the WT and KO corneas at (F) 6wk, (L) 3-6 m, (R) 9m, and 
(X) 12m. Images of EP: epithelium, S: stroma, EN: endothelium. 6wk; n= 4 WT and 4 KO, 3-6m; n= 
6 WT and 6 KO, 9m; n=6 WT and 6 KO, 12m; n=6 WT and 6 KO corneas  

 Conclusion		5.5.

In this chapter, I performed in vivo assessments of the corneas of WT and KO mice of 

different age groups to determine whether removal of xCT resulted in pathological changes to 

the cornea. Although the appearance of the cornea was unremarkable in young WT and KO 

mice (6 weeks and 3-6 months), a slight haze was detected in older WT and KO animals (9 

and 12 months). On closer inspection, this haze was most likely due to epithelial compromise 

and higher severity of PEE. Surprisingly the presence of PEE was not only seen in older mice 

but also in the younger mice at similar severity. It has been reported that the ocular surface of 

laboratory mice and rats tend to be particularly sensitive to humidity, temperature, and air 

flow, with defects in corneal ocular surface integrity observed (Nakamura et al., 2007). This 

may in part explain why epithelial defects were detected in young WT mice as the 

environment in which they are housed is not conducive to maintaining a smooth ocular 

surface. Although the surface epithelium seemed to be compromised to a similar extent 

between the WT and KO for each age group, at 12 months of age, the epithelial surface 

appeared more compromised in the KO compared to the WT, suggesting that, in older mice, 

the loss of xCT appeared to exacerbate the extent of epithelial surface damage in the cornea. 

While NaFl provides information of the state of the epithelium of the cornea, a caveat is that 

it stains all cells with damaged membranes not just ones that are dead or degenerated 

(Morgan et al., 2009). NaFl is commonly used in clinic to assess the state of the epithelium, 
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but other clinical dyes such as rose bengal and lissamine green, give more information of the 

extent of damage to the cornea or conjunctiva as it stains dead and devitalised or degenerated 

cells respectively (Efron, 2013; Kim et al., 1999). Staining the corneas with these dyes 

however, would have increased the examination time. This in turn would have led to the 

onset of a cold cataract thus impairing the ability to accurately examine the lens and retina. 

Future studies that focus on the cornea and do not rely on examining other ocular structures 

should adopt rose bengal or lissamine green to obtain more accurate information about the 

degree of damage to the corneal epithelium as a result of loss of xCT. 

Overall, there were no major defects in the corneas of WT and KO mice up to the age of 12 

months. OCT images of the cornea and central thickness measurements did not reveal any 

major abnormalities in the KO cornea compared to WT at 6 weeks to 12 months of age. 

Although there was an age dependent reduction of IOP in both WT and KO mice, 

measurements were similar between genotypes. However, the loss of xCT in the corneal 

epithelium, coupled with the exposure of the corneal endothelium to an oxidative aqueous 

humour environment, could indicate that biochemical changes may be apparent preceding 

loss of corneal transparency. Since xCT is proposed to be involved in maintaining GSH 

levels in the cornea, it made sense to measure intracellular CSH, CSSC, GSH, and GSSG 

levels in the cornea. Interestingly, I found that CSH values did not differ between WT and 

KO corneas for any of the age groups, suggesting that in the absence of xCT, the cornea is 

still able to maintain intracellular CSH levels. The ability of the KO corneas to maintain CSH 

levels at concentrations similar to the WT suggests that the cornea possesses alternative 

mechanisms to accumulate CSH or CSSC in the absence of xCT. In other tissues, it is known 

that CSH can be taken up by neutral amino acid transporters such as ASCT 1-2, LAT 2, and 

by EAAT 1-3 (Shanker et al., 2001), which have been shown to be present in the rat and 

human corneal epithelium (Langford et al., 2010; Li et al., 2012). Additionally, CSH can also 
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be accumulated by intracellular synthesis from methionine via the transsulfuration pathway 

and the rate limiting enzyme cystathione-β-synthase is known to be present in the cornea 

(Persa et al., 2006). It is likely that in the cornea, these compensatory pathways may be 

upregulated and work together to maintain CSH levels in the KO cornea and will be 

discussed in further detail in Chapter 9. 

Although CSH levels were similar between WT and KO mice for all age groups, at 6 weeks 

of age, intracellular GSH levels were significantly lower in the KO compared to WT. It 

therefore appears that xCT plays an important role in maintaining GSH levels in young 

corneas. This is also highlighted by the fact that GSH levels in the 6 week WT cornea were 

significantly higher by at least two-fold than GSH levels for all the other age groups. While it 

is reported that ascorbic acid is the principal antioxidant in the cornea (Brubaker et al., 2000), 

it may be that in the younger 6 week mice where GSH levels are high, GSH may play an 

important role in the corneas by acting either as an antioxidant itself, or helping to maintain 

ascorbic acid levels by acting as a co-factor in the reduction of oxidised ascorbic acid (DHA) 

to ascorbic acid. In the older animals (3 to 12 months), GSH levels were significantly 

decreased compared to 6 week animals, but similar between WT and KO, indicating that 

corneal transparency can still be maintained, albeit at lower GSH levels. In older animals, 

there may be a greater dependency on ascorbic acid as an antioxidant, or given the high levels 

of GSSG measured in the WT and KO corneas, GSSG might be reduced to GSH by the 

enzyme GR. This is consistent with studies that demonstrate GR activity to be high in the 

rabbit cornea (Veltman et al., 2004). With no changes in intracellular CSH and GSH levels 

between WT and KO corneas for each age group, apart from the decrease in GSH in the KO 

cornea at 6 weeks, there were no signs of elevated oxidative markers related to damage to 

DNA or lipids in the cornea. While immunohistochemical sections revealed the changes in 

the oxidative stress and damage sustained by the cornea with age, in the future a more 
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quantitative approach can be taken by measuring the levels of these markers in this tissue. 

However, in order to analyse the levels of oxidative stress using a biochemical assay will 

require an extensive number of corneas from each group of mice.  

Finally, in separate experiments where repeated eye examinations were performed on a single 

cohort of animals as they aged from 6 weeks to 12 months, it was found that the corneas of 

the KO mice were more susceptible to external trauma than the WT mice. As early as 3-6 

months of age, KO corneas developed signs of lipid keratopathy in which the severity of 

these lesions was far greater than that seen in the WT cornea, resulting in neovascularisation 

in KO corneas by 9 months of age. The lesions are a result of inflammation due to injury to 

the cornea, presumably amplified by the inherent loss of ocular surface integrity with age, but 

also due to damage sustained during the eye examination, and most likely a result of the 

repeated contact of the tonometer and retinal imaging lens against the cornea. During corneal 

injury, inflammatory cytokine, tumour necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α), has been shown to be 

released (Wilson et al., 2001). Interestingly, xCT is known to be upregulated by TNF-α, 

especially in immune cells such as macrophages and T-cells. These cells rely on xCT for 

cystine uptake in GSH synthesis as well as the antigen-immune response (Lewerenz et al., 

2013). Therefore, with this in mind, a loss of xCT in the KO mice may reduce the ability of 

cornea to properly heal itself, resulting in the higher prevalence and severity of 

neovascularisation and lipid deposits. It therefore appears that the KO corneas are more 

susceptible to ocular trauma, and in the future, it would be interesting to test whether KO 

corneas are more susceptible to damage by exposure to other exogenous stressors such as 

UV-induced oxidative stress.  
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 The	effects	of	xCT	removal	on	the	Chapter	6.
lens	

In previous chapters, I have shown that xCT is expressed predominately in the epithelium and 

outer cortex region of the lens (Chapter 3), that the loss of xCT function results in elevated 

cystine levels in the aqueous humour (Chapter 4). Given the fact that the lens contains the 

highest concentrations of GSH of all other ocular tissues (Giblin, 2000; Lou, 2000), and that 

loss of GSH is an initiating factor in cataract development (Lou, 2000; Truscott, 2010), in this 

chapter, I sought determine the contribution of xCT in providing cystine for GSH synthesis 

and maintaining GSH levels in the lens. Moreover, as the lens is bathed by the aqueous and 

vitreous humour, I assessed the effects of the CSH/CSSC oxidative shift of the ocular 

humours on lens transparency, structure, and oxidative stress levels. To achieve this, I first 

examined in vivo WT and KO lenses at four different age groups using the slit lamp and SD-

OCT to identify any age-dependent changes in lens transparency. At 3-6 months of age, I 

noticed the onset of an anterior localised cataract in both WT and KO lenses, which occurred 

more frequently and was larger in size in the KO compared to the WT. Since the opacity 

resembled an anterior subcapsular cataract, I labelled sections with α-smooth muscle actin (α-

SMA), a marker for anterior subcapsular cataract. However, I did not observe subcapsular 

plaques or increased expression of α-SMA, suggesting that the cataract identified in the mice 

was an atypical anterior subcapsular cataract that did not involve aberrant proliferation and 

epithelial-mesenchymal transition of lens epithelial cells. Instead, morphological analysis of 

lens structure revealed that the damage phenotype consisted of cell swelling and tissue 

liquefaction that was localised to the ends of fibre cells at the anterior pole of the lens. Using 

LC-MS/MS, I discovered that while GSH levels in the whole lens did not change between 
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genotypes, oxidative stress levels were increased in the KO lens at 9 months of age compared 

to the WT lens, suggesting that oxidative damage may be a contributing factor to the 

progression of this type of cataract. Taken together, my findings show that while an age-

dependent anterior cataract develops in WT lenses, the development and progression of this 

cataract occurs earlier and is accelerated in KO lenses, suggesting that loss of xCT function 

induces advanced aging in the lens. To provide context for this finding in this chapter, I will 

next discuss the importance of GSH in the lens and the role of xCT in maintaining 

intracellular CSH levels for synthesis of the antioxidant. 

 GSH	levels	and	antioxidant	defence	in	the	lens	6.1.

In the lens, the importance of GSH is well documented (Giblin, 2000; Pinazo-Durán et al., 

2014; Truscott, 2005; Umapathy et al., 2013). GSH is the principal antioxidant in the lens and 

exist at concentrations of approximately 2-4 mM, which exceeds the concentration of GSH in 

the cornea and retina, and tissues such as the liver and kidney which are responsible for 

circulating plasma GSH levels. The high levels of GSH in the lens are maintained by a 

combination of pathways including direct uptake of GSH from the aqueous and vitreous 

humours (although the identity of vitreous GSH uptake transporters in the lens are unknown), 

recycling of GSSG to GSH via GR, or by intracellular synthesis of GSH from the uptake of 

GSH precursor amino acids cysteine, glycine, and glutamate (Umapathy et al., 2013; Whitson 

et al., 2016). Deficiency in GSH has been linked to age-related nuclear cataract as lens GSH 

concentration, particularly in the lens core, decreases with age (Truscott, 2005; Truscott, 

2010). The decreased levels of GSH in the lens core have been hypothesized to result from a 

decreased transport of GSH and/or GSH precursor amino acids, reduced activity in GSH 

synthesis, or reductase enzymes, as well as a barrier to GSH diffusion into the nucleus that 

develops with age (Giblin, 2000; Truscott, 2005). It has been demonstrated that 
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approximately 1 mM GSH is a critical concentration for the lens core, below which 

crystallins rapidly form disulphide bonds, aggregate, and initiate light scattering (Giblin, 

2000; Truscott, 2005). In vitro studies have demonstrated xCT to play a role in cystine uptake 

for the synthesis of GSH in cultured lens epithelial cells. In canine and human lens epithelial 

cells, inhibition of xCT resulted in a decrease in cystine uptake and a concomitant decrease in 

GSH levels (Lall et al., 2008; Langford et al., 2015a). However, it is unknown if xCT plays a 

critical role in vivo in maintaining GSH levels in the lens, and if so, whether the loss of xCT 

would predispose lenses to the early development of cataract. 

 The	effects	of	loss	of	xCT	on	lens	transparency	and	6.2.

structure	

6.2.1. 	In	vivo	examination	using	retroillumination	

To determine the effects of loss of xCT on lens transparency, I first examined WT and xCT 

KO lenses for any signs of defects by retroillumination, as this technique highlights any 

opacities that are otherwise easily missed (See Methods section 2.4.2). At 6 weeks of age, 

most lenses from WT animals appeared to be free of defects (Figure 6-1 A). However, in a 

couple of KO mice, a subtle pinpoint defect was detected on retroillumination (Figure 6-1 B). 

In 3-6-month-old WT and KO lenses, the defects were more distinct and exhibited a vacuole-

like, granular appearance which appeared larger in size in the KO compared to the WT lens 

(Figure 6-1 C-D). At 9 months of age, defects were detected in the WT and KO lens and by 

12 months of age, were observed in most WT and KO lenses (Figure 6-1 E-H). The vacuole-

like and granular appearance of the defects viewed under retroillumination was characteristic 

of a typical subcapsular cataract (Bowling, 2015). This subcapsular cataract seems to develop 

naturally with age, but appears earlier in the KO compared to the WT lens, suggesting that 

loss of xCT accelerates the progression of cataract development.  
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Figure 6-1. Slit lamp retroillumination examination of the lens 
Mice were anaesthetised, pupils dilated, and lens examined with a slit lamp where the defects were assessed under retroillumination. Since the incidence of 
subcapsular cataract increased with age (see Figure 6-4), representative images of the dominant phenotype observed in WT and KO lens at (A-B) 6wk, (C-D) 
3-6m, (E-F) 9m, and (G-H) 12m. Arrowheads highlight the presence of vacuoles that were present in the lens in 2/17 WT and 2/18 KO at 6wk, 11/19 WT 
and 14/14 KO at 3-6m, 25/30 WT and 30/30 KO at 9m, 20/20 WT and 19/20 KO at 12m. 
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6.2.2. In	vivo	examination	using	parallelepiped	illumination	

I next used parallelepiped illumination to localise the region of the lens affected by the 

cataract. In 6 week WT and KO mice, the lenses looked clear and transparent from the 

anterior to posterior surface. However, tiny white dots (indicated by the arrowhead), which I 

will refer to as ‘punctate nuclear cataract’, were detected in the nucleus of both WT and KO 

lenses (Figure 6-2 D; arrowhead). At 3-6 months of age, both WT and KO lenses presented 

with punctate nuclear cataract. However, in the KO lenses, the cataract detected by 

retroillumination could be seen to be localised to the anterior of the lens posterior to the 

capsule and caused mild light scattering (Figure 6-2 D; arrow). At 9 months and 12 months 

of age, punctate nuclear cataract and the anterior subcapsular cataract were detected in both 

WT and KO lenses (Figure 6-2 E-F). These findings show that two distinct types of cataracts 

were present in both WT and KO lenses. The first were punctate nuclear cataract present in 

the nucleus of both WT and KO lenses, detected as early as 6 weeks of age through to 12 

months of age. The second type of cataract identified in both WT and KO lenses was an 

anterior subscapular cataract which caused light scattering in the anterior lens.  
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Figure 6-2. Identification of cataract location in WT and xCT KO mice 
Lenses of WT and KO mice were further examined under parallelepiped illumination to confirm the location of the punctate nuclear and anterior subcapsular 
cataract. Representative images of (A-B) 6wk, (C-D) 3-6m, (E-F) 9m, and (G-H) 12m lens. Arrowheads highlight punctate nuclear cataract in the core. 
Arrows highlight the anterior subcapsular cataract. 6wk; n=17 WT and 18 KO, 3-6m; n=19 WT and 14 KO, 9m; n=30 WT and KO, and 12m; n=20 WT and 
KO lenses.  
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6.2.3. In	vivo	examination	using	SD‐OCT	

To further understand the transformation that occurs in lenses with an anterior subcapsular 

cataract, I used SD-OCT to scan the anterior region of the lens in vivo for irregularities in 

structure (Figure 6-3). At 6 weeks, a clear lens was seen in both WT and KO mice. In 3-6-

month-old WT mice, subtle changes in the reflectivity below the anterior capsule were 

detected. By 9 and 12 months these then manifested into vacuole-like changes in the anterior 

subcapsular region in WT mice. In the KO, vacuole-like changes in OCT images of the 

anterior lenses were detected at 3-6 months, which appeared larger in size at 9 and 12 months 

of age. The OCT images of the lens confirmed that the irregularities and defects were present 

in the anterior subcapsular region. 
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Figure 6-3. Cataract assessment with SD-OCT 
Lenses of WT and KO mice were examined in vivo and then scanned with SD-OCT to localise any 
cataracts. Representative OCT images of (A-B) 6wk, (C-D) 3-6m, (E-F) 9m, and (G-H) 12m lenses. 
Arrowheads highlight the vacuole-like appearance of the anterior subcapsular cataract in the lens 
core. n=8-10 lenses/group. 

6.2.4. Quantitative	analysis	of	cataract	occurrence,	size,	and	frequency	

Punctate nuclear cataract: occurrence and number of dots 

Using parallelepiped images (section 6.2.2), I examined the numbers of WT versus KO lenses 

in which punctate nuclear cataract was identified. I found that there was no difference in the 

numbers of WT or KO lenses affected with increasing age or genotype, with approximately 
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85-100% of WT and KO lenses from any age group containing punctate nuclear cataract 

(Figure 6-4 A). For raw values and sample sizes, see Appendix D Table 10-10. Although 

there appeared to be no difference in the prevalence of these dot cataracts, I was interested in 

determining if the severity of the dot cataracts differed with age or genotype. Using the 

parallelepiped images, I found that the number of dots was consistent in both WT and KO 

lenses over age and genotype with the number ranging between 3-6 dots per lens (Figure 6-4 

B). These findings were consistent with a recent study that found punctate nuclear cataract in 

4-month-old C57BL/6 mice (Moore et al., 2018) and indicates that these cataracts may be 

inherited rather than acquired. For raw values, see Appendix D Table 10-10.  

Anterior subcapsular cataract: prevalence and size  

In examining collective parallelepiped and retroilluminated images of WT and KO lenses, I 

noticed an age-dependent increase in the occurrence of the anterior subcapsular cataract 

(Figure 6-4 C). There was a considerable increase from 6 weeks to 3-6 months of age where 

the prevalence of cataract increased from 12% to 34% in the WT, and from 11% to 100% in 

the KO. Between genotypes, I found that at 6 weeks of age, the prevalence of cataract was 

similar between WT and KO lenses (11-12% for the WT and KO). At 3-6 months, the 

prevalence of cataract was higher in the KO compared to the WT (58% for the WT, 100% for 

the KO). At 9 months of age, the prevalence of cataract was similar between WT and KO 

(80-100% for the WT and KO), and at 12 months of age, irrespective of genotype, most 

lenses (95-100% for the WT and KO) had an anterior subscapular cataract. For raw values, 

see Appendix D Table 10-10. 

To determine if the size of the anterior subscapular cataract was increased with age or with 

genotype, ImageJ was used to calculate the area of the lens that was affected by the cataract. 

As a search of the literature did not reveal an objective way of measuring cataract size, I 
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developed my own method. In order to ensure that the cataract size was accurately measured 

with age and between WT and KO, the corneas were placed 27.5 mm from the objective lens 

and retroilluminated images of the anterior lens were taken. Using a ruler placed at 27.5 mm 

from the objective lens, the magnification of the slit lamp lens was determined and a scale bar 

was generated. Using the calibrated scale bar and the freehand tool in ImageJ, I was able to 

trace around the cataract three times and the software calculated the affected area. Figure 6-4 

C shows that with age, the size of the anterior subscapular cataract increased for both WT and 

KO lenses until 12 months, when the size of the cataract stabilised and was similar between 

WT and KO. In the WT and KO, a significant increase in anterior subcapsular cataract size 

was detected between 3-6 months and 9 months (one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc 

analysis: WT: three-fold, p=0.001; KO: three-fold, p=0.0001). Between genotypes, the size of 

the cataract appeared larger in the KO compared to the WT for all age groups, but was only 

statistically significant for the 9 month age group where the cataract size was 1.4-fold greater 

in the KO than the WT (Mann Whitney U-test: p=0.03). For raw values, see Appendix D 

Table 10-10. 

Taken together, a trend was observed in which the prevalence and size of the anterior 

subscapular cataract increased with age and between genotypes. The occurrence of this 

cataract is increased in the KO relative to the WT, indicating that loss of xCT accelerates the 

development and progression of the anterior subcapsular cataract.  
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Figure 6-4. Assessment of cataract prevalence and size 
Images of lenses captured using either a slit lamp under retroillumination or parallelepiped 
illumination were further assessed to quantify the prevalence, size of the anterior cataract, and number 
of punctate nuclear lesions in WT (blue) and KO (red) mice at 6wk, 3-6m, 9m, and 12m of age. (A) 
Prevalence of the punctate nuclear cataract. (B) Number of punctate lesions present in the core of the 
lens. (C) Prevalence of the anterior subcapsular cataract. (D) Area of the anterior subcapsular cataract 
measured using ImageJ showed an age-dependent increase in WT (ANOVA: p=0.001) and KO 
(ANOVA: p=0.0001) lens as well as between WT and KO mice at 9m (Mann Whitney U-test: 
p=0.03) in the size of the cataract. Punctate nuclear cataract: 6wk; n=17 WT and 18 KO, 3-6m; 
n=16 WT and 14 KO, 9m; n=28 WT and 20 KO, and 12m n=20 WT and 18 KO. Anterior 
subcapsular cataract: 6wk; n=17 WT and 18 KO, 3-6m; n=19 WT and 14 KO, 9m; n=30 WT and 
KO, and 12m; n=20 WT and KO lenses.*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. 
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6.2.5. In	vitro	assessment	of	the	lens	

6.2.5.1. Lens	wet	weight	

Following the in vivo assessment of the lens, mice were euthanised, eyes enucleated, and the 

lens dissected from the globe and then weighed. It can be seen for both WT and KO lenses 

that the weight of the lens increased with age up until 9 months, and then remained 

unchanged up to 12 months of age (Figure 6-5). In the WT, this was statistically significant 

from 6 weeks to 3-6 months of age (1.5-fold increase, one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-

hoc analysis: p<0.0001), while in the KO, this was significant at both, 6 weeks to 3-6 months 

(1.5-fold increase, one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc analysis: p<0.0001), and at 3-6 

months to 9 months of age (1.2-fold increase, one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc 

analysis: p=0.006). Between genotypes, lens wet weight was similar at 6 weeks and 3-6 

months of age. However, at 9 months and 12 months of age, KO lenses were significantly 

heavier than WT lenses (Mann Whitney U-test: p=0.02). For raw values, see Appendix D 

Table 10-11. 
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Figure 6-5. In vitro analysis of lens wet weight 
Wet weights of WT (blue) and xCT KO (red) lenses plotted as a function of age. A significant 
increase in lens weight was noted with age in WT (ANOVA: p<0.0001), and KO (ANOVA: p<0.0001 
and p=0.006) mice. Additionally, a significant increase in the weight of the lens was seen in 9m and 
12m KO mice when compared to age-matched WT mice (Mann Whitney U-test: p=0.02). 6wk; n=18 
WT and 23 KO, 3-6m; n=17 WT and KO, 9m; n=17 WT and 15 KO, and 12m; n=9 WT and KO 
lenses. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ****p<0.0001. 

6.2.5.2. Optical	properties	and	transparency	

Lenses were then examined using a brightfield microscope with a honeycomb grid placed 

underneath the lens, and the disruption of the grid line pattern used as an indication of 

changes to the optical quality of the lens (Figure 6-6 A-H). This method of observation was 

adapted from the Pirie grading scale to determine the extent of the cataract in vitro (Truscott, 

2005) and has been used widely in animal models to isolate lens opacities (Olofsson et al., 

2007; Ruiz-Ederra et al., 2006; Shiels et al., 2007). It was however, difficult to detect 

distortions by this method and in some cases, lenses appeared optically normal even when in 

vivo a subcapsular cataract had previously been identified. The distortions were however, 

more noticeable in the KO lenses, but were relatively subtle and restricted to certain areas, 
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which is consistent with my in vivo analysis. In an attempt to further visualise lens opacities, 

lenses were imaged without the grid. Like the distortions, these opacities were very difficult 

to detect, and so representative examples are shown below (Figure 6-6 A-H). Although tiny 

white dots were detected, there were no obvious opacities except for a faint demarcation that 

looked like the margins of the anterior subcapsular cataract in the 9m KO (Figure 6-6 L; 

arrowhead). The lack of opacities was surprising given the slit lamp in vivo findings, 

however, the faint demarcations are similar to those seen in another study that observed 

anterior subcapsular cataract in mice lenses exposed to UV light (Zhang et al., 2012).  

 

Figure 6-6. In vitro analysis of lens transparency 
Mice were euthanised, eyes were enucleated, lenses dissected out, and imaged under brightfield or 
darkfield microscopy to visualise optical irregularities and opacities, respectively. Representative 
images of brightfield microscopy of WT and KO (A-B) 6wk, (C-D) 3-6m, (E-F) 9m, and (G-H) 12m 
lenses on a grid. Arrowheads highlight distortion of the grid created by the ASC. Representative 
images of darkfield microscopy on WT and KO (I-J) 6wk, and (K-L) 9m lenses. Arrows point to the 
background dot cataract seen in the core of the lens. Arrowheads highlight the demarcation created by 
the anterior subcapsular cataract. n=8-10 lenses/group. 
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6.2.6. Molecular	characterisation	of	the	anterior	subcapsular	cataract	

Typically, anterior subcapsular cataract results from aberrant growth and differentiation of 

lens epithelial cells known as epithelial mesenchymal transition to form fibrotic plaques. 

Cells within these subcapsular plaques express extracellular matrix and cytoskeletal proteins 

not normally synthesised by lens cells, including α-SMA (Lovicu et al., 2002). Using α-SMA 

as a marker for anterior subcapsular cataract, I investigated whether any immunoreactivity for 

this marker could be detected in axial sections collected from WT and KO lenses. Initially, 

when I performed these experiments, I followed our usual protocol which involved dissecting 

the lens from the eye, fixing it, and then sectioning it. However, analysis of my sections 

revealed widespread α-SMA labelling in both WT and KO lenses (Figure 6-7 A-D). Through 

personal communication with Professor Frank Lovicu (The University of Sydney, Sydney, 

Australia) and Prof Velia Fowler (The Scripps Research Institute, California, USA), who 

have both published in the area of anterior subcapsular cataract (Cheng et al., 2011; Lovicu et 

al., 2004), it was brought to my attention that α-SMA expression can be induced by the 

physical removal of the lens from the eye, and that whole eyes were required to be fixed first 

before dissecting the lenses out. By revising my protocol, I was able to reduce the widespread 

induction of α-SMA labelling (Figure 6-7 E-F) to fainter labelling detected in the lens 

epithelium. However, labelling with DAPI revealed a single layer of epithelial cells, with no 

signs of multi-layered cells that typically lead to plaque formation (Lovicu et al., 2002; 

Wojciechowski et al., 2017), indicating that the residual α-SMA labelling was most likely 

non-specific.  
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Figure 6-7. α-SMA labelling in WT and xCT KO lenses  
Eyes were enucleated and fixed and the lenses dissected and cryosectioned axially. Lens sections were labelled with DAPI (blue), WGA (not shown), and α-
SMA antibodies (green). α-SMA and DAPI labelling were isolated to better visualise labelling in the anterior lens. Representative images of anterior regions 
for WT and KO (A-B) 3-6m and (C-D) 9m lenses show that α-SMA labelling was variable. (E-H) Using revised protocols, 3-6m and 9m WT and KO eyes 
were fixed whole and cryosectioned. n=2 lenses/group. 
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The above findings indicate that the cataract I observe in my mice is not a ‘typical’ anterior 

subscapular cataract. If this cataract was not due to aberrant lens epithelial growth and 

differentiation, I was interested in determining whether there might be changes to fibre cell 

morphology. In 6-week-old WT and KO sections labelled with the morphological marker 

WGA, fibre cells were long and elongated, and the ends of the fibre cells met at the sutures 

(Figure 6-8 A-B). In 3-6 month WT lenses, damage in the lens fibre cells was observed, 

which appeared to be a result of fibre cell swelling and tissue liquefaction resulting in a 

localised vacuole just underneath the anterior epithelium. In KO lenses, the damage was 

similar but appeared more extensive with fibre cell disruption evident deeper into the anterior 

region. A similar finding was also apparent in 9-month- and 12-month-old WT and KO 

lenses. These vacuoles were reminiscent of the vacuoles seen in vivo by retroillumination and 

SD-OCT (Figure 6-1 and Figure), and suggest that the fibre cells, but not the epithelial cells, 

are affected in this type of anterior cataract. 
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Figure 6-8. Evidence of fibre cell damage in anterior subcapsular cataract of WT and KO lenses 
Lenses were fixed and then cryosectioned in an axial orientation and sections labelled with DAPI, to highlight the nucleus (blue), and WGA (red), to visualise 
fibre cell morphology. Representative images of fibre cell morphology at the anterior pole for WT and KO lenses are shown at (A-B) 6wk, (C-D) 3-6m, (E-F) 
9m, and (G-H) 12m. n=3 lenses/group. 
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Using slit-lamp and SD-OCT imaging, I was able to visualise a cataract that was localised to 

the anterior subcapsular region in both WT and KO mice. The increases in severity of the 

anterior subcapsular cataract, with age in WT mice suggests that this was a natural, age-

related feature in the C57BL/6 mice, which was consistent with what has been reported in 

literature (Zhang et al., 2012). Due to the loss of xCT in the KO mice, the prevalence and 

severity of the anterior subcapsular cataract was also higher than what was observed in the 

age-matched WT lens. Furthermore, using immunohistochemistry, I was able to show that the 

anterior subcapsular cataract was atypical, since α-SMA labelling, an indicator of epithelial 

mesenchymal transition/proliferation, was not observed. Rather, the anterior subcapsular 

cataract appeared to be caused by the localised swelling in lens fibre cells at the anterior pole. 

In light of this, I also noted that the 9 and 12 month KO lenses were significantly heavier than 

WT lenses. This may be a result of the severity of the oedematous changes that occur in the 

lens fibre cells of the KO mouse compared to the WT. In support of this, a recent study has 

demonstrated that fibre cell swelling results in the heavier lenses (Vorontsova et al., 2017).  

Together, these findings suggest that the loss of xCT accelerates the onset and formation of 

the anterior subcapsular cataract damage phenotype, due to either decreased GSH levels in 

the lens, or an increased oxidative shift in the aqueous humour that results in localised 

damage at the anterior pole. Therefore, in an attempt to distinguish between these two 

possibilities, I next investigated at the biochemical level whether changes in GSH and/or 

increased oxidative stress are associated with the onset of the damage phenotype. 
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 Effects	of	loss	of	xCT	on	intracellular	CSH	and	GSH	levels	6.3.

As mentioned earlier, in vitro studies have shown that xCT is important in maintaining 

intracellular cyst(e)ine levels for GSH synthesis (Lall et al., 2008; Langford et al., 2015a). To 

determine whether the in vivo role of xCT in maintaining GSH levels and if the earlier 

development of the anterior cataract in the KO was due to changes in intracellular levels of 

cysteine and GSH, I measured these metabolites in whole lens homogenates from the four 

different age groups using LC-MS/MS. 

6.3.1. Intracellular	CSH	and	CSSC	levels	

Figure 6-9 shows the intracellular CSH and CSSC levels in the WT and KO mice for each 

age group. In the WT lens, no changes in CSH levels were detected with age. On the other 

hand, in the KO lens, CSH levels in the KO decreased from 6 week to 9 months of age (two-

fold, p=0.03) with levels maintained at 12 months of age. Between WT and KO lenses for 

each group, no differences were seen in CSH levels for each age group. CSSC levels were 

negligible in 6 week WT lenses and undetectable at all other ages in WT and KO lenses. 

Taken together, these results suggest that loss of xCT in the lens does not affect intracellular 

CSH or CSSC levels. For raw values, see Appendix D Table 10-12. 
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Figure 6-9. Intracellular CSH and CSSC levels in the lens 
The supernatant from whole lens homogenates were incubated in the presence or absence of TCEP 
and derivatised using MBrB to quantify total CSH (CSH+CSSC) and reduced CSH using LC-MS/MS. 
(A) Intracellular CSH concentrations in lenses obtained from 6wk, 3-6m, 9m, and 12m-old WT (blue) 
and KO (red) mice. An age-dependent decrease in CSH levels were observed from 6wk to 9m KO 
lenses (ANOVA: p=0.03). (B) Lens intracellular CSSC concentration in lenses obtained from 6wk, 3-
6m, 9m, and 12m WT (blue) and KO (red) mice. 6wk, 9m, 12m; n=6/group, 3-6m; n=12/group. 
*p<0.05. 
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6.3.2. Intracellular	GSH	and	GSSG	levels	

Figure 6-10 shows the intracellular GSH and GSSG levels in the WT and KO mice for each 

age group. In the WT lens, GSH levels increased from 6 weeks to 3-6 months of age (1.6-fold 

increase, p=0.02) and then were maintained at similar levels in 9-month- and 12-month-old 

lenses. In the KO mouse, there were no differences in GSH levels with age. It was interesting 

that no decrease in GSH levels was detected with age given that an age-related decrease has 

been reported in human and rat lenses (Lou et al., 1992; Yanshole et al., 2014). Furthermore, 

a study measuring GSH levels between one and 16-month-old C57BL/6 mice showed a 20% 

decrease in GSH with age, although no signifcance was reported (Zhang et al., 2012). It is 

possible that no changes were detected in my study as the mice were still relatively young (12 

months versus 16 months), and that significant decreases in GSH may occur once the mice 

are older than 12 months. For raw values, see Appendix D Table 10-12 

GSSG levels were undetectable for all ages in both WT and KO mouse lenses, which was 

surprising since GSSG levels in the rat lens, albeit low, were detectable (Yanshole et al., 

2014). It is likely that the undetectable levels of GSSG may be a result of GSSG reacting with 

proteins to form mixed disulfides (PSSGs). It has been shown in mice that PSSG levels 

increase with age (Zhang et al., 2012), and therefore since it is bound to proteins, GSSG may 

not be detectable in the whole lens homogenates. Taken together, these results suggest that 

loss of xCT in the lens does not affect intracellular GSH or GSSG levels. For raw values, see 

Appendix D Table 10-12.  
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Figure 6-10. Intracellular GSH and GSSG levels in the lens 
The supernatant from whole lens homogenates were incubated in the presence or absence of TCEP 
and derivatised using MBrB to quantify total GSH (GSH+GSSG) and reduced GSH using LC-
MS/MS. (A) Lens GSH concentrations in lenses from 6wk, 3-6m, 9m, and 12m WT (blue) and KO 
(red) mice. An age-dependent increase was seen in lens GSH levels from 6wk- to 3-6m-old WT mice 
(ANOVA: p=0.02). (B) Lens GSSG concentration from 6wk, 3-6m, 9m, and 12m WT (blue) and KO 
(red) mice. 6wk, 9m, 12m; n=6/group, 3-6m; n=12/group. *p<0.05. 
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 Effects	of	loss	of	xCT	on	oxidative	stress‐induced	damage	6.4.

to	DNA,	proteins,	and	lipids.	

While intracellular GSH levels were similar between WT and KO lenses, the lens is bathed 

by the aqueous and vitreous humour, which in KO mice, is shown to contain higher levels of 

CSSC relative to WT mice (Chapter 4), a result that is indicative of a more oxidative 

environment. Several studies have shown that an increase in oxidative damage to DNA, 

proteins, and lipids precede cataract formation, and these oxidative modifications can be 

induced by a range of stressors such as high glucose, UV radiation, and exposure to H2O2 

(Babizhayev, 2016; Gao et al., 2011; Kador et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2010). To investigate 

whether an oxidative shift in the ocular humours that bathe the lens can induce increased 

levels of oxidative damage to DNA, lipids, and proteins in the lens, I prepared whole lens 

homogenates from WT and KO lenses from four different age groups, and quantified markers 

of oxidative damage, such as protein carbonyl formation, and the lipid peroxidation product 

4-HNE. I then localised regions of oxidative damage using antibodies that detect DNA 

oxidative modifications (8-oxoG) and a by-product of lipid peroxidation (4-HNE) on lens 

sections.  

6.4.1. Quantification	of	protein	carbonyl	and	4‐HNE	levels	

Protein carbonyl 

Oxidative modifications to proteins were quantified by protein carbonyl levels in lens 

homogenates from WT and KO mice. Figure 6-11 A reveals that in the WT and KO lenses 

there were no statistically significant changes in protein carbonyl levels with increasing age. 

Between genotypes, there were also no differences in protein carbonyl levels for each age 

group, indicating that KO lenses are no more susceptible to protein carbonyl formation than 

WT lenses. For raw values, see Appendix D Table 10-13.  
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4-HNE 

Figure 6-11 B show that in the WT lens, there are no significant changes in 4-HNE levels 

with increasing age. In contrast, in the KO lens, 4-HNE levels were significantly increased 

from 6 weeks and 3-6 months to 9 months of age (1.5-fold, one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s 

post-hoc analysis: p=0.002) which were then maintained at 12 months of age. This suggests 

that oxidative stress appears to increase with age, more so in the KO compared to the WT. 

Between genotypes, 4-HNE levels were similar at all age groups, except at 9 months of age 

where 4-HNE levels were significantly increased (1.4-fold, Mann Whitney U-test: p=0.02) in 

KO compared to WT levels. Interestingly, it was at this age that the size of the anterior 

subcapsular cataract was significantly larger in the KO compared to the WT, potentially 

indicating that increased levels of lipid peroxidation may be a contributing factor to the 

progession of this cataract. For raw values, see Appendix D Table 10-13. 
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Figure 6-11. Protein carbonyl and 4-HNE levels in the lens 
Using ELISA-based assays, oxidative stress markers, (A) protein carbonyls and (B) 4-HNE, were 
quantified in whole lens homogenates from 6wk, 3-6m, 9m, and 12m WT (blue) and KO (red) lenses. 
(B) 4-HNE levels increased significantly with age from 6wk and 3-6m to 9m in KO (ANOVA: 
p=0.002) and between WT and KO mice at 9m (Mann Whitney U-test; p=0.02). All groups have n= 6 
mice /group, except 3-6m which have n=12. * p<0.05, **p<0.01. 
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6.4.2. Localisation	of	4‐HNE	and	8‐oxoG	in	the	lens	

4-HNE 

Given that the anterior cataract was localised to a discrete region within the lens, 

immunohistochemistry was used to determine whether higher levels of 4-HNE were 

associated with loss of fibre cell structure and vacuole formation (see Figure 6-8). 

It can be seen in Figure 6-12 that 4-HNE labelling was detected in the anterior lens, and with 

age, immunoreactivity appeared to increase for both the WT and KO lenses. Comparing 

between WT and KO lenses for each age group revealed 4-HNE labelling to be more 

widespread in the KO compared to WT lenses. 4-HNE labelling could be detected as early as 

6 weeks of age, and at this age and at 3-6 months of age, labelling appeared cytoplasmic in 

both WT and KO lenses. At 9 months of age, vacuoles could be detected in the WT and KO 

lens, with 4-HNE strongly labelling the epithelial cells and also the membranes of the 

surrounding fibre cells. At 12 months of age, labelling was similar between the WT and KO 

mice as well as similar to the 9-month-old mice in the anterior epithelium as well as. This 

suggests that oxidative stress is elevated in the anterior epithelium with age, in the region of 

cataract formation, in both WT and KO mice. 
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Figure 6-12. Localisation of the oxidative stress marker, 4-HNE, in WT and xCT KO lenses 
Eyes of WT and KO mice were enucleated, lenses dissected and fixed before being sectioned in an axial orientation. Sections were then labelled with DAPI 
(blue), WGA (not shown), and 4-HNE antibodies (green). Images were captured using the confocal microscope from the anterior lens. 4-HNE and DAPI 
labelling was isolated from the image for better visualisation of oxidative stress marker labelling Representative images of the WT and KO anterior lens for 
(A-B) 6wk-, (C-D) 3-6m-, (E-F) 9m-, and (G-H) 12m-old mice. n=3 lenses/group. 
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8-oxoG 

Since I observed labelling of 4-HNE in the lens epithelium, I was interested in determining 

whether any other signs of oxidative damage were evident. I therefore labelled lens sections 

with the DNA oxidative marker, 8-oxoG, and found that while 8-oxoG labelling was absent 

in WT lenses for any age group, it was detected in all KO lenses (Figure 6-13). Labelling was 

restricted to the lens epithelium and appeared more intense with increasing age. This shows 

that oxidative damage to DNA occurs mainly in KO lenses, indicating that loss of xCT 

increases the susceptibility of the lens to oxidative DNA damage which becomes greater with 

increasing age. It would be interesting to determine whether over time this accumulated 

damage would compromise epithelial cell function and lead to abnormal epithelial cell 

proliferation and subcapsular plaque formation. 

Nevertheless, my findings demonstrate that an increase in the oxidative stress marker 4-HNE 

mainly occurs in the anterior epithelium and around the region of the anterior subcapsular 

cataract formation. 8-oxoG labelling mainly occurs at the anterior epithelium of the KO 

mouse. Together, these findings indicate that despite the lack of changes in whole lens GSH 

levels, anterior KO lenses are more prone to oxidative damage than WT. 
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Figure 6-13. Localisation of the oxidative stress marker, 8-oxoG, in the WT and xCT KO lenses 
Eyes of WT and KO mice were enucleated, lenses dissected and fixed before being sectioned in an axial orientation. Sections were then labelled with DAPI 
(blue), WGA (not shown), and 8-oxoG antibodies (green). Images were captured using the confocal microscope from the anterior lens. 8-oxoG and DAPI 
labelling was isolated from the image for better visualisation of oxidative stress marker labelling. Representative images of the WT and KO anterior lens for 
(A-B) 6wk-, (C-D) 3-6m-, (E-F) 9m-, and (G-H) 12m-old mice. Arrowheads highlight 8-oxoG labelling. n=3 lenses/group. 
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 Conclusion		6.5.

In this chapter, I have demonstrated that WT mice develop an anterior subcapsular cataract, 

which is detected at 6 weeks of age as tiny pinpoint vacuoles that eventually manifest into 

larger vacuoles. These vacuoles disrupt the morphology of fibre cells at the anterior pole and 

are clearly visible both in vivo and in vitro using SD-OCT and immunohistochemistry, 

respectively. xCT KO mice also develop an anterior subcapsular cataract in a similar manner, 

but the progression of cataract occurs much earlier, with vacuoles being detected at 3-6 

months of age, and the damage being much more extensive relative to age-matched WT 

lenses. This suggests that while this anterior subcapsular cataract appears to be age-related, 

the development of this cataract is accelerated in the KO, suggesting that the KO lens is aging 

faster than the WT lens. A search of the literature revealed only one other study that reported 

a natural formation of an anterior subcapsular cataract in C57BL/6J mice, but this was only 

apparent at 16 months of age (Zhang et al., 2012). Interestingly, the cataract did not have the 

characteristics of a typical anterior subcapsular cataract such as aberrant epithelial cell 

proliferation, subcapsular plaques, or labelling with α-SMA. In examining the morphology of 

the lens, disruption of the underlying fibre cells was observed with large vacuoles present that 

were reminiscent of fibre cell swelling, tissue liquefaction, and fluid accumulation 

presumably explaining why xCT KO lenses were significantly heavier in weight at 9 and 12 

months of age compared to WT lenses. While the anterior subcapsular cataract was 

associated with advancing age, it cannot be ruled out that the background nuclear dot 

cataracts that were observed in WT and KO mice may not manifest into something more 

reminiscent of a nuclear cataract in mice older than 12 months of age.  

In investigating the molecular mechanisms associated with anterior subcapsular cataract, I 

found that CSH and GSH levels were maintained between the two genotypes, indicating that 
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xCT in the lens is not essential for overall GSH homeostasis. This is probably not surprising 

given that a number of alternative pathways exist that can compensate for the loss of xCT 

function. While these pathways will be detailed more in Chapter 9, it is known that the lens 

contains the molecular machinery to take up cysteine directly (Lall et al., 2008; Langford et 

al., 2015a; Lim et al., 2005; Lim et al., 2006; Lim et al., 2013), or synthesise cysteine via the 

transsulfuration pathway (Persa et al., 2004), so that other means for accumulating cysteine 

for GSH synthesis can be utilised or upregulated in the absence of xCT.  

Finally, it must be pointed out that because of the small size of mice lenses, GSH levels were 

quantified from whole lens homogenates. However, in hindsight, given the localised damage 

phenotype, it might be possible that there was a localised decrease of CSH or GSH levels in 

the anterior region of the lens. In support of this, it has been reported that exposure of one-

month-old mice to UV radiation resulted in a localised decrease of GSH in the lens 

epithelium that in turn led to the development of an anterior subscapular cataract (Zhang et 

al., 2012). Moreover, studies by others have indicated that lens epithelial GSH levels must 

drop more than 60% of normal before changes in epithelial function are elicited (Giblin, 

2000). Given that I found increased lipid peroxidation and oxidative damage to DNA in the 

epithelium, these findings suggest that local increases in oxidative stress, potentially induced 

by local depletion of GSH or an oxidative shift in the aqueous humour cystine/cysteine ratio, 

may be a contributing factor to cataract formation.  
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 The	effects	of	xCT	removal	on	the	Chapter	7.
retina;	in	vivo	and	in	vitro	assessments	

Having established that xCT is expressed in the retina (Chapter 3), and that the plasma and 

vitreous humour show increased levels of CSSC in the KO mice compared to the WT 

(Chapter 4), I next investigated the effects that the loss of xCT has on the retina. In this 

chapter, I describe how the loss of xCT affects the morphology, intracellular levels of GSH, 

and expression of oxidative damage markers in the retina, while in Chapter 8, I document the 

effects of xCT deletion on retinal function. Here I show that examination of the fundus 

revealed the presence of yellow drusen-like lesions that increased with age, but which 

appeared earlier in the KO compared to the WT. Using SD-OCT, these lesions were localised 

at the photoreceptor layer, which was unexpected given that typically drusen in humans are 

located at the RPE-Bruch’s membrane. Consistent with this finding, immunohistochemistry 

confirmed that these drusen-like spots did not co-localise with known drusen markers such as 

vitronectin, tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinases (TIMP3), and complement component 5 

(C5b-9). Intracellular CSH and GSH levels were unaffected by increasing age or removal of 

xCT, indicating that xCT is not critical for GSH homeostasis in the retina. However, protein 

carbonyls and the lipid peroxidation marker, 4-HNE, were significantly increased in the 6 

week KO retina compared to the WT. Localisation of 4-HNE labelling revealed increased 

staining in the OPL or photoreceptor-bipolar synaptic layer, suggestive of oxidative damage 

within an area important for neurotransmission. Taken together, these findings demonstrate 

that loss of xCT results in the early development of age-related lesions in the KO retina, and 

that in the young KO retina this may be attributed to increased lipid peroxidation of the 

photoreceptor synaptic terminals. In order to provide context for the results in this chapter, 
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before presenting my findings, I have summarised the current literature of the role of xCT in 

minimising oxidative stress in the retina, which is largely informed by in vitro studies.  

 Oxidative	stress	and	xCT	involvement	in	the	7.1.

maintenance	of	GSH	levels	in	the	retina	

The retina has a very high energy demand, particularly the photoreceptors and RPE, and 

mostly uses aerobic metabolism to produce sufficient quantities of ATP. Oxygen is delivered 

to the retina via a combination of the choroidal vasculature and the intraretinal vascular 

networks (Country, 2017), to ensure the high oxygen demands are met. As a consequence, 

this results in an environment in which the production of ROS is likely to be elevated, and 

where the level of substrates for oxidative damage are also likely to be increased. 

Specifically, the membranes of the photoreceptors are rich in polyunsaturated fatty acids, 

making these cells highly susceptible to lipid peroxidation (Beatty et al., 2000; Kaufman et 

al., 2011). The retina therefore contains an antioxidant defence system, which includes the 

antioxidant GSH, to protect it from ROS and subsequent oxidative damage. Studies have 

demonstrated the importance of GSH in the retina [Chapter 1; (Kurtz et al., 1996)]. For 

example, RPE cells were protected from injury by hydroperoxides following supplementation 

of GSH to the culture medium (Sternberg et al., 1993). GSH is also important for retinal 

function as it was shown that depletion of GSH by the addition of the oxidant diamide in the 

culture medium resulted in a latency of the receptor potential to peak in the rat retina 

measured by electrophysiological recordings (Winkler et al., 1983). Finally, GSH, through its 

ability to regenerate ascorbic acid, indirectly leads to generation of another antioxidant, α-

tocopherol, which has been shown to protect photoreceptors from lipid peroxidation (Tokarz 

et al., 2013).  
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In vitro studies have demonstrated the importance of xCT in cystine uptake and maintenance 

of GSH levels in mouse and canine RPE cells, rat Müller cells, and mouse RGC cells (Carpi-

Santos et al., 2018; Carpi-Santos et al., 2016; Dun et al., 2006; Gnana-Prakasam et al., 2009; 

Lall et al., 2008; Tomi et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2015). In several studies, induction of xCT 

expression by agents such as nitric oxide, diethyl maleate, or glucose in whole cultured 

retinas from the mouse and rat or isolated rat Müller cells resulted in increased cystine uptake 

and increased GSH levels (Carpi-Santos et al., 2016; Dun et al., 2006; Tomi et al., 2003). 

Conversely, inhibition of the transcription factor Nrf2, which reduces xCT expression, led to 

a reduction in GSH levels in cultured Müller cells (Wang et al., 2015). Thus, deletion of xCT 

would be expected to alter GSH levels in the retina and expose the retina to oxidative stress. 

To evaluate this, I started by examining the effects of xCT deletion on overall retinal 

structure. 

 Effects	of	loss	of	xCT	on	retinal	structure	7.2.

7.2.1. Fundus	examination	of	a	cohort	of	WT	and	KO	mice	with	age	

To determine if the loss of xCT leads to pathological changes in the retina, I initially 

examined the appearance of the fundus of the eye in a small cohort of WT and xCT KO mice 

as they aged at 6 weeks, 3-6 months, 9 months, and 12 months (these were the same cohort of 

mice that examined in Chapter 5 as part of the longitudinal study). At 6 weeks of age, the 

fundi of both WT and KO mice appeared to be unremarkable with no changes in the 

appearance of the retina and no lesions (Figure 7-1 A-B). At 3-6 months of age, 21% (3/14) 

WT and 31% (5/16) KO retinas developed small, discrete, whitish or yellowish lesions/spots 

that had a drusen-like appearance. However, the spots appeared to be higher in number in the 

KO compared to the WT retinas (Figure 7-1 C-D) and were not due to the rd8 mutation (see 

Methods section 2.3.3). By 9 months, it became very difficult to image the retina mainly due 
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to the corneal opacities (Chapter 5) that developed in both WT and KO animals. However, in 

25% (3/12) of WT and 54% (7/13) of KO retinas examined, one or more drusen-like spots 

were present. At this age, the number of spots appeared to increase in the KO, while in the 

WT the number of spots remained the same compared to 3-6-month-old mice (Figure 7-1 E-

F). By 12 months of age, very few fundi were examinable due to the anterior eye opacities, 

but 67% (6/9) WT and 77% (10/13) KO retinas were affected with one or more drusen-like 

spots (Figure 7-1 G-H). While it seems that loss of xCT results in the appearance of drusen-

like spots, which appear to increase as a function of age, I could not rule out the possibility 

that repeated exposure to high intensity light during the ocular examinations may have 

contributed to the increased severity of these spots. This observation might suggest that loss 

of xCT in KO mice made the retinas more susceptible to the development of pathologies 

induced by external triggers such as photo-radiation. In support of this, a study in which the 

retinas of SOD KO mice were examined, it was reported that the appearance of drusen-like 

spots increased with duration of light exposure (Imamura et al., 2006). Therefore, to be 

certain that the number of drusen-like spots were not a consequence repeated light exposure, I 

investigated changes in the retina using WT and KO mice at discrete ages that had not been 

previously subjected to an ocular examination. This would give a more reliable indication of 

the development of drusen-like spots in the KO mice with advancing age. 
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Figure 7-1. Longitudinal fundus examination of a cohort of WT and KO mice from 6 weeks to 12 months of age 
Mice were anaesthetised and retinas examined using the retinal camera to capture images of the fundus. Representative retinal images were taken of the same 
WT and KO mice at (A-B) 6wk, (C-D) 3-6m, (E-F) 9m, and (G-H) 12m of age. Arrowheads indicate examples of drusen-like spots that appear more severe 
with age in the KO mouse. 6wk: n=18 WT and 18 KO eyes; 3-6m: n=14 WT and 16 KO eyes; 9m: n=12 WT and 13 KO eyes; 12m: n=9 WT and 3 KO fundi.  
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7.2.2. Examination	of	retinal	health:	fundus	examination		

As a step towards identifying any retinal abnormalities between WT and KO mice, I captured 

fundus images of retinas in mice that had not previously undergone an eye examination and 

had therefore not been exposed to high intensity light.  

Figure 7-2 shows representative fundus images of retinas from WT and KO mice at 6 weeks, 

3-6 months, 9 months, and 12 months of age. Overall, most of the retinas appeared to have 

hypopigmented lesions (Figure 7-2, asterisks), while some retinas developed small, discrete, 

whitish or yellowish spots that resembled drusen; which will from now on be referred to as 

‘drusen-like spots’ (Figure 7-2, arrowheads). To distinguish the drusen-like spots from the 

hypopigmented lesions, they were each defined in the following way. If the spot was small, 

discrete, and yellowish/whitish they were defined as drusen-like spots. A hypopigmented 

lesion was defined as an area that was devoid of pigmentation and not well circumscribed. 

Although the presence of hypopigmentation was not specifically mentioned, they appear to 

be a common finding in the fundus of C57BL/6 mice (Pennesi et al., 2012a; Yin et al., 2014), 

while drusen-like spots have been reported in some mouse strains and older C57BL/6J mice 

(Aredo et al., 2015; Imamura et al., 2006; Luhmann et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2011). 

Therefore, as hypopigmentation was present in fundus images irrespective of either age or 

genotype they were considered an unremarkable finding, and the remainder of this section 

focuses on the characterisation of drusen-like spots.  

At 6 weeks of age, the majority of WT and KO fundi were unremarkable, though in a couple 

retinas (2/19 WT and 2/19 KO) drusen-like spot(s) were seen. Similarly, at 3-6 months, 9 

months, and 12 months of age, small, discrete yellow spots were present in both WT and KO 

mice. However, the number of WT and KO retinas with spot(s) (defined as prevalence) and 

the number of drusen-like spot(s) in a particular retina, differed with both age and genotype. 
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Therefore, I next analysed the drusen-like spots in WT and KO mice to get a better idea of 

prevalence and number of spots with increasing age or due to loss of xCT (Figure 7-3). 
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Figure 7-2. Fundus examination of WT and KO mice at four different age groups 
Mice were anaesthetised and the fundus examined and imaged using the Micron IV retinal camera to identify any changes in the retina. Representative retinal 
images of WT and KO retina at (A-B) 6wk, (C-D) 3-6m, (E-F) 9m, and (G-H) 12m of age. Asterisks highlight hypopigmented lesions. Arrowheads highlight 
drusen-like spots. 6wk: n=19 WT and 19 KO; 3-6m: n=19 WT and 19 KO; 9m: n=32 WT and 36 KO; 12m: n=20 WT and 20 KO fundi.  
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7.2.3. Assessment	 of	 prevalence	 and	 number	 of	 drusen‐like	 spots	 in	

WT	and	KO	mice	

Prevalence of drusen-like spots in WT and KO retinas 

Having identified drusen-like spots in both the WT and KO retina, I next determined the 

prevalence of spots between WT and KO retinas for each age group. From the fundus images, 

I counted the number of WT or KO retinas in which drusen-like spots were detected (Figure 

7-3 A). Since I was aware of the age and genotype of the mice, I realised it was possible that 

my results were subject to observer bias. Therefore as an extra control, I employed the help of 

Dr. Joanna Black, an optometrist (School of Optometry and Vision sciences, University of 

Auckland), who was masked to both age and genotype, to repeat the analysis with 

instructions to count only the drusen-like spots, which I defined in section 7.2.2. If a fundus 

image contained one drusen-like spot, it was considered a positive finding, as in a clinical 

setting observing one drusen spot would warrant further follow up.  

At 6 weeks of age, 16% of WT retinas and 33% of KO retinas exhibited drusen-like spot(s). 

At 3-6 months of age, there was no change in the number of WT retinas affected compared to 

the 6-week-old WT, but in the KO 48% of retinas now exhibited these drusen-like spot(s). At 

9 months of age, 60% of WT retinas and 67% of KO retinas contained spots. Interestingly, at 

12 months of age, only 45% of WT retinas contained spots, which was less than what was 

found at 9 months of age, while 75% of KO retinas contained spots (Figure 7-3 A). A similar 

trend was found by Dr. Black where the prevalence of spots increased both with age and due 

to the loss of xCT (Figure 7-3 B). For raw values, see Appendix E Table 10-14 

 

Number of drusen-like spots within WT and KO retinas 

In order to determine whether there was difference in the number of spots in WT and KO 

retinas, Dr. Black and I independently counted the number of spots in the retinas of WT and 
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KO mice, and these are presented as the average number of spots in WT versus KO retinas 

for each age group (Figure 7-3 C-D). 

Figure 7-3 C shows comparison of the number of drusen-like spots between genotype for 

each age group. At 6 weeks of age, an average of 1.3 spots was observed in either WT or KO 

retinas. At 3-6 months of age, this increased to 2 spots in the WT mice and 3 spots in the KO 

mice. At 9 months of age, I found a significant increase in the number of spots in the KO 

retina compared to the WT (Mann Whitney U-test: WT: 2 spots, KO: 4.4 spots; p=0.004). At 

12 months of age, no changes in the number of spots were seen in WT retina but an increase 

to 5 spots was seen in KO retinas, which was statistically significant (Mann Whitney U-test: 

p=0.02). A similar trend was found by Dr. Black where the number of spots remained similar 

in WT mice but increased in KO mice as a function of age, and a higher number of spots 

were seen in KO mice which was significantly increased at 9 months of age (Mann Whitney 

U-test: p=0.01; Figure 7-3 D). For raw values, see Appendix E Table 10-14. 

Although the prevalence and number of drusen-like spots differed slightly between my 

analysis and that of Dr. Black’s, overall, a clear trend was evident. While both WT and KO 

retinas exhibited drusen-like spots as early as 6 weeks, the prevalence of these spots was 

higher in the KO compared to the WT. Moreover, with increasing age, the prevalence and 

number of drusen-like spots was higher in the KO retinas compared to WT for each age 

group. At 9 months of age, the number of spots in the KO retina was significantly higher than 

the WT retina. Taken together, these findings indicate that loss of xCT is associated with 

accelerated formation of drusen-like spot(s) in the retina.  
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Figure 7-3. Assessment of prevalence and number of drusen-like spots  
Examination of fundus images taken with a retinal camera of WT and KO mice from four age groups 
was conducted to ascertain prevalence and number of drusen-like deposits by an (A,C) unmasked and 
(B,D) masked observer. (A-B) Prevalence of drusen-like spots in WT (blue) and KO (red) retinas 
from four age groups. (C-D) Average number of drusen-like deposits were counted in WT (blue) and 
KO (red) retinas from each age group. (C) Analysis by an unmasked observer showed a significant 
difference in the number of drusen-like spots between WT and KO mice at 9m (Mann Whitney U-
test: WT: p=0.004) and 12m (Mann Whitney U-test: WT: p=0.02) of age. (D) Analysis by a masked 
observer also showed a significant difference in the number of drusen-like spots between WT and KO 
mice at 9m (Mann Whitney U-test: WT: p=0.01) Unmasked observer: 6wk and 3-6m: n=19 WT and 
19 KO; 9m: n=32 WT and 36 KO; 12m: n=20 WT and 20 KO fundus. Masked observer: 6wk: n=16 
WT and 18 KO; 3-6m: n=18 WT and 18 KO; 9m: n=10 WT and 10 KO; 12m: n=10 WT and 10 KO 
fundi. *p<0.05, **p<0.01. 

7.2.4. Assessment	of	retinal	structure:	SD‐OCT	scan	

Next, to determine if loss of xCT resulted in any changes to retinal structure, SD-OCT 

images were aquired from the superior retina, central retina, and inferior retina to obtain 

retinal thickness measurements (Figure 7-4 A). In addition, SD-OCT was used to identify the 

location of drusen-like spots in the retina. 
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7.2.4.1. 	Retinal	thickness	

As retinal thickness has been shown to decrease in mice with a genetic mutation that lead to 

retinal degenerations affecting the retina (Albert-Fort et al., 2014; Thompson et al., 2012), I 

next determined if loss of xCT altered retinal thickness. As outlined in Methods section 2.4.6, 

I divided the fundus into five regions (Figure 7-4 A) and, using the inSight software, 

measured thickness from the inner limiting membrane (ILM) to the RPE layer in all five 

regions.  

Figure 7-4 shows the thickness of WT and KO retina at 6 weeks, 3-6 months, 9 months, and 

12 months of age for the central, superior, inferior, nasal, and temporal regions. It can be seen 

that for each region, no age-related changes were detected in retinal thickness between WT 

and KO retinas, consistent with another study which reported no change in overall thickness 

between 3-4 months and 12 months of age in C57BL/6 mice (Cunea et al., 2014). The retinal 

thickness measurements in this study ranged from 194 to 216 μm, were consistent with 

published studies, in which retinal thickness measured by SD-OCT for C57BL/6 mice ranged 

from 200 to 250 μm (Cunea et al., 2014; Ferguson et al., 2013; Li et al., 2001). In all regions, 

there were no differences in the retinal thickness between the WT and KO for each age 

group, indicating that loss of xCT does not affect retinal thickness. For raw values, see the 

Appendix E Table 10-15.  
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Figure 7-4. Measurements of retinal thickness  
(A) Schematic showing where the SD-OCT scans were taken in the superior, central, and inferior 
retina (white solid lines). The central region was further divided into three sub-regions: nasal, 
temporal, and central, where the central retina thickness was measured within the two dotted circles. 
The nasal and temporal were opposite for the right eye and the left eye. Retinal thickness was 
measured using the inSight software on WT and KO at the (B) central, (C) inferior, (D) superior, (E) 
nasal, and (F) temporal regions for each age group. Central, superior, nasal and temporal: 6wk: 
n=16 WT and 18 KO; 3-6m: n=20 WT and 18 KO; 9m: n=35 WT and 35 KO; 12m: n=18 WT and 19 
KO retinas. Inferior: 6wk: n=16 WT and 17 KO; 3-6m: n=13 WT and 17 KO; 9m: n=28 WT and 32 
KO; 12m: n=16 WT and 17 KO retinas.  
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7.2.4.2. Localisation	of	drusen‐like	spots	

To determine where the drusen-like spots were localised within the retina, WT and KO 

retinas were scanned with the SD-OCT across the area where drusen-like spots were present. 

This also allowed, more specifically, determination of whether drusen-like spots were 

localised to the RPE-Bruch’s membrane region where drusen are observed in humans and in 

SOD and Nrf2 KO mouse (Imamura et al., 2006; Khan et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2011),. 

Under SD-OCT, examination of drusen-like spots appeared as hyper-reflective areas located 

just above the RPE. In some cases, these dots appeared to protrude into the inner 

segment/outer segment (IS/OS) junction towards the outer nuclear layer (Figure 7-5 B’, E’, 

G’, H’; arrowheads). The location of these spots in the subretinal space within the 

photoreceptor layer did not coincide with the location of conventional drusen in humans seen 

in early age-related macular degeneration where the spots are typically located between the 

basal RPE and Bruch’s membrane. 
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Figure 7-5. Fundus examination and SD-OCT scans of WT and KO mice 
Fundi were scanned using the image-guided SD-OCT to acquire images of lesions in the retina. Representative fundus images of WT and KO retina with 
corresponding OCT-scan of (A-B) 6wk, (C-D) 3-6m, (E-F) 9m, and (G-H) 12m mice. SD-OCT images (A’-H’) of the drusen-like spots were captured by 
placing the green reference line at the region of interest. Arrowheads: indicate the location of drusen-like spots (region of interest) on the corresponding 
OCT. Insets: High magnification images of the drusen-like spots. 6wk and 3-6m: n=19 WT and 19 KO; 9m: n=32 WT and 36 KO; 12m: n=20 WT and 20 
KO fundi. 
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 Characterisation	of	drusen‐like	spots	using	molecular	7.3.

biomarkers		

The location of drusen-like spots in WT and KO mice in the subretinal space within the 

photoreceptor layer suggests that these spots may in fact not be drusen. It is known that in 

age-related macular degeneration and in oxidative stress mouse models, such as the SOD KO 

mouse where drusen have been identified, drusen deposits immunoreact with vitronectin, a 

plasma protein and component of the extracellular matrix (Hageman et al., 1999). Other 

markers of drusen are TIMP3, which regulates Bruch’s membrane turnover (Kamei et al., 

1999); and C5b-9, a complement protein factor complex that forms during inflammation 

(Seth et al., 2008). To determine whether drusen-like spots in KO mice were different to 

conventional drusen, 9-month-old KO retinas with multiple drusen-like spots were examined 

for the presence of these drusen biomarkers. Figure 7-6 A-B shows a representative fundus 

image of a 9 month retina that contained drusen-like spots and its corresponding SD-OCT 

image which shows this same spot located at the apical RPE protruding into the 

photoreceptor layer (Figure 7-6 A-B; arrowhead). Figure 7-6 C-D shows a representative 

image of DAPI (nuclei marker) and vitronectin labelling of the outer retina where no 

labelling was seen in the PhL or ONL. While it can be seen that vitronectin faintly labelled 

Bruch’s membrane (Figure 7-6 D; arrowhead), no labelling for vitronectin could be seen 

between the RPE and choroid where conventional drusen would typically be located. 

Similarly, Figure 7-6 E-F shows a representative image of DAPI and TIMP3 labelling of the 

outer retina, where no labelling was seen in the PhL or ONL. Although TIMP3 labelled the 

Bruch’s membrane (Figure 7-6 D; arrowhead), this labelling is consistent with the TIMP3 

labelling of Bruch’s membrane seen in retinas of older humans (Macgregor et al., 2009). 

Although the labelling of specific areas between the RPE cells and the choroid was intense, 

this did not coincide with any drusen-like spots in this area. Finally, Figure 7-6 G-H shows a 
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representative image of DAPI and C5b-9 labelling of the outer retina where no labelling was 

seen in the PhL or ONL. Here it can be seen that C5b-9 intensely labelled Bruch’s membrane 

(Figure 7-6 D; arrowhead), however, like vitronectin, no labelling of C5b-9 was seen 

between the RPE and choroid. Taken together, it appears that although there were areas of 

staining for vitronectin, TIMP3, and C5b-9 labelling along the Bruch’s membrane in the KO 

mouse retina, staining was not apparent in the area where drusen like spots were located 

(Imamura et al., 2006).  

Overall, in vivo assessments of the retinas of WT and KO mice at the four different age 

groups reveal that while loss of xCT appears to accelerate the formation of drusen-like spots 

in the KO compared to the WT retina, these spots are not typical of conventional drusen. 

However, these spots occur as part of the aging process in this strain of mice and their 

development and progression appears to be accelerated in the KO compared to WT retinas for 

each age group. Therefore, in the next section, I concentrated on identifying the mechanisms 

that might contribute to the appearance of these spots, with a focus on determining whether 

decreased GSH levels and increased oxidative stress may be a contributing factor to their 

formation.  
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Figure 7-6. Molecular characterisation of drusen-like deposits 
Detection of drusen-like spots in the retinas of 9m KO mice by SD-OCT was determined before mice were sacrificed, eyes enucleated, and eyecups fixed. 
The area encompassing the spot was carefully dissected, cryosectioned, and sections labelled with DAPI and drusen markers, and then imaged by confocal 
microscopy. (A) Representative fundus image of a 9m KO mouse showing drusen-like deposits (arrowheads). (B) OCT scan of fundus taken at the reference 
point (green line) where the drusen-like spot was detected (indicated by the larger arrowhead). Sections were labelled with DAPI (blue) and antibodies 
against drusen markers (green) for (C-D) vitronectin, (E-F) TIMP3, or (G-H) C5b-9. (C, E, G) Overview images encompassing the outer retinal layers. (D, 
F, H) High magnification images of the RPE, Bruch’s membrane, and choroid. ONL: Outer nuclear layer, PhL: Photoreceptor layer, RPE: retinal pigment 
epithelium. n=3 retinas. 
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 The	effects	of	loss	of	xCT	on	intracellular	CSH	and	GSH	7.4.

concentrations	

To determine the mechanisms that might contribute to accelerated drusen-like formation in 

the KO retina, I assayed whole retinal homogenates for CSH and GSH content to assess the 

oxidative status of the retinas. While previous in vitro studies conducted have shown that 

xCT is important in maintaining GSH levels, it was unknown whether xCT plays a similar 

role in vivo.  

7.4.1. Intracellular	CSH	and	CSSC	levels	

Figure 7-7 shows the intracellular CSH and CSSC levels in WT and KO mice for each age 

group. In WT and KO retinas, there were no significant changes in intracellular CSH levels 

with increasing age (Figure 7-7 A). In addition, there were no significant differences in 

intracellular CSH levels between WT and KO retinas for each age group (Figure 7-7 A). 

CSSC levels were much lower relative to CSH levels, and in some cases were undetectable, 

and did not differ between age for both WT and KO mice (Figure 7-7 B). CSSC levels were 

considerably lower than CSH levels with no obvious changes with age in WT and KO mice. 

Furthermore, no differences in CSSC levels were seen between WT and KO retinas. Taken 

together, these results suggest that loss of xCT does not affect intracellular CSH or CSSC 

levels. For raw values, see Appendix E Table 10-16. 
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Figure 7-7. Intracellular CSH and CSSC levels in the retina  
Supernatants collected from retinal homogenates were incubated in the presence or absence of TCEP 
and derivatised using MBrB to quantify total CSH (CSH+CSSC) and reduced CSH using LC-MS/MS. 
(A) Intracellular CSH concentrations for 6wk, 3-6m, 9m, and 12m mice WT (blue) and KO (red) 
mice and (B) intracellular CSSC concentrations for 6wk, 3-6m, 9m, and 12m WT (blue) and KO (red) 
mice. 6wk, 9m, and 12m: n=6 WT and 6 KO; 3-6m: n=13 WT and 13 KO. 
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7.4.2. Intracellular	GSH	and	GSSG	levels	

Figure 7-8 A shows the intracellular GSH levels in WT and KO mice for each age group. In 

the WT and KO, there were no significant changes in intracellular GSH levels with 

increasing age (Figure 7-8 A), a result similar to that found for intracellular CSH levels. 

Moreover, there was no significant change in GSH levels between WT and KO retinas for all 

age groups (Figure 7-8 A). A similar finding was also apparent for GSSG, with no significant 

changes in intracellular levels with increasing age in the WT or KO (Figure 7-8 B). In 

addition, no significant changes in GSSG levels were observed between WT and KO retinas 

for each age group (Figure 7-8 B). Taken together, these results suggest that loss of xCT does 

not affect intracellular GSH or GSSG levels, and suggests that compensatory mechanisms 

may be involved in maintaining GSH levels in the retina in the absence of xCT. For raw 

values, see Appendix E Table 10-16. 
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Figure 7-8. Intracellular GSH and GSSG levels in the retina 
Supernatants collected from retinal homogenates were incubated in the presence or absence of TCEP 
and derivatised using MBrB to quantify total GSH (GSH+GSSG) and reduced GSH using LC-
MS/MS. (A) Intracellular GSH concentrations for 6wk, 3-6m, 9m, and 12m mice WT (blue) and KO 
(red) mice. (B) Intracellular GSSG concentrations for 6wk, 3-6m, 9m, and 12m WT (blue) and KO 
(red) mice. 6wk, 9m, and 12m: n=6 WT and 6 KO, 3-6m: n=13 WT and 13 KO. 
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 The	effects	of	loss	of	xCT	on	oxidative	stress‐induced	7.5.

damage	to	DNA,	proteins,	and	lipids	

While intracellular GSH levels were maintained between the WT and KO retina, it is possible 

that the KO retina exhibits increased oxidative stress given that the surrounding environment 

(the plasma and vitreous humour) contains higher CSSC levels than WT, indicative of an 

oxidative shift in the CSSC/CSH ratio (see Chapter 4). Oxidative damage to the RPE and 

photoreceptors are often measured in terms of increased DNA damage, protein carbonyl 

formation, and lipid peroxidation products (Beatty et al., 2000; Imamura et al., 2006). Mouse 

models of oxidative stress, such as the SOD KO and the Nrf2 KO, exhibit drusen, contain 

higher levels of the DNA damage product, 8-oxoG, in the RPE (Imamura et al., 2006) and 

increased levels of protein oxidation (Zhao et al., 2011). In addition, rats exposed to high 

intensity light exhibit increased levels of lipid peroxidation of the photoreceptors (Wiegand et 

al., 1983). To investigate whether xCT KO retinas exhibited increased levels of oxidative 

damage to DNA, lipids, and proteins, I prepared whole retinal homogenates from WT and 

KO retinas, and measured protein carbonyl content and the lipid peroxidation product, 4-

HNE, using commercial ELISA-based assays. In addition, I localised 4-HNE and 8-oxoG 

oxidative stress markers in retinal sections, but unfortunately was not able to localise protein 

carbonyls as there were no commercial antibodies available.  

7.5.1. 	Quantitation	of	oxidative	stress	markers	

Protein carbonyls  

WT or KO retinal homogenates from each age group were measured for protein carbonyl 

formation. Figure 7-9 A shows that in the WT retina, there appeared to be a general trend in 

which protein carbonyl formation increases with age. In the KO retina, it was hard to identify 

a general trend with age, but protein carbonyl levels appeared similar at 6 weeks, 9 months, 
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and 12 months of age, with the exception of the 3-6 months age group where protein carbonyl 

levels were much lower compared to the other age groups. As a result, there was a significant 

increase in protein carbonyl levels from 3-6 months to 9 months of age in the KO retina (1.4-

fold increase, one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc analysis: p=0.05). Comparison of 

protein carbonyl content between genotypes revealed that at 6 weeks of age, protein 

carbonyls in the KO retina were significantly higher (2.6-fold increase, Mann Whitney U-

test: p=0.02) than the WT retina. However, at all the other age groups, there were no 

significant differences in protein carbonyl levels between WT and KO mice. For raw values, 

see Appendix E Table 10-17. 

4-HNE 

Figure 7-9 B shows 4-HNE levels in the WT and KO retinas of the four different age groups. 

In the WT retina, an age-dependent increase in 4-HNE levels was measured. 4-HNE levels 

increased 2-fold from 6 weeks to 3-6 months, 1.3-fold from 3-6 months to 9 months, and 1.8-

fold from 9 months to 12 months; although this increase was only statistically significant 

from 9 months to 12 months of age (one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc analysis: 

p=0.01). A similar age-dependent trend was also revealed in the KO retina, in which 4-HNE 

levels increased 1.4-fold from 3-6 months to 9 months and 1.8-fold from 9 months to 12 

months, although this was found to be statistically significant between 3-6 and 12 months of 

age (one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc analysis: p=0.007). Similar to protein carbonyl 

levels, 4-HNE levels in the 6 week KO retinas were significantly higher (2.4-fold increase, 

Mann Whitney U-test: p=0.002) than in the WT retina. For all other ages, 4-HNE levels were 

similar between WT and KO retinas. For raw values, see Appendix E Table 10-17. 
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Figure 7-9. Measurements of oxidative stress markers in the retina 
Supernatant of whole retinal homogenates were treated as per the instruction in the commercially 
available ELISA assay kits to quantify levels of (A) protein carbonyl and (B) 4-HNE from 6wk, 3-6m, 
9m, and 12m WT (blue) and KO (red) mice. (A) A significant difference was observed in protein 
carbonyl levels between 3-6m and 9m KO mice (ANOVA: p=0.05) and between 6 week WT and KO 
(Mann Whitney U-test: p=0.02). (B) A significant increase in 4-HNE concentration was noted from 
9m to 12m WT mice (ANOVA: p=0.01) and from 3-6m to to 12m KO mice (ANOVA: p=0.007). In 
the 6 week KO mouse, an increase in 4-HNE levels was noted when compared to age-matched WT 
mouse (Mann whitney U-test: p=0.002). 6wk, 9m, and 12m: n=6 WT and 6 KO; 3-6m: n=13 WT and 
13 KO. * p<0.05 or **p<0.01.  
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Taken together, these findings show a general trend in which oxidative stress markers 

increase with age, which is consistent with the literature (Beatty et al., 2000; Zhao et al., 

2011). However, it was only at 6 weeks in the KO that higher levels of oxidative damage to 

proteins and lipids were evident. This indicates that at young ages, loss of xCT appears to 

increase oxidative damage to proteins and lipids of the retina. Nevertheless, the lack of 

increased oxidative damage in KO retina up to 12 months of age may suggest that in these 

older mice, other antioxidant defence systems are sufficient to protect the retina from 

oxidative damage induced by loss of xCT. 

7.5.2. Localisation	of	4‐HNE	and	8‐oxoG	in	the	retina	

4-HNE 

In order to determine which regions of the retina were specifically affected by oxidative 

damage, I localised 4-HNE in WT and KO retinal sections of the different age groups. At 6 

weeks of age (Figure 7-10), 4-HNE labelling was very faint in the WT retinas. However, in 

the KO, 4-HNE labelling appeared to be stronger in the OPL, which supports the findings 

from the 4-HNE ELISA assay (Figure 7-10 A-B). By 3-6 months of age, 4-HNE labelling 

was detectable in the WT with labelling also apparent in the KO. However, labelling 

appeared more widespread compared to 6-week-old retinas, in which labelling was evident in 

the OPL, but also in the IPL and PhL (Figure 7-10 C-D). At 9 months and 12 months of age, 

for the WT and KO, labelling was more intense and detected in the GCL, IPL, OPL, and PhL. 

(Figure 7-10 E-F). These results suggest that there is an age-dependent increase in 4-HNE 

labelling, which was first detected in the OPL, and then extends to the other layers of the 

retina. At 6 weeks of age only, lipid peroxidation staining was greater in the KO compared to 

the WT, and this was localised specifically to the OPL which represents the photoreceptor-

bipolar synaptic layer. 
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Figure 7-10. Localisation of the oxidative stress marker 4-HNE in the retina 
Eyes of WT and KO mice were enucleated, retinas dissected, fixed, sectioned, and stained with 4-HNE antibodies (green). Representative images of WT and 
KO retinal sections of (A-B) 6wk, (C-D) 3-6m, (E-F) 9m, and (G-J) 12m mice. GCL: ganglion cell layer; IPL: inner plexiform layer; INL: inner nuclear 
layer; OPL: outer plexiform layer; ONL: outer nuclear layer; PhL: photoreceptor layer, RPE: retinal pigment epithelium. Arrowheads indicate stronger 
labelling in the OPL of 6wk KO mice than 6wk WT. n=3 retinas. 
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8-oxoG 

As I had observed an increase in 4-HNE levels in the 6 week retinas, I was interested in 

determining if other signs of oxidative damage were present in the retina. I labelled WT or 

KO retinal sections of the four different age groups with antibodies against 8-OxoG, a marker 

of DNA oxidative damage and counterstained the tissue with DAPI to visualise the different 

layers of the retina (Figure 7-11). In 6-week-old WT and KO mice, DNA oxidative damage 

in the retina was not detectable. However, with increasing age in both the WT and KO, 8-

oxoG labelling became more noticeable, and by 9 months and 12 months of age, 8-oxoG 

labelling was observed in discrete areas (Figure 7-11; green) localised to the upper and lower 

borders of the INL, reminiscent of blood vessels in the inner retina. This pattern was 

consistent with labelling of 8-oxoG in the retinas of adult ddY mice (Nakajima et al., 2008; 

Tsuruma et al., 2012). Comparison of labelling between WT and KO retinal sections for each 

age group revealed no obvious differences in 8-oxoG labelling. 
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Figure 7-11. Localisation of the oxidative stress marker 8-oxoG in the retina 
Eyes of WT and KO mice were enucleated, retinas dissected, fixed, sectioned, and labelled with DAPI (blue) and 8-oxoG (green). Representative images of 
WT and KO retinal sections of (A-B) 6wk, (C-D) 3-6m, (E-F) 9m, and (G-J) 12m mice. GCL: ganglion cell layer; IPL: inner plexiform layer; INL: inner 
nuclear layer; OPL: outer plexiform layer; ONL: outer nuclear layer; PhL: photoreceptor layer; RPE: retinal pigment epithelium. n=3 retina. 
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Overall, it appears that oxidative damage to protein and lipids is a progressive feature of 

aging. However, increased lipid peroxidation in the 6 week KO mice compared to WT 

suggests that loss of xCT increases the susceptibility of the young KO retina to oxidative 

damage. The source of this oxidative stress is unclear, given that GSH levels were 

maintained, but may be attributed to the elevated CSSC levels observed in the plasma, 

aqueous and vitreous humours in the KO. Nevertheless, the localisation of this damage to the 

OPL layer suggests that the synaptic terminals of photoreceptors could be targets of lipid 

peroxidation, and if so may affect neurotransmission and retinal function. Moreover, if xCT 

is involved in glutamate release and signalling, changes in retinal function would be expected 

in xCT KO mice. Finally, since the increased number of drusen-like spots in the 9 month KO 

cannot be attributed to oxidative damage, an unresolved question is whether the presence of 

these spots affects retinal function. 
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 Conclusion	7.6.

In vivo clinical examinations of WT and KO mice revealed no major differences in 

morphology or thickness of the retinas. At 6 weeks of age, WT retina were observed to 

contain drusen-like spots which increased in severity with age, indicating these spots to be a 

natural feature of the aging retina in this strain of mice (Aredo et al., 2015). However, the 

prevalence and severity of these spots was greater in the KO retina compared to the WT, 

indicating that loss of xCT accelerates the development of these lesions. It must also be 

considered a caveat, that this analysis was conducted by two observers only and one of them 

included myself. While there was general consensus between the observers, the study could 

be considered prone to bias and future studies will need to include more masked observers. In 

the longitudinal study, in which I repeatedly examined the fundi of a single cohort of WT and 

KO mice as they aged, the number of spots in the KO at 12 months appeared much greater 

than in my later study where mice were examined only once at discrete ages (Figure 7-1 H 

versus Figure 7-2 H). This suggests that loss of xCT might increase the susceptibility of the 

retina to external sources of stress such as photo-radiation to accelerate the development of 

these drusen-like spots. Close examination revealed these drusen-like spots to be distinct 

from conventional drusen, as these spots were located in the photoreceptor layer and did not 

co-localise with known drusen markers. While a few studies have been able to demonstrate 

that drusen-like deposits in SOD and Nrf2 KO mice are located in the RPE-Bruch’s 

membrane interface and label with conventional drusen markers (Imamura et al., 2006; Zhao 

et al., 2011), other studies in C57BL/6 mice have reported the presence of drusen-like spots 

in the photoreceptor layer (Aredo et al., 2015; Fletcher et al., 2014; Luhmann et al., 2009). In 

the latter studies, these spots were shown to be immunoreactive to markers of macrophages 

and microglial cells, and it has been proposed that these spots represent a collection of 

macrophages and microglial cells rather than RPE deposits, which was suggested to be a 
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scavenging phenotype to clear accumulated debris (Aredo et al., 2015). Given the localisation 

of drusen-like spots in the photoreceptor layer of xCT KO retina, it may be that these spots 

also represent macrophage and microglial cells, and so confirmation of these cell types would 

be of interest in future studies. Moreover, it will also be important to repeat these labelling 

studies on age-matched WT mice. While drusen markers did not coincide with drusen-like 

spots in the KO retina, they did label regions of the Bruch’s membrane, which may or may 

not suggest early signs of drusen development in the KO retina. 

In order to understand the underlying mechanisms involved in the development of these 

lesions, I investigated whether a decrease in GSH levels may be a contributing factor. 

However, GSH levels remained similar between WT and KO retinas, which at this stage was 

somewhat unsurprising given that GSH levels were maintained in both the KO cornea 

(Chapter 4) and KO lens (Chapter 5). Like the cornea and lens, studies have shown that the 

retina contains alternative mechanisms for the uptake of cysteine (via ASCT 1 and 2 ) 

(Akanuma et al., 2015; O’Brien et al., 2005) and the generation of cysteine via the 

transsulfuration pathway (Markand et al., 2013), which are most likely to be upregulated in 

response to lack of xCT. 

Interestingly, lipid peroxidation and protein carbonyls were significantly elevated in 6 week 

KO retinas compared to WT. In the 6 week KO, this damage was restricted to the OPL layer, 

the first synaptic layer of the retina. In the neurons of the brain, lipid peroxidation has been 

suggested to result in abnormal functioning of the cation channel in the postsynaptic neurons 

responsible for cell depolarisation (Bruce‐Keller, 1999). This suggests that oxidative damage 

in the OPL layer may affect cation channels that are responsible for neurotransmission and 

retinal function. Therefore, in the next chapter, I will investigate the effects of loss of xCT on 

retinal function using electroretinography.  
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 The	effects	of	xCT	removal	on	the	Chapter	8.
retina:	functional	assessments	

In the previous chapter, I found that with age, the prevalence and severity of drusen-like spots 

were higher in the KO mouse than WT at 9 months of age. Although there were no 

differences in GSH levels and oxidative stress markers between WT and KO in older retinas, 

young (6-week-old) KO retinas had increased protein carbonyls and 4-HNE levels. In 

addition, 4-HNE labelling in the synaptic OPL layer was stronger in the 6 week KO retinas, 

which could affect synaptic transmission. Therefore, to elucidate if these changes affect 

retinal function, I next conducted electroretinography (ERG) on 6 week and 9 month WT and 

KO mice to measure the electrical response of the photoreceptors and inner cells of the retina 

to a light stimulus. ERGs revealed no major differences in overall retinal function between 

WT and KO mice, but did show changes in the a-wave implicit times and may indicate 

impaired sensitivity of the photoreceptors or inner retinal cells in 6 week KO retinas 

compared to the 6 week WT. Moreover, the delay in implicit time for the 6 week KO retina 

was comparable to that of the 9 month WT retina, possibly suggesting a response that is more 

characteristic of an older retina. Finally, since there were no differences in a- and b- wave 

implicit time between 9 month WT and KO retina, this may point to evidence of neural 

adaptation in the photoreceptor synapses of the adult retina in the absence of xCT.  

Before presenting the findings, I will briefly discuss the neurotransmission process that takes 

place in the retina as well as summarise what is currently known about xCT in glutamate 

signalling in the retina.  
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 Glutamate	signalling	and	xCT	involvement	in	glutamate	8.1.

release	in	the	retina		

Glutamate is the major excitatory neurotransmitter in the retina, with photoreceptors, bipolar 

cells, and ganglion cells releasing glutamate to mediate the transfer of visual information 

from the retina to the brain. In the dark, a steady current in the photoreceptor is maintained 

mainly by an influx of Na+ and Ca2+ via the cation-selective cyclic guanosine monophosphate 

(cGMP)-gated channels, as well as by the Na+/Ca2+K+ exchanger in the outer segment (Yau, 

1994).An efflux of K+ via K+ channels and Na+/K+-ATPase in the inner segment maintains 

the main outward current. This steady flow of ions in the absence of light is known as the 

‘dark current’ and keeps the photoreceptors in a depolarised state. This depolarisation in turn 

results in an influx of Ca2+ via voltage-gated Ca2+ channels, sufficient to trigger the release of 

glutamate from vesicles, positioned at specialised docking sites within the synaptic ribbon 

(Suryanarayanan et al., 2006). The glutamate released into the synaptic space binds with 

metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs) on the post-synaptic ON bipolar neurons that 

close cation channels leading to hyperpolarisation of the neuron and inhibitory signal 

transmission (Gerber, 2003). Glutamate also binds to the ionotropic glutamate receptors 

(iGluRs) on post-synaptic OFF bipolar cells causing their depolarisation which promotes 

excitatory signal transmission (DeVries et al., 1999). In the presence of light, a G protein 

coupled signalling cascade is initiated via phototransduction that results in the activation of 

phosphodiesterase, reducing cGMP levels and causing the closure of the cGMP-gated ion 

channels stopping the entry of Na+ and Ca2+ ions. This leads to hyperpolarisation of the 

photoreceptor as K+ continues to flow out, and a reduction in Ca2+-dependent release of 

glutamate from the photoreceptor synaptic terminal. A decrease of glutamate binding to the 

mGluRs expressed in ON bipolar synapses and iGluRs in OFF bipolar synapses results in the 

depolarisation and hyperpolarisation respectively of ON and OFF bipolar cells that in turn 
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synapse with ganglion cells that relay visual information to the brain in the form of action 

potentials (Kaufman et al., 2011). 

 

Figure 8-1. Schematic highlighting the response of the retina to dark and light conditions  
(1) In the dark, Na+ and Ca2+ enter the outer-segment mainly via cGMP-gated ion channels causing 
the photoreceptor to depolarise. (2) At the pre-synaptic bouton, voltage-gated Ca2+ channels open in 
response to depolarisation (less negative cell membrane potential) leading to an influx of Ca2+ ions 
that result in glutamate release. Glutamate can either bind to iGluR receptors on OFF bipolar cells 
which result in depolarisation or mGluR in the ON bipolar cells causing the ion channels to close 
resulting in hyperpolarisation (more negative cell membrane potential). (3) Under light conditions, the 
phototransduction cascade is activated resulting in degradation of cGMP and subsequent closure of 
cGMP gated ion channels leading to hyperpolarisation of the photoreceptor. (4) This results in a 
reduction of glutamate release and hyperpolarisation of the OFF bipolar cells and depolarisation of the 
ON bipolar cells. Ganglion cells receive information from bipolar cells and transmit these signals to 
the brain in the form of action potentials.   
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In the retina, the Ca2+-dependent release of glutamate by photoreceptor cells is well 

recognised (Kaufman et al., 2011). However, in recent studies in nervous tissues the non-

vesicular release of glutamate via xCT has been shown to play an important role in 

modulating extracellular glutamate levels for neurotransmission, as well as providing tonic 

stimulation for mGluRs (Baker et al., 2002). By infusing the rat brain in vivo with an mGluR 

antagonist, an increase in extracellular glutamate was noted. However, simultaneous 

inhibition of xCT using (S)-4-carboxyphenylglycine (CPG) resulted in decreased levels of 

extracellular glutamate, confirming that basal release of glutamate in the synaptic space is 

maintained by xCT (Baker et al., 2002). Other studies using xCT KO mice have also shown 

that in the hippocampus and striatum, loss of xCT resulted in a decrease of glutamate levels 

by approximately 60-70%, suggesting that xCT is the primary source of extracellular 

glutamate (De Bundel et al., 2011; Massie et al., 2011). In the retina, Ca2+-independent 

glutamate release was observed when toad retinas were incubated in a Ca2+-depleted medium 

and a glutamate-mediated response of the inner retina continued during conditions expected 

to block the entry of calcium into their presynaptic terminals (Schwartz, 1986). Hu et al., 

(2008) demonstrated that this Ca2+-independent glutamate release was mediated via xCT. The 

addition of exogenous cystine to light-adapted isolated retina to induce glutamate release via 

xCT resulted in mGluR activation and closure of ion channels in ON bipolar cells, which was 

visualised by reduced labelling of the cation channel probe, agmatine (Hu et al., 2008). On 

the other hand, agmatine labelling was enhanced in OFF bipolar cells as a consequence of 

glutamate binding to iGluRs and the opening of ion channels. Interestingly, when CPG, an 

inhibitor of xCT, was administered to the cystine-supplemented medium, an increase of 

agmatine labelling was seen in ON bipolar cells. However, no labelling of agmatine was seen 

in OFF bipolar cells (Hu et al., 2011), indicating that xCT is able to modulate synaptic 

glutamate levels in the outer plexiform layer of the rat retina to affect retinal 
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neurotransmission and function. Therefore, in order to determine whether in vivo, retinal 

function is altered as a result of loss of xCT, ERGs were performed on WT and KO mice (for 

a review of the ERG see Appendix F: Section 10.6.1). 

 Electroretinography	results	8.2.

8.2.1. Mixed	a‐	and	b‐wave	amplitude	

Figure 8-2 A shows the representative ERG waveforms for the WT and KO animals. To 

generate an ERG waveform, the electrical response was recorded when the retinas were 

exposed to a brief flash of light with increasing stimulus strength. The light intensities varied 

from dim (-3.9,-2.9, and -1.9 log cd.s/m2) to bright (1.6, 1.8, and 2.1 log cd.s/m2) and evoked 

a response from the rods and/or cones dependent on the brightness of the stimulus as 

described in Methods 2.4.7.1.  

During preliminary experiments using ERG on WT and KO mice, the a- and b- wave 

amplitudes obtained at the higher light intensities were slightly lower than that previously 

reported in mice (Gresh et al., 2003; Nivison-Smith et al., 2014b; Saszik et al., 2002). A 

contributing factor was likely to be related to the body temperature; a drop in temperature by 

as little as a 0.6 °C has previously been known to be associated with a decrease in the ERG 

amplitudes (Weymouth et al., 2008). Despite trying to maintain body temperature with a 

heating pad and blankets (Weymouth et al., 2008), I noticed the development of reversible 

cold-cataracts, suggesting that even with additional heating methods, mice were still suffering 

from a loss of body temperature during anaesthesia. The formation of the cold cataract was 

unexpected, as they were not noted by other researchers who perform ERGs on rats. 

Nonetheless, the presence of this cataract would also affect the intensity of the light stimuli 

and may explain the decrease in a- and b-wave amplitudes. However, since groups of mice 
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were tested under identical conditions, they would experience similar alterations in 

amplitudes.  

Figure 8-2 B and C shows the isolated mixed a-wave and b-wave amplitudes obtained in WT 

and KO 6-week- and 9-month-old mice. There were no significant differences in the retinal 

response between age groups or genotypes. This indicates that the photoreceptor and post-

photoreceptoral activity were not affected by age, the increased oxidative stress in the 6-

week-old KO mice, or by the increase in drusen-like spots in the 9-month-old KO retina. For 

raw values, see Appendix F Table 10-18. 
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Figure 8-2. Mixed ERG a- and b-wave responses  
Mice were dark adapted for 12 hours and the response of the retina was measured under various light 
stimuli intensities using an ERG. (A) Representative mixed ERG waveforms for 6wk and 9m WT and 
KO mouse for intensities ranging from -3.9 to 2.1 log cd.s/m2.The a-wave is measured from the 
baseline to the trough of the waveform (arrow). The b-wave is measured from the trough of the a-
wave to the peak (arrowhead). (B) The average mixed amplitude of the a-wave response for 6wk WT 
(light blue) and KO (light red) and 9m WT (dark blue) and KO (red) at intensities ranging from -3.9 
to 2.1 log cd.s/m2. (C) The average mixed amplitude of the b-wave response for 6wk WT (light blue) 
and KO (light red) and 9m WT (dark blue) and KO (red) at intensities ranging from -3.9 to 2.1 log 
cd.s/m2. n=7-10/group.  
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8.2.2. Mixed	a‐	and	b‐	wave	implicit	time	

The ERG a-wave implicit time is the time taken for a-wave amplitude to peak and reflects the 

sensitivity of the photoreceptors to respond to a light stimulus while the b-wave implicit time 

is the time taken by the b-wave to peak and reflects the ability of the inner retina to respond 

to the signal transmitted from the photoreceptors.  

As no discernible a-wave was recorded at low intensity flashes (-3.9, -2.9, and -1.9 log 

cd.s/m2), the implicit time was not calculated. There were no differences in the a-wave 

implicit time with age and genotype under photopic conditions, but there was a significant 

delay in 9 month WT mice compared to the 6 week WT mice at light intensity of 0.1 log 

cd.s/m2 (two way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post-hoc test; p<0.0001; Figure 8-3 A). 

However, there were no differences in the a-wave implicit time between the 6 week KO and 

9 month KO mice (Figure 8-3 B). In addition, the a-wave implicit time was significantly 

delayed in the 6-week-old KO compared to age-matched WT mice at the same stimulus 

intensity of 0.1 log cd.s/m2 (two way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post-hoc test; p<0.0001; 

Figure 8-3 C). At 9 months of age, the a-wave implicit time was similar between WT and KO 

mice (Figure 8-3 D). As the difference in a-wave implicit time was only seen under mesopic 

or dim light, it may suggest that the ability of the retina to reach peak amplitude under these 

conditions was affected with age and loss of xCT in young mice. For raw values, see 

Appendix F Table 10-18. 

While there were significant differences in the b-wave implicit time with age and genotype at 

certain intensities [two way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post-hoc test, -3.9 log cd.s/m2 (6 

week KO vs 9 month KO: p=0.0081), -1.9 log cd.s/m2 (6 week WT vs 9 month WT: p=0.007; 

6 week KO vs 9 month KO p=0.001), and 2.1 log cd.s/m2 (9 month WT vs 9 month KO: 

p=0.008); Figure 8-3 E-H], no clear pattern was observed between WT and KO and 6-week- 
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and 9-month-old mice. Therefore, the overall b-wave implicit time or the time it takes for the 

inner retina to reach maximum amplitude was considered to be similar with age and 

genotype. For raw values, see Appendix F Table 10-18. 
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Figure 8-3. Implicit time of WT and KO mice  
Mice were dark adapted for 12 hours and the electrical activity of the retina was measured using ERG under various intensities of light stimuli. The implicit 
time or time taken for each wave to peak was plotted. The average implicit time was isolated for the mixed a-wave shown for (A) 6wk WT and 9m WT (B) 
6wk KO and 9m KO, (C) 6wk WT and KO, and (D) 9m WT and KO at intensities ranging from -3.9 to 2.1 log cd.s/m2. At 0.1log cd.s/m2, a significant 
increase in the implicit time was seen in (A) 9m WT mice (ANOVA: p< 0.0001) and (C) 6wk KO mice (ANOVA: p<0.0001) when compared to 6wk WT 
mice. The average implicit time of mixed b-wave shown for (E) 6wk WT and 9m WT, (F) 6wk KO and 9m KO, (G) 6wk WT and KO, and (H) 9m WT and 
KO at intensities ranging from -3.9 to 2.1 log cd.s/m2 where no clear trend was noted. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, or ***p<0.001. n=7-10/group. 
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8.2.3. Rod	PIII,	rod	and	cone	PII,	and	summed	oscillatory	potentials		

To better understand the overall activity of the photoreceptor and post-photoreceptoral cells, 

the a-wave and b-waves were further analysed at 2.1 log cd.s/m2 to isolate Granit’s PIII and 

PII responses based on the Hood-Birch equation (Weymouth et al., 2008) which generated 

the following parameters: 

1) The rod ‘fast’ PIII amplitude: Indicates the number of photoreceptors that activate 

phototransduction 

2) The rod PIII sensitivity: Indicates the rate of photoreceptor phototransduction kinetics  

3) Rod or cone PII amplitude: Indicates the function of the rod or cone ON bipolar cells 

(post-photoreceptoral activity)  

4) Rod or cone PII implicit time: Indicates the time taken for the rod or cone ON bipolar 

cells to reach its peak amplitude  

5) Oscillatory potential (OP) amplitude and implicit time: Indicates the function of the 

amacrine and ganglion cells  

This modelling method was adapted from previous published work (Guo, 2014; Guo et al., 

2016; Sun et al., 2007). 

The rod PIII amplitude did not change with age and was similar between WT and KO mice 

(Figure 8-4 A). While there was a decrease in the rod PIII sensitivity (1.2-fold) at 9 months 

compared with 6 week WT age, as well as a decrease (1.3-fold) in rod PIII sensitivity in 6 

week KO mice compared to 6 week WT mice, this was not significant. It has previously been 

reported that with age, a decrease in the rod sensitivity is seen along with loss of 

photoreceptors from 4 months to 2.5 years (Kolesnikov et al., 2010). Although these changes 

were not observed in this study, this decrease could be more pronounced in mice older than 9 

months of age. For raw values, see Appendix F Table 10-19. 
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Rod and cone PII amplitude and implicit times were similar between WT and KO mice and 

between age groups (Figure 8-4 C-F). Together, this indicates that the rod and cone post-

photoreceptor activity was not altered with age or genotype. The summed OPs amplitude and 

implicit time were also similar between age groups and genotypes (Figure 8-4 G-H), 

suggesting that the lateral inhibitions by the amacrine and ganglion cells, as well as, ON-

/OFF- bipolar cells were not altered in the KO mice. For raw values, see Appendix F Table 

10-19. 
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Figure 8-4. PIII, PII, and OP analysis 
The rod PIII, rod and cone PII, and OPs were isolated using the Hood and Birch equation from the 
ERG a- and b- waveforms at 6wk and 9m in WT (blue) and KO (red) mice. (A) Rod PIII amplitude, 
(B) rod PIII sensitivity, (C) rod PII amplitude, (D) rod PII implicit time, (E) cone PII amplitude, (F) 
cone PII implicit time, (G) summed OP amplitude, (H) summed OP implicit time plotted for each age 
group. n=7-10/group. 
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 Conclusion		8.3.

ERG analysis revealed no major changes in retinal a- or b-wave amplitude with age or 

between genotypes, indicating normal photoreceptor and post-photoreceptoral response. 

While an age-related decline in both the a- and b-wave amplitude had been reported in older 

mice, it was found that this typically occurred much later than 12 months of age (Kolesnikov 

et al., 2010). Furthermore, they also found a decrease in sensitivity as a function of age by 

direct measurement of the rod photoreceptor current via single-cell electrophysiology. While 

this reduction suggested possible changes in individual cell visual protein content, at the 

tissue level, the decline in sensitivity was enhanced by loss of photoreceptor density in aged 

mice (Kolesnikov et al., 2010; Liets et al., 2006). Although I did not conduct ERGs in the 12 

month age group to confirm that there is an age-related decline in sensitivity, this natural loss 

may explain why there were no differences in the a- and b- wave in 9-month-old mice. It is 

likely that the 9 month age group was too young to observe an age-related change which may 

be more apparent in an older age-group. While I did not observe a statistical decrease with 

age in rate of change of the phototransduction kinetics or rod PIII sensitivity, this is also 

known to decreased with age in humans (Birch et al., 2002) and monkeys (Jeffrey et al., 

2009).  

A significant delay in the a-wave implicit time was measured in the 6 week KO and the 9 

month WT retinas when compared to the 6 week WT retina (Figure 8-3) at 0.1 log cd.s/m2
. As 

the a-wave implicit time is intruded by the onset of the b-wave (Hood et al., 1990b), this 

delay might indicate an impaired post-synaptic response under low light levels with age and 

loss of xCT and testing the ERG response at more mesopic light intensities might shed more 

light on this hypothesis.  
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While the changes in the a-wave implicit time at low light levels could not be confirmed to be 

the result of loss of xCT, it has been suggested that basal release of glutamate via xCT may 

modulate the sensitivity and clustering of the postsynaptic glutamate receptors (Augustin et 

al., 2007; Moran et al., 2003). In the hippocampus, it has been shown that glutamate released 

via xCT regulates glutamatergic synapse strength by reducing the number of postsynaptic 

AMPA receptors (Williams et al., 2014). Therefore it is possible that xCT plays a similar role 

in the retina. However, this role cannot be elucidated by ERG alone and additional functional 

studies such as cation channel permeability or glutamate upload into the photoreceptors will 

need to be conducted.  
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 Conclusions	and	significance	Chapter	9.

In order to eluidate the role of xCT in the eye, I have employed the use of a global xCT KO 

mouse, in which xCT expression was lacking in tissues that normally expressed xCT. While 

xCT expression had previously been investigated in the eye using immunolabelling, this was 

done in different species, and in studies in mice, the xCT KO mouse was never used as a 

control to verify expression and localisation patterns obtained by antibody labelling. While 

previous studies have investigated the in vitro role of xCT in the eye using cultured cell lines, 

to my knowledge, this is the first study elucidating the in vivo role of xCT in the eye. In this 

thesis, I was able to identify and map xCT in the cornea, lens, and retina, and demonstrate 

that loss of xCT not only results in an oxidative shift of the cysteine/cystine balance in 

plasma, but also in the ocular fluids of the eye. In addition, I showed that the lens and retina 

exhibit distinct age-related pathologies in both WT and KO mice, but which often appeared 

earlier and more frequently in the KO, suggesting that age-related eye pathologies advance 

more rapidly as a result of loss of xCT. While GSH levels remained largely unaffected by 

loss of xCT, increased levels of lipid peroxidation were measured in the retina, and in this 

tissue oxidative damage may play a contributing factor to the delayed reponse of the 

photoreceptors to light. The major findings of my thesis are summarised below. 

Chapter 3: Identification and localisation of system xc- in ocular tissues 

 xCT protein expression was confirmed in the WT cornea, lens, and retina using 

western blotting by observing specific bands that were absent in the KO mouse.  

  xCT distribution in the cornea was restricted to the epithelial layer, with no labelling 

detected in the stroma and endothelial layer. 
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 xCT distribution in the lens was restricted to the apical-apical interface of the 

epithelium and cortical fibre cells, with fainter labelling in the inner cortex and an 

absence of labelling in the core.  

 Developmental studies show that xCT was expressed in the primary fibre cells and 

epithelium of the embryonic lens, but xCT expression in the lens centre was lost and 

significantly decreased postnatally in the lens epithelium by three weeks of age, 

indicating that xCT expression is dynamic and presumably linked to the different 

needs of the lens at different developmental stages. 

 xCT distribution in the retina was unable to be confirmed due to strong antibody 

labelling for xCT in the KO retina. 

Chapter 4: The effects of loss of xCT on the extracellular fluids 

 Plasma, aqueous humour, and vitreous humour CSH levels do not vary with age, but 

CSSC levels increase with age in the WT mouse. 

 Plasma, aqueous humour, and vitreous humour CSH levels were similar between WT 

and KO mice for all age groups, while CSSC levels were higher in the KO mice 

relative to WT mice for all age groups. 

 The plasma, aqueous humour, and vitreous humour CSSC/CSH ratios were higher in 

the KO mouse relative to WT for all age groups, which is indicative of an oxidative 

shift in the extracellular environment. 

Chapter 5: The effects of xCT removal on the cornea  

 Corneas were transparent in WT and KO mice at all four age groups. A slight corneal 

haze was present in both WT and KO mice at 9 and 12 months of age. 
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 Punctate epithelial erosions were present in WT and KO mice for each age group, but 

the severity was significantly higher in the 12 month KO mice relative to WT.  

 An age-dependent decrease in GSH levels was detected in the cornea for WT and KO 

mice. 

 GSH levels were significantly lower in 6 week KO mice compared to WT. At 3-6 

months of age, GSH levels were similar between WT and KO corneas and remained 

so at 9 and 12 months. 

 There were no differences in the labelling of oxidative stress markers of DNA 

damage, 8-oxoG, and the lipid peroxidation marker, 4-HNE.  

 Mice that were subject to repeated ocular examination and contact procedures 

developed significant opacities in the cornea that were exacerbated in the KO, 

indicating that KO corneas may be more susceptible to damage from external triggers. 

Chapter 6: The effect of xCT removal on the lens 

 Both WT and KO mice developed anterior subcapsular cataract which increased in 

severity with age.  

 The prevalence and severity of cataract was higher in KO lenses than in the age-

matched WT lenses.  

 The anterior subcapsular cataract was atypical, with no evidence of an epithelial 

mesenchymal transition or subcapsular plaques. 

 Morphology studies demonstrated that the anterior subcapsular cataract was a result 

of anterior lens fibre swelling and liquefaction.  

 GSH levels were maintained with age and did not differ between WT and KO lenses. 
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 Levels of the oxidative stress markers, protein carbonyls and 4-HNE, were similar 

between the WT and KO mice, except at 9 months of age where 4-HNE levels were 

higher in the KO than WT lenses.  

 4-HNE labelling was localised to the epithelium and cortical fibre cells, and staining 

intensity was similar between WT and KO mice, with more intense labelling being 

observed in the areas surrounding the anterior subcapsular cataract. 8-oxoG labelling 

was restricted to the epithelium, with stronger staining evident in the KO relative to 

WT lenses.  

Chapter 7 and 8: The effects of xCT removal on the retina 

 Both WT and KO mice developed drusen-like spots in their retinas as they aged, 

indicating that these spots are a natural feature of aging in this mouse strain.  

 Drusen-like spots developed earlier and occurred more frequently in KO retinas 

relative to WT, suggesting accelerated aging in the retinas from KO animals.  

 The location and composition of drusen-like deposits were atypical of conventional 

drusen.  

 GSH levels were maintained with age and did not differ between WT and KO.  

 Protein carbonyl content increased with age and was significantly higher in the 6 

week KO retina compared to WT, but remained similar at all other age groups. 

 4-HNE levels increased with age and significantly increased in the 6 week KO retina 

compared to the WT. 

 4-HNE labelling was more intense in the OPL layer of the 6 week KO retina.  

 8-oxoG labelling increased with age but staining intensity was similar between WT 

and KO, even at 6 weeks of age.  
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 ERGs showed no difference in the photoreceptor layer and post-photoreceptor activity 

with age or with genotype. 

 A delay in the a-wave implicit time was seen in 6 week KO mice when compared to 

age-matched WT animals at low light levels. 

 A delay in the a-wave implicit time was seen in 9 month KO mice when compared to 

6 week WT animals at low light levels. 

In the remainder of this chapter, I will discuss the in vivo roles of xCT identified through my 

study in maintaining extracellular cysteine/cystine redox balance, providing cystine for GSH 

homeostasis, and glutamate export, and in the process, I will outline additional future work 

that is required to strengthen our understanding of the roles of xCT in the eye. Finally, I will 

discuss the suitability of the xCT KO mouse as a model to study the aging eye and age-

related eye diseases. 
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 The	role	of	xCT	in	maintaining	extracellular	9.1.

cysteine/cystine	redox	balance	in	the	eye	

The role of xCT in maintaining an extracellular redox balance was first demonstrated by Sato 

et al., (2005) in 8-10-week-old xCT KO mice, in which the loss of xCT led to no changes in 

cysteine levels, but increased cystine levels in the plasma that resulted in an oxidative shift in 

the cystine/cysteine ratio. In this study, I was able to validate Sato’s results by demonstrating 

that xCT KO mice exhibited an oxidative shift in the cystine/cysteine ratio from as young as 

6 weeks of age and was maintained through to 12 months of age. Moreover, I was able to 

demonstrate that this oxidative shift was reflected in the ocular humours of the xCT KO mice, 

demonstrating for the first time that xCT plays an important role in maintaining 

cysteine/cystine redox balance in the eye. 

While the plasma cysteine/cystine redox state is mimicked in the aqueous and vitreous 

humours, it is interesting to speculate as to which tissues contribute to cysteine/cystine redox 

balance in the eye. In the aqueous humour, it is unlikely to be the cornea, since xCT was 

localised to the epithelium, and not the endothelium. However, it is possible that the cornea 

may be involved in mediating cysteine/cystine balance in the tear film of the eye, although 

this was not investigated in this study and could be examined in the future. The two most 

likely tissues for mediating cysteine/cystine redox balance in the aqueous humour are the lens 

and the ciliary body. Because of the small size of the mouse ciliary body, I did not perform 

RT-PCR or western blot experiments to examine xCT expression in the ciliary body, as it 

would have required an excessive amount of tissue to be pooled together. However, in my 

sectioning of the eye to obtain corneal sections, I noticed that these sections often contained 

the ciliary body, and so I was therefore able to image the ciliary body alongside the cornea. 

These images are presented in Appendix G, Figure 10-3, and show that xCT was expressed in 
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the non-pigmented epithelium, the layer that interfaces with the aqueous humour. This pattern 

of xCT expression was similar to that reported in the rat ciliary body (Li et al., 2013). The 

location of xCT in the ciliary body and lens suggests that these tissues may work together to 

maintain the cysteine/cystine redox balance, although the relative contributions made by each 

tissue is unclear. The generation of a lens-specific xCT conditional KO mouse would be a 

way, albeit an expensive one, of determining the contribution made by the lens to the 

maintenance of the cysteine/cystine redox balance in the aqueous humour.  

It was interesting to observe that the cystine/cysteine ratio was also altered in the vitreous 

humour, given that the vitreous is generally perceived as a stagnant tissue that is not 

continuously replenished like the aqueous. However, emerging evidence has shown that the 

vitreous acts as an oxygen sink and contains high levels of ascorbate and as such, consumes 

oxygen and protects the lens from cataract (Beebe et al., 2014). Therefore, the vitreous is a 

more biologically active tissue than previously regarded. Although I was not able to 

definitively localise xCT in the mouse retina due to the specificity of the xCT antibodies, 

other studies have demonstrated that xCT is present and functional in the retina using 

aminoadipic acid, a selective substrate for xCT (Pow, 2001). Functional studies which looked 

at cystine uptake using xCT inhibitors indicate xCT to be expressed in Müller cells (Kato et 

al., 1993; Tomi et al., 2003). Furthermore, xCT activity has also been shown in the retinal 

ganglion cells (Dun et al., 2006). Both these retinal cell types interact with the vitreous 

(Reichenbach et al., 2013) and thus, along with the posterior surface of the lens, may be 

involved in maintaining vitreous cysteine/cystine redox balance.  

Overall, it appears that xCT plays a role in maintaining cysteine/cystine redox balance in the 

eye. Loss of xCT causes an oxidative shift in the ocular humours reminiscent of advanced 
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aging, which is supported by my findings that in xCT KO animals the lens and retina develop 

age-related pathologies earlier than is observed in WT animals.  
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 The	role	of	xCT	in	maintaining	glutathione	levels	in	the	9.2.

eye	

The lens and retina both exhibited age-related pathologies that were induced earlier in the 

KO, and were exacerbated in the KO compared to the WT. The oxidised environment 

surrounding the tissues of the eye, coupled with the in vitro evidence that xCT is important 

for maintaining GSH levels in a variety of ocular tissues (Carpi-Santos et al., 2018; Carpi-

Santos et al., 2016; Dun et al., 2006; Gnana-Prakasam et al., 2009; Ishimoto et al., 2011; 

Kranich et al., 1996; Lall et al., 2008; Langford et al., 2015a; Langford et al., 2010; Sagara et 

al., 1993; Sasaki et al., 2002; Shih et al., 2006; Tomi et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2015), 

indicates that a loss of xCT in vivo should result in GSH depletion, thereby providing a 

mechanistic link to explain the early onset of cataract in the lens and the increased incidence 

of drusen-like spots in the retina.  

However, this in fact was not the case, and GSH levels were maintained between WT and KO 

lenses and retinas for each age group. These findings are not unique to the eye, as similar 

levels of GSH were also seen in the liver, kidney, cerebrum, cerebellum, hippocampus, 

thymus, and spleen of WT and xCT KO mice (De Bundel et al., 2011; Sato et al., 2005). This 

indicates that GSH levels are able to be maintained despite loss of xCT, and that alternative 

mechanisms must be mobilised within the different tissues of the eye to ensure GSH levels 

are maintained. While these pathways have not yet been investigated in the KO mice, it is 

possible that a variety of systems are upregulated to compensate for loss of xCT function in 

the eye.  

One alternative cystine uptake pathway would be the Na+-independent high-affinity cystine 

transporter, b0,+AT, which in the kidney is known to reabsorb dibasic amino acids and cystine 

in exchange for neutral amino acids (Wagner et al., 2001). This transporter, which is 
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expressed in the kidney, small intestines, brain stem, and spinal cord (Wagner et al., 2001), 

may be utilised to take up cystine, although its expression in the lens and retina has not been 

investigated to date. Another possibility is the uptake of cysteine via the amino acid 

transporters Alanine-Serine-Cysteine-Threonine transporter 1 and 2 (ASCTs), System L 

Amino acid Transporter 2 (LAT), and the Excitatory Amino Acid Transporter 1-3 (EAAT) 

(Chen et al., 2003; Lewerenz et al., 2013; Shanker et al., 2001; Wagner et al., 2001). ASCT 1 

and 2 have been identified in the rat and human lens, and salamander retina (Lim et al., 2006; 

Lim et al., 2013; O’Brien et al., 2005), and LAT 2 in the rabbit retina (Atluri et al., 2008), 

although the affinity for transporting cysteine via ASCTs and LATs is low (Chen et al., 

2003). While EAAT 1-3 are more known for their role in glutamate uptake, these EAAT 

isoforms have a higher affinity for cysteine uptake, especially in neurons (Chen et al., 2003; 

Lewerenz et al., 2013; Shanker et al., 2001). In the eye, EAAT 1-3 have been shown to be 

expressed in human and rat corneas (Langford et al., 2010; Yoganandarajah et al., 2017), 

human and rat lenses (Lim et al., 2005; Lim et al., 2013), and in human retinal pigment 

epithelial and Müller cells (Lall et al., 2008; Langford et al., 2015a). In human corneal and 

lens epithelial cells, and retinal pigment epithelial cells, inhibition of EAATs reduced GSH 

levels by 10-25% (Lall et al., 2008; Langford et al., 2015a; Langford et al., 2015b), indicating 

the EAATs are a source of cysteine for GSH synthesis. Cysteine can also be accumulated by 

intracellular synthesis from methionine and serine by the transsulfuration pathway. The rate 

limiting enzyme cystathione-β-synthase (CβS) is known to be expressed in human and 

porcine corneas, lenses, and retinas (Persa et al., 2006; Persa et al., 2004), and CβS 

expression in human lens epithelial cells was increased in the presence of H2O2,
 indicating 

that cysteine synthesis can be enhanced under conditions of oxidative stress (Persa et al., 

2004). It is also possible that tissues could take up GSH directly from the ocular humours. 

Putative GSH transporters have been identified in the rat corneal endothelium (Li et al., 2012; 
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Umapathy, 2015) and lens epithelium (Li et al., 2010), and more recently, the mouse lens has 

been shown to take up GSH from the vitreous humour (Whitson et al., 2016), although the 

identity of this transporter remains unknown. Finally, studies have implicated that nuclear 

factor erythroid 2 (Nrf2), a transcription factor which is activated under oxidative stress 

conditions, upregulates a number of different antioxidant defence systems, including enzymes 

involved in GSH synthesis (Lu, 2009) and glutathione regeneration (Ma, 2013). Whether 

Nrf2 is upregulated in KO tissues to maintain GSH levels will be worth investigating in the 

future. While further work is required to identify the contributions of these pathways in the 

mouse cornea, lens, and retina, it is clear that multiple pathways may be involved in 

maintaining GSH homeostasis (summarised in Figure 1-5), which may explain why there 

were no significant differences in GSH content between WT and KO ocular tissues.  

In preliminary studies in our laboratory, a PhD student, Mr Luis Knight, has started to 

examine whether localised changes in GSH levels occur in the different tissues of the xCT 

KO mouse. In studies on the 6 week WT and KO mice, he has localised and quantified GSH 

in the different retinal layers (Knight, 2017) using silver-intensified immunogold labelling, a 

method developed and optimised to measure amino acid content in the retina (Kalloniatis et 

al., 1996). Preliminary results indicate a significant decrease of GSH in the outer nuclear 

layer of the KO retina relative to the age-matched WT (Knight, 2017). Although further 

experiments are required to localise xCT in the retina either directly or indirectly (as 

mentioned in Chapter 3), this suggests that loss of xCT may result in localised changes to 

GSH levels in the photoreceptor layer that would not have been detected using whole retinal 

homogenates. This may indicate that depletion of GSH in the photoreceptors may contribute 

to the increased lipid peroxidation detected in the outer plexiform layer (Chapter 7), and 

consequently the observed delayed post-photoreceptoral response to low light (Chapter 8). 

Future work is necessary to determine whether localised changes in GSH could occur in the 
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lens, since the damage phenotype in the KO lens is confined to a discrete region within the 

lens. A localised change may provide a mechanistic link to account for the localised 

pathologies observed in the lens as a result of loss of xCT.  

Taken together, it appears that while xCT is not essential for overall GSH homeostasis, it 

may be important for maintaining GSH levels in specific regions of the lens or retina. While 

this would be consistent with the localised distribution of xCT in the lens (Chapter 3), it also 

may suggest that xCT is expressed and functional in the photoreceptor layer of the retina. 

Loss of xCT in these regions would therefore lead to localised oxidative damage that 

accelerated the progression of distinct pathologies within the lens and retina. 
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Figure 9-1. Proposed mechanisms involved in the maintenance of GSH homeostasis in the eye 
Since GSH is an important antioxidant in the eye, a number of pathways are most likely employed to 
ensure GSH levels are maintained. (1) Cystine (CSSC) uptake: In the absence of xCT, cystine may 
be taken up by b0,+AT. (2) Cysteine (CSH) uptake: Cysteine uptake transporters EAAT1-3, ASCT 1-
2, and LAT 2 accumulate cysteine for GSH synthesis. (3) Cysteine synthesis: cysteine can be 
synthesised from methionine and serine via the transsulfuration pathway. (4) GSH uptake: GSH may 
be taken up directly from the tear fluids, aqueous humour, or vitreous humour by GSH transporters. 
(5) Regeneration of GSH: Glutathione reductase (GR) recycles GSSG to maintain GSH levels in the 
cell. (6) Upregulation of GSH synthesis: Under oxidative stress conditions, Nrf2 migrates to the 
nucleus where it upregulates the transcription of antioxidant defence genes involved in GSH 
synthesis: γ-glutamylcysteine synthetase (γ-GCS), GSH synthetase (GS), and GR.  
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 The	role	of	xCT	in	glutamate	export	and	glutamate	9.3.

neurotransmission	in	the	retina		

Since xCT has been proposed to play an important role in basal release of glutamate in 

specific regions of the brain, it seemed plausible that loss of xCT would impact on retinal 

function. Interestingly, while there were no major differences in retinal function between WT 

and KO retinas; there was a slight delay in the a-wave implicit time in 9 month WT and 6 

week KO retinas compared to 6 week WT retinas under low light level. This is likely to 

reflect the ability of the ON-bipolar cells to respond to light and may suggest that the loss of 

xCT impacts on glutamate signalling in the outer plexiform layer. Mr Luis Knight has 

recently quantified glutamate immunoreactivity in the different layers of the 6 week WT and 

KO retinas, and shown a significant increase in glutamate labelling in the outer nuclear and 

outer plexiform layers of KO relative to WT retinas, indicating an accumulation of glutamate 

within the photoreceptor presynaptic neuron is occurring in response to the loss of xCT-

mediated glutamate release (Knight, 2017). However, more studies are required to fully 

elucidate the functional significance of xCT in the photoreceptor synapse. In a series of 

elegant experiments, Hu et al., (2008) demonstrated in cultured retinas that xCT modulates 

glutamatergic neurotransmission between the photoreceptors and bipolar cells, using a cation 

channel probe, agmatine, to visualise the effects of activation and inhibition of xCT-mediated 

glutamate release in ON and OFF bipolar cells. It is possible to now replicate these 

experiments in the KO mouse to compare the effects of xCT-mediated glutamate release on 

ON and OFF bipolar cells in vivo.  

While further work is required which may also include the use of the multifocal ERG, my 

initial findings indicate that xCT most likely plays multiple roles in the retina in controlling 

local GSH levels to minimize oxidative stress in the photoreceptor synapse, and in 
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maintaining basal release of glutamate from the photoreceptor terminal (Figure 9-2). As a 

result, loss of xCT transporter function will not only expose the retina to oxidative damage 

but will also impair glutamate signaling at the first synaptic layer of the retina.  
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Figure 9-2. Proposed roles for xCT in the retina 
Emerging roles for xCT in the retina include (1) export of basal levels of glutamate in the synaptic space that complements the established Ca2+-dependent 
vesicular release of glutamate, and (2) uptake of cystine and the conversion to cysteine for synthesis of GSH. Maintenance of GSH levels are important as it 
indirectly protects lipid membranes from oxidative damage by recycling ascorbic acid (AA) from dehydroascorbic acid (DHA) to regenerate α-tocopherol (α-
TOC). Part of the diagram is adapted from Servier Medical Art which is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License  
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 The	xCT	KO	mouse	as	a	model	of	aging		9.4.

Since we are faced with an increasing ageing population, research efforts have focused on 

identifying the molecular mechanisms involved in maintaining normal ocular structure, 

function, and physiology, in order to gain a better understanding of how this may change with 

advancing age and/or disease. Research with human tissue offers the best possibilities of 

designing therapies to delay or prevent age-related diseases in the eye that are effective in 

humans. Unfortunately, there are a myriad of difficulties associated with working with human 

donor tissue. This includes the limited availability of human tissues, the narrow age range, 

post-mortem delay between death and tissue processing, and the inherent variability between 

donors (genetic variation, systemic disease, cause of death, and exposure to environmental 

risk factors). Consequently, this has led researchers to turn to animal models to investigate 

the mechanisms underlying corneal degeneration, cataract formation, and age-related macular 

degeneration, and to use these models to test the efficacy of therapies for their potential use in 

delaying age-related eye disease in humans.  

A number of different animal models used to study ageing and age-related diseases include 

rats, fish, monkeys, dogs, and naked mole rats. However, the most frequently used model is 

the mouse (Mitchell et al., 2015) due to its shorter life span, convenience of breeding, control 

of environmental factors, and most importantly, the ease of genetic manipulation (Flurkey et 

al., 2007; Mitchell et al., 2015). While the availability of mice models to study age-related 

eye diseases is limited, certain models have been utilised to investigate the molecular 

mechanisms involved in the age-related onset of diseases in the cornea, retina, and lens 

[reviewed in (Fletcher et al., 2014; Harkema et al., 2016; Lim et al., 2016; Pennesi et al., 

2012b; Ramkumar et al., 2010)], with some of these models exhibiting similar phenotypes to 

the xCT KO mouse. For example, the inbred senescence accelerated mouse (SAM) exhibits 
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accelerated ageing and the early onset of a cortical cataract (Harkema et al., 2016; Lim et al., 

2016). While not an anterior subcapsular cataract, electron microscopy revealed early 

degenerative changes in the epithelial cells located at the anterior pole which may reflect a 

reduced viability in the lens epithelium, leading to the eventual liquefaction of cortical fibre 

cells (Nishimoto et al., 1993). Similar changes were also seen in the lenses of the xCT KO 

mouse, with liquefaction of the anterior pole of the lens and increased signs of DNA 

oxidative damage in the lens epithelium. Two substrains of Emory mice, which also exhibit 

signs of accelerated aging, develop cataract at 5-6 months (early cataract strain) and 6-8 

months [late cataract strain; (Kuck, 1990; Takizawa et al., 1986)]. These cataracts increase in 

severity with age, and initially appear in the lens superficial cortex before progressing into 

the deep anterior cortex, and ultimately to complete lens opacification. The late onset cataract 

in Emory mice also exhibit several biochemical changes that include decreased GSH levels 

and increased lipid peroxidation. There are a number of other examples [reviewed by (Lim et 

al., 2016)], but it is interesting that in these age-related models of cataracts, just like the xCT 

KO mouse, cataracts first appear in the lens periphery.  

Several mouse models of age-related cataract and age-related macular degeneration have also 

been established by disrupting the balance between oxidative stress and antioxidant 

protection. Mice deficient of key antioxidant enzymes, such as the SOD KO mouse, develop 

age-dependent degeneration of the retina including the presence of drusen, choroidal 

neovascularisation, retinal pigment epithelium dysfunction, and reduction of the a- and b-

wave amplitudes. These mice also develop early onset cortical cataract, but with no changes 

in GSH levels or protein carbonyl content (Olofsson et al., 2012). In Nrf2 KO mice, where 

the master regulator of endogenous antioxidant protection (Nrf2) is deleted, pathological 

features of human age-related macular degeneration, which include drusen deposition, age-

related degeneration of RPE, increased RPE auto-fluorescence, development of spontaneous 
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choroidal neovascularisation, and a moderate decrease of a- and b-wave amplitudes, are 

observed (Zhao et al., 2011).  

The xCT KO mouse is an interesting model, as genetic deletion of xCT causes an oxidative 

shift of the plasma reminiscent of that seen in aging humans. In the eye, the loss of xCT 

results in an oxidative shift of the aqueous and vitreous humours, and results in the early 

onset of pathologies in the lens and retina. While no changes were seen macroscopically in 

the cornea, closer examination of the corneal endothelium would be of interest to determine 

whether signs of age-related corneal endothelial degeneration such as polymorphism, 

polymegathism, and decreased cell density are apparent in xCT KO corneas. Furthermore, the 

development of anterior subcapsular cataract in the lens and drusen-like deposits in the 

photoreceptor layer in aging C57BL/6 mice (Aredo et al., 2015; Moore et al., 2018; Zhang et 

al., 2012), and their accelerated development in xCT KO mice, demonstrate the xCT mouse 

to be an excellent model for accelerating aging in the mouse eye.  

As might be expected from an animal model, the xCT KO mouse does not display the exact 

age-related changes in the lens and retina as humans. The most common form of age-related 

cataract in humans is a nuclear cataract, which is a steady, continuous process, giving rise to 

a uniform, homogeneous opacity characterised by specific depletion of GSH in the lens core 

[reviewed by (Lim et al., 2016; Michael et al., 2011)]. However, cortical cataract is also a 

type of age-related cataract that is observed in humans, which involves a discontinuous 

process in which progression typically occurs in an asymmetrical, stepwise manner. It is 

associated with an increase in membrane permeability of the lens cells with age, that leads to 

an increase in internal Na+ and Ca2+ ion content and overhydration [reviewed by (Michael et 

al., 2011)]. While clinically, xCT KO mouse do not exhibit a cortical cataract per se, 

morphologically there are features that are reminiscent of human cortical cataract, including 
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disruption of cortical fibre cells, liquefaction, and an increase in lens wet weight. Age-related 

changes in the retina in humans are seen as drusen deposits, which are the hallmark of early 

age-related macular degeneration (Nivison-Smith et al., 2014a). These deposits are an 

accumulation of cellular waste, and are located within the RPE-Bruch’s membrane space, 

which is different from the location of the spots in aging C57BL/6 (WT) mice and in xCT 

KO mice. Thus, the location and composition of these deposits in the WT and xCT KO mice 

needs further investigation. While the SOD and Nrf2 KO mice develop deposits within the 

RPE-Bruch’s membrane (Imamura et al., 2006; Zhao et al., 2011), some mice models of 

retinal degeneration show ‘drusen-like’ deposits that are located in the photoreceptor-RPE 

layer, and contain macrophages and microglial cells that are thought to clear cellular debris 

(Aredo et al., 2015; Luhmann et al., 2009; Mattapallil et al., 2012; Pennesi et al., 2012b). It 

has been speculated that this difference may be due to the fact that mice and humans recycle 

the photoreceptors in a different manner; in which mice transport cellular waste in a more 

apical direction, while humans transport cellular waste towards the basal RPE (Fletcher et al., 

2014). It can also not be overlooked that an important difference between the human and 

mouse retina is the absence of a macula lutea in mouse (Treuting et al., 2011). Degenerative 

retinal changes are therefore expected to have a different distribution pattern in mice. While 

some mouse models of age-related macular degeneration and aging show features of age-

related retinal degeneration, currently, there is not a single mouse model that develops all the 

features of age-related macular degeneration in humans.  

Nevertheless, while there is no perfect model in mice for replicating all of the features of 

aging in the human eye, the xCT KO mouse offers a unique way to accelerate aging in the 

rodent eye by altering the extracellular redox environment. This provides a valuable tool with 

which to further dissect the pathways that are altered with age and with disease progression 
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and may be a useful model to explore strategies that aim to restore the cysteine/cystine redox 

balance, and delay or prevent the onset of age-related eye diseases. 

 Significance	9.5.

In New Zealand, two-thirds of individuals over the age of 60 suffer from an age-related eye 

disease (Taylor et al., 2010). While cataract is the more common disease in this age group 

(World Health Organization, 2014), age-related macular degeneration affects one in seven 

individuals over the age of 60 (Macular Degeneration New Zealand, 2018). Together, these 

conditions lead to severe vision loss if not monitored or treated, and of the 12,000 people 

registered with the New Zealand Blind Foundation, at least 50% suffer from either cataracts 

or macular disease (Blind Foundation, 2015). While cataracts are easily removed via surgery, 

the wait times in developed countries can range anywhere from 3 to 13 months (Mojon-Azzi 

et al., 2006; Riley et al., 2001). The average waiting list in New Zealand is approximately 

four months, with 17,000 publicly-funded cataract operations performed each year. However, 

the total number of cataract surgeries is closer to double this number when private surgeries 

are included, with one estimate of the national cataract expenditure at $120 million per year 

(Taylor et al., 2010). Age-related macular degeneration on the other hand is even more 

debilitating for the individual as there is no current treatment that will fully restore vision. 

Furthermore, the treatment for wet age-related macular degeneration is an intravitreal 

injection which needs to be administered every four weeks, which causes anxiety and fear in 

patients (Chua et al., 2009). While there is a huge economic burden, there is also a large 

social cost to the individual with a loss of independence, a sense of isolation, and depression 

(Casten et al., 2004). Moreover, it has been reported that loss of vision increases the risk of 

falls and leads to a higher mortality rate (Campbell, 2005). 
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It has been predicted that delaying the onset of age-related eye diseases by 10 years will 

significantly reduce the costs, risk of falls, and improve the quality of life of our growing 

elderly population (Brian et al., 2001). Given our increasing aging population, there is an 

urgent need to identify therapeutic strategies to prevent or even delay the onset of age-related 

eye diseases. 

In this regard, the xCT mouse is an excellent model of accelerated aging in the mouse eye 

and could be used to test interventions in the future that could delay the onset of age-related 

eye diseases. An interesting finding was that changes in the plasma were reflected in the 

aqueous and vitreous humours, and while further work is required, it opens up the tantalising 

possibility that a simple blood test could be used as an indirect, ‘non-invasive’ indicator of 

redox balance in the eye. While it is known that in humans plasma cystine levels increase 

while cysteine levels decrease with increasing age, it is known that this oxidative shift is also 

associated with a number of other pathologies (Go et al., 2011; Hack et al., 1998; Iyer et al., 

2009) including diabetic retinopathy, where an oxidative shift in the cystine/cysteine ratio is 

also measured in human aqueous and vitreous humours (Kunikata et al., 2017). This suggests 

that individuals who show signs of plasma redox imbalance atypical of their age might be at 

risk of onset of an ocular disease, thus providing a therapeutic window to restore 

cysteine/cystine redox balance to prevent or delay the onset of disease. 

While further investigation is needed to fully understand the role of xCT in the eye, this study 

has opened up a number of further areas to explore. It is hoped that in the future a better 

understanding of the aging eye will take us one step further towards developing 

pharmaceutical or nutraceutical therapeutic agents that ideally will prevent the onset of age-

related eye diseases, thereby fulfilling the age old saying that prevention is better than cure. 
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 Appendix	Chapter	10.

 Appendix	A:	Chapter	3	supplement	10.1.

10.1.1. Identification of system xc- at the transcript level: polymerase chain 

reaction 

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was conducted by Ms. Ivy Li to determine gene expression 

of xCT and 4F2hc. Brain, cornea, lens, and retina were extracted from three-week-old WT or 

xCT KO mice and total RNA was isolated using TRIzol™ reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific 

Inc) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Complementary DNA (cDNA) synthesis was 

synthesized from 5 μg total RNA mixed with 50 μM oligo(dT)20 in 8 μL final reaction 

volumes. The RNA was denatured at 65 °C for five minutes, immediately placed on ice to 

cool, and then combined with 2× First-Strand Reaction Mix and SuperScript III/RNaseOUT 

Enzyme Mix (Life Technologies) for cDNA amplification. Synthesized cDNA (0.5–1 μL) 

were added to separate PCR mixtures containing final concentrations of 1× PCR buffer, 2.5 

mM MgCl2, 0.25 mM dNTPs, 0.05 U/μL Platinum Taq Polymerase (Life Technologies), and 

0.2 μM sense and antisense primers. All primers were synthesized and purified by Life 

Technologies. The DNA polymerase was heat activated at 94 °C for two minutes prior to 

PCR cycling. PCR amplification was performed as follows: denaturation at 94 °C for 30 

seconds, annealing at 55 °C for 45 seconds, extension at 72 °C for 45 seconds for 25 cycles, 

and a final extension at 72 °C for 10 minutes. Amplified PCR products were analyzed by 

electrophoresis on a 1.6% w/v agarose gel containing SYBR™ Safe (Life Technologies, 

California, USA) and visualized using an UV illuminator. PCR bands were subsequently 
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extracted and the DNA sequenced. The primer sets were adapted from Gnana-Prakasam et 

al., (2009) and the expected sizes of PCR products are listed in Table 10-1. 

Table 10-1. PCR primer pair sets for xCT and 4F2hc 

Gene 
Product 

GenBank 
accession 
number 

Expected 
PCR 

product 
size 

Sense 5’ to 3’ Antisense 5’ to 3’ 

xCT 
#AB02234

5 
394 

AAGTGGTTCAGACG
ATTATCAG- 

AAGAAACGTGGTAG
AGGAATG 

4F2hc BC065173 149 
CTCCCAGGAAGATT
TTAAAGACCTTCT 

TTCATTTTGGTGGCT
ACAATGTCAG 

10.1.2. Results 

Having previously genotyped and verified the absence of xCT in the KO mouse colonies (see 

Methods section 2.3.2), the next task was to confirm the presence of system xc- at the 

transcript level in the WT mice, and the absence of xCT in the xCT KO mice in the cornea, 

lens, and retina. As system xc- is made up of 4F2hc (heavy subunit) and xCT (light subunit), 

both transcripts were screened in the WT and xCT KO mice. Ms Ivy Li from the MVL 

conducted RT-PCR to amplify the mRNA expression of xCT and 4F2hc in the three-week-

old WT and KO corneas, lens, and retina using specific primers [Table 10-1; (Gnana-

Prakasam et al., 2009)]. xCT is present at the transcript level in the mouse brain of WT and 

absent in the xCT KO mice (De Bundel et al., 2011; Massie et al., 2011; Sato et al., 2005), 

whole brain PCR products were also amplified and used as a positive control. 

In the brain (Figure 10-1 A), xCT was present at the transcript level in the WT mice, and was 

absent in the KO mice, which we used as our negative control. 4F2hc was present in both the 

WT and KO mice as the heavy chain is not specific to system xc-, and anchors other 

transporters such as LATs and ASCTs (Wagner et al., 2001). In the cornea (Figure 10-1 B), 

lens (Figure 10-1 C), and retina (Figure 10-1 D), xCT was also present at the transcript level 
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in the WT mice and absent in the KO mice. 4F2hc was present in both WT and KO mice. 

This also confirmed the validity of the genotyping done on whole animals.  

Unexpectedly, we found that the product bands ran higher in all tissues at 425 bp for xCT and 

160 bp for 4F2hc in the brain, cornea, lens, and retina in WT mice. To confirm validity, PCR 

bands were extracted and DNA sequenced and found to be identical to the sequences 

contained in GenBank, confirming xCT and 4F2hc to be present at the transcript level in the 

cornea, lens, and retina of the WT mice. 
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Figure 10-1. Identification of system xc- at the transcript level in the eye of WT and KO mice 
mRNA products were amplified using RT-PCR for xCT (394 bp) and 4F2hc (141 bp) from the (A) 
brain, (B) cornea, (C) lens, and (D) retina. Transcripts for xCT were confirmed in the WT brain and 
detected in the cornea, lens, and retina; while no products were detected in the xCT KO (A-D left 
panels). Transcripts for the ubiquitous 4F2hc were detected in the WT and KO brain, cornea, lens, 
and retina (A-D right panels). Brain: n=1; cornea, lens, and retina n=10. 
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 Appendix	B:	Chapter	4	supplement		10.2.

10.2.1. Plasma, aqueous humour, and vitreous humour cysteine and cystine levels, and CSSC/CSH ratio 

Table 10-2. Plasma cysteine and cystine levels and CSSC/CSH ratios 

Plasma 
6wk 3-6m 9m 12m 

WT KO WT KO WT KO WT KO 

CSH (µM) 1.97 ± 0.62 1.72 ± 0.53 4.56 ± 0.49 4.07 ± 0.24 2.44 ± 0.29 2.76 ± 0.52 3.01 ± 0.32 3.77 ± 0.28 

CSSC (µM) 52.40 ± 8.80 84.52 ± 5.98 75.62 ± 5.05 106.60 ± 5.52 79.68 ± 5.26 123.90 ± 9.83 66.42 ± 5.26 112.40 ± 6.70 

CSSC:CSH 26.56:1 49.28:1 16.59:1 26.22:1 32.70:1 44.91:1 22.04:1 29.85:1 

 

Table 10-3. Aqueous humour cysteine and cystine levels and CSSC/CSH ratios 

Aqueous 
humour 

6wk 3-6m 9m 12m 
WT KO WT KO WT KO WT KO 

CSH (µM) 1.09 ± 0.34 0.71 ± 0.23 2.60 ± 0.64 1.80 ± 0.43 1.02 ± 0.30 2.14 ± 0.64 2.66 ± 0.57 2.05 ± 0.43 
CSSC (µM) 2.29 ± 0.53 8.10 ± 1.43 8.30 ± 0.73 15.62 ± 1.10 6.85 ± 1.11 18.56 ± 2.55 7.86 ± 1.03 16.14 ± 1.64 
CSSC:CSH 2.09:1 11.41:1 3.19:1 8.67:1 6.72:1 8.66:1 2.95:1 7.88:1 

 

Table 10-4. Vitreous humour cysteine and cystine levels and CSSC/CSH ratios 

Vitreous 
humour 

6wk 3-6m 9m 12m 

WT KO WT KO WT KO WT KO 

CSH (µM) 0.31 ± 0.03 0.36 ± 0.08 4.47 ± 1.07 2.10 ± 0.36 2.60 ± 1.25 3.88 ± 1.08 2.25 ± 0.67 1.76 ± 0.62 

CSSC (µM) 5.11 ± 1.39 11.01 ± 4.76 7.47 ± 1.30 15.45 ± 2.05 5.80 ± 2.55 10.30 ± 1.84 9.08 ± 2.20 10.16 ± 1.62 

CSSC:CSH 16.43:1 30.58:1 1.67:1 7.37:1 2.23:1 2.66:1 4.04:1 5.77:1 
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 Appendix	C:	Chapter	5	supplement	10.3.

10.3.1. In vivo cornea analysis  

Table 10-5. NaFl analysis, corneal thickness, and intraocular pressure measurements 

 
6wk 3-6m 9m 12m 

WT KO WT KO WT KO WT KO 

NaFl grading 3.9 ± 0.1 3.8 ± 0.1 3.4 ± 0.2 3.7 ± 0.2 3.8 ± 0.1 3.9 ± 0.1 3.4 ± 0.2 3.9 ± 0.1 

NaFl staining intensity 20.2 ± 2.9 22.5 ± 2.2 17.5 ± 2.7 23.7 ± 3.2 19.1 ± 1.5 26.0 ± 2.8 20.8 ± 10.9 30.7 ± 3.6 

Cornea thickness (μm) 111.1 ± 2.5 111.6 ± 2.0 116.8 ± 2.0 110.6 ± 2.3 116.8 ± 1.8 119.4 ± 2.0 118.3 ± 1.9 122.1 ± 1.7 

IOP (mmHg) 18.4 ± 0.8 18.6 ± 0.7 16.3 ± 0.8 17.8 ± 0.9 14.3 ± 0.6 14.7 ± 0.5 16.3 ± 0.6 16.5 ± 0.5 

 

10.3.2. Quantification of corneal CSH, CSSC, GSH, and GSSG levels 

Table 10-6. Corneal CSH, CSSC, GSH, and GSSG levels 

 
6wk 3-6m 9m 12m 

WT KO WT KO WT KO WT KO 

CSH (μmol/g) 
0.012 ± 
0.002 

0.014 ± 
0.004 

0.013 ± 
0.007 

0.010 ± 
0.002 

0.013 ± 
0.004 

0.012 ± 
0.006 

0.012 ± 
0.006 

0.015 ± 
0.004 

CSSC (μmol/g) 
0.027 ± 
0.008 

0.011 ± 
0.002 

0.005 ± 
0.002 

0.010 ± 
0.002 

0.007 ± 
0.002 

0.008 ± 
0.003 

0.0051± 
0.001 

0.015 ± 
0.007 

GSH (μmol/g) 0.30 ± 0.04 0.17 ± 0.02 0.06 ± 0.01 0.07 ± 0.01 0.12 ± 0.03 0.07 ± 0.03 0.03 ± 0.01 0.10 ± 0.02 

GSSG (μmol/g) 0.15 ± 0.03 0.13 ± 0.04 0.25 ± 0.01 0.21 ± 0.03 0.16 ± 0.03 0.09 ± 0.02 0.15 ± 0.04 0.17 ± 0.03 
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10.3.3. Quantification of corneal oxidative stress markers 

Table 10-7. Signal intensity of 8-oxoG labelling in the cornea  

Central cornea 
6wk 3-6m 9m 12m 

WT KO WT KO WT KO WT KO 

Epithelium 3.7 ± 2.3 4.3 ± 1.5 1.2 ± 0.2 1.1 ± 0.4 2.5 ± 0.3 2.0 ± 0.4 6.5 ± 1.8 5.0 ± 2.7 

Stroma 1.4 ± 0.8 1.6 ± 0.5 7.5 ± 1.1 6.1 ± 1.8 10.3 ± 0.5 7.8 ± 1.3 15.6 ± 2.4 11.7 ± 1.0 

Endothelium 2.2 ± 1.3 2.7 ± 0.9 2.4 ± 0.5 2.1 ± 0.9 2.5 ± 0.4 1.7 ± 0.4 6.3 ± 0.6 2.8 ± 0.4 

Peripheral cornea WT KO WT KO WT KO WT KO 

Epithelium 4.2 ± 1.7 5.1 ± 2.0 2.1 ± 0.5 1.4 ± 0.3 2.5 ± 0.2 1.6 ± 0.1 8.7 ± 3.4 2.7 ± 0.4 

Stroma 3.2 ± 2.1 2.8 ± 1.2 7.7 ± 1.5 6.1 ± 0.8 10.2 ± 1.4 7.1 ± 1.0 22.1 ± 5.3 11.63 ± 1.3 

Endothelium 3.4 ± 1.6 3.7 ± 1.4 3.0 ± 0.8 1.8 ± 0.2 1.8 ± 0.3 1.6 ± 0.4 3.7 ± 0.8 3.1 ± 0.4 
 

Table 10-8. Signal intensity of 4-HNE labelling in the cornea  

Central cornea 
6wk 3-6m 9m 12m 

WT KO WT KO WT KO WT KO 

Epithelium 3.1 ± 0.4 4.3 ± 1.1 3.8 ± 0.6 4.2 ± 1.0 6.5 ± 0.5 5.1 ± 0.5 9.2 ± 1.0 6.2 ± 1.0 

Stroma 0.4 ± 0.2 0.4 ± 0.2 1.7 ± 0.2 2.5 ± 0.3 2.0 ± 0.2 2.1 ± 0.2 2.4 ± 0.3 1.7 ± 0.4 

Endothelium 1.5 ± 0.5 1.3 ± 0.6 1.2 ± 0.1 2.5 ± 0.6 2.3 ± 0.1 1.8 ± 0.2 3.1 ± 0.4 2.3 ± 0.3 

Peripheral cornea WT KO WT KO WT KO WT KO 

Epithelium 3.8 ± 0.5 4.2 ± 1.0 4.4 ± 0.5 3.2 ± 0.5 6.8 ± 0.4 4.9 ± 0.5 9.2 ± 1.0 7.5 ± 1.1 

Stroma 0.6 ± 0.2 0.3 ± 0.04 1.5 ± 0.1 1.7 ± 0.3 1.7 ± 0.2 2.0 ± 0.2 2.6 ± 0.4 2.0 ± 0.4 

Endothelium 1.7 ± 0.3 1.4 ± 0.4 1.7 ± 0.2 1.3 ± 0.3 2.0 ± 0.4 2.8 ± 0.7 2.2 ± 0.5 3.1 ± 0.7 
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10.3.4. Prevalence of cornea lesions  

Table 10-9. Prevalence of corneal lesions as a result of repeated contact procedures 

 
6wk 3-6m 9m 12m 

WT KO WT KO WT KO WT KO 

Prevalence of lesion 
0/20 0/20 4/12 9/17 7/12 15/17 8/12 15/17 

0% 0% 33.3% 52.9% 58.3% 88.2% 66.7% 88.2% 
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 Appendix	D:	Chapter	6	supplement	10.4.

10.4.1. In vivo lens analysis 

Table 10-10. Prevalence and severity of cataractous lesions  

 
6wk 3-6m 9m 12m 

WT KO WT KO WT KO WT KO 

Prevalence of 
dot cataract 

16/17 18/18 15/16 12/14 26/28 19/20 18/20 17/18 
94.1% 100% 93.7% 85.7% 93.0% 95.0% 90% 94.4% 

Average number of dots 6.4 ± 0.5 4.3 ± 0.5 3.5 ± 0.7 5.8 ± 0.7 4.4 ± 0.5 4.4 ± 0.5 4.5 ± 0.5 3.4 ± 0.4 

Prevalence of 
 cataract 

2/17 2/18 11/19 14/14 25/30 30/30 20/20 19/20 
11.7% 11.1% 57.9% 100% 83.3% 100% 100% 95% 

Anterior cataract area  
(x10-3 mm2) 

5.66 ± 
3.60 

18.50 ± 
8.50 

33.63 ± 
8.45 

49.29 ± 
12.94 

113.20 ± 
12.05 

156.33 ± 
14.07 

102.50 ± 
12.18 

116.5 ± 
19.1 

10.4.2. In vitro lens analysis 

Table 10-11. Lens weight 

 
6wk 3-6m 9m 12m 

WT KO WT KO WT KO WT KO 

Weight of lens (mg) 
4.66 ± 
0.27 

4.23 ± 
0.35 

7.10 ± 
0.34 

6.69 ± 0.44 7.85 ± 0.18 8.26 ± 0.09 7.97 ± 0.20 
8.51 ± 
0.18 
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10.4.3. Quantification of lens CSH, CSSC, GSH, and GSSG levels 

Table 10-12. Lens CSH, CSSC, GSH, and GSSG levels  

 
6wk 3-6m 9m 12m 

WT KO WT KO WT KO WT KO 
CSH (μmol/g) 0.46 ± 0.08 0.60 ± 0.12 0.40 ± 0.04 0.38 ± 0.04 0.34 ± 0.06 0.28 ± 0.06 0.45 ± 0.07 0.49 ± 0.08 
CSSC (μmol/g) 0.03 ± 0.05 0.00 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.00 0.01 ± 0.01 0.00 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.00 
GSH (μmol/g) 2.71 ± 0.44 3.87 ± 0.64 4.55 ± 0.30 4.34 ± 0.36 3.49 ± 0.60 3.44 ± 0.66 4.62 ± 0.51 4.79 ± 0.53 

GSSG (μmol/g) 0.12 ± 0.10 0.02 ± 0.02 0.04 ± 0.02 0.16 ± 0.07 0.08 ± 0.05 0.12 ± 0.06 0.00 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.00 

10.4.4. Quantification of lens oxidative stress markers 

Table 10-13. Lens protein carbonyls and 4-HNE levels 

 
6wk 3-6m 9m 12m 

WT KO WT KO WT KO WT KO 
Protein 

carbonyls 
(pmol/mg 
of protein 

78.44 ± 3.70 90.97 ± 4.77 106.10 ± 9.56 100.10 ± 6.88 
104.70 ± 

12.70 
73.45 ± 

3.09 
112.8 ± 9.81 87.79 ± 10.43 

4-HNE 
(ng/mg of 
protein 

1046.0 ± 128.2 754.7 ± 93.6 967.6 ± 91.5 904.8 ± 101.6 1145 ± 152.6 1548 ± 77.7 1233 ± 106.8 1096 ± 199.6 
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 Appendix	E:	Chapter	7	supplement	10.5.

10.5.1. In vivo retinal analysis 

Table 10-14. Prevalence and number of drusen-like deposits  

 
6wk 3-6m 9m 12m 

WT KO WT KO WT KO WT KO 

Prevalence 
unmasked observer 

3/19  
15.8% 

6/18 
33.3% 

3/19 
15.8% 

9/19  
47.4% 

19/32 
59.4% 

24/36  
66.7% 

9/20  
45.0% 

15/20 
75.0% 

Drusen number 
unmasked observer 

1.3 ± 0.3 1.3 ± 0.2 2.0 ± 0.6 3.8 ± 1.6 1.9 ± 0.3 4.4 ± 0.8 1.6 ± 0.2 5.2 ± 1.3 

Prevalence  
masked observer 

0/16  
0% 

2/18  
11.1% 

4/18 
22.2% 

5/18 
27.8% 

4/10 
40% 

8/10 
80% 

3/10 
30% 

4/10 
40% 

Drusen number  
masked observer 

0 1.5 ± 0.5 3.6 ± 1.8 6.2 ± 1.6 2.6 ± 1.5 9.6 ± 2.6 3.0 ± 1.0 6.0 ± 1.8 

 

Table 10-15. Retinal thickness measurements  

 
6wk 3-6m 9m 12m 

WT KO WT KO WT KO WT KO 
Central (μm) 190.7 ± 1.7 196.0 ± 1.8 198.2 ± 2.0 194.0 ± 3.9 198.2 ± 2.5 195.8 ± 1.4 199.3 ± 1.8 197.5 ± 3.5 
Inferior (μm) 210.1 ± 1.8 212.0 ± 2.6 209.2 ± 2.1 202.4 ± 3.5 209.8 ± 1.0 206.6 ± 1.4 203.9 ± 1.4 206.6 ± 2.6 
Superior (μm) 214.3 ± 1.9 216.4 ± 2.4 210.1 ± 3.1 211.0 ± 4.3 215.4 ± 1.4 207.5 ± 1.4 210.7 ± 1.7 206.2 ± 2.5 

Nasal (μm) 215.1 ± 2.1 215.5 ± 3.7 213.0 ± 2.0 212.5 ± 2.0 211.8 ± 1.3 212.5 ± 1.1 212.0 ± 1.8 210.5 ± 1.5 
Temporal (μm) 211.3 ± 1.7 214.7 ± 1.7 206.1 ± 3.2 204.5 ± 3.1 211.9 ± 1.1 210.7 ± 1.2 211.6 ± 1.7 210.1 ± 2.3 
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10.5.2. Quantification of retinal CSH, CSSC, GSH, and GSSG levels 

Table 10-16. Retinal CSH, CSSC, GSH, and GSSG levels 

 
6wk 3-6m 9m 12m 

WT KO WT KO WT KO WT KO 

CSH (μmol/g) 0.24 ± 0.06 0.27 ± 0.09 0.21 ± 0.03 0.29 ± 0.05 0.29 ± 0.07 0.15 ± 0.05 0.33 ± 0.11 0.30 ± 0.09 

CSSC (μmol/g) 0.02 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.005 0.04 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.003 0.02 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.02 0.02 ± 0.02 

GSH (μmol/g) 0.39 ± 0.08 0.38 ± 0.06 0.60 ± 0.07 0.47 ± 0.07 0.44 ± 0.10 0.46 ± 0.10 0.48 ± 0.07 0.53 ± 0.07 

GSSG (μmol/g) 0.05 ± 0.02 0.09 ± 0.03 0.07 ± 0.03 0.07 ± 0.02 0.07 ± 0.04 0.08 ± 0.03 0.07 ± 0.04 0.01 ± 0.02 

10.5.3. Quantification of retinal oxidative stress markers 

Table 10-17. Retinal protein carbonyls and 4-HNE levels 

 
6wk 3-6m 9m 12m 

WT KO WT KO WT KO WT KO 

Protein 
carbonyls
(pmol/mg 

of 
protein 

72.3 ± 13.5 186.7 ± 37.5 103.4 ± 14.4 109.1 ± 19.1 193.70 ± 66.7 227.9 ± 55.1 152.4 ± 10.0 188.5 ± 24.2 

4-HNE 
(ng/mg of 
protein 

451.3 ± 47.3 1062.0 ± 118.5 888.7 ± 85.1 908.7 ± 136.8 1120 ± 194.5 1232 ± 228.7 2026 ± 367.3 2258 ± 595.7 
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 Appendix	F:	Chapter	8	supplement	10.6.

10.6.1. Review	of	the	electroretinogram	

ERG is a useful diagnostic tool that is widely used to objectively assess the function of the 

rods, cones, and their functional pathways in humans and laboratory animals. ERG measures 

at the cornea the electrical activity generated by the retina as a result of light stimulation. The 

electrical currents produced by the retina were first discovered in the late 1800s by 

researchers Holmgren and Dewar, the latter of which saw positive currents detected at the 

cornea using a galvanometer (Perlman, 2014). Since then, researchers have noted that the raw 

ERG waveform is made up of several individual components known as the a-, b-, and c-

waves (Figure 10-2). In some species, an additional component known as the d-wave is also 

noted and is believed to be the response of the OFF-bipolar cells (Perlman, 2014; Stockton et 

al., 1989). Although Piper was the first to speculate in 1911 that the ERG had three 

subcomponents (Perlman, 2014), it was not until 1933 that Ragnar Granit was able to provide 

evidence of these in anaesthetised cats (Granit, 1933). It is now established that the 

summation of these subcomponents known as PI, PII, and the ‘fast’ and ‘slow’ PIII (Figure 

10-2) make up the raw ERG waveform (Granit, 1933; Hood et al., 1990a; Hood et al., 1992; 

Witkovsky et al., 1975). It is interesting to note that the PI response originates in the RPE 

layer and makes up the c-wave (Oakley II et al., 1976; Perlman, 2014), while the origins of 

the ‘slow’ PIII are the Müller cells which is unable to be identified by ERG alone due to the 

large voltage generated by the PI subcomponent (Witkovsky et al., 1975) 
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Figure 10-2. The ERG waveform and subcomponents 
At the onset of the light stimulus the raw ERG waveform (black) which include the a-wave, b-wave, 
and c-wave are apparent. The implicit time of the a-wave and b-wave are represented by the dashed 
lines and represents the time it takes for each wave to reach maximum amplitude. The PI (orange), 
PII (green), fast PIII (purple), and slow PIII (pink) subcomponents sum together to generate the raw 
waveform. Adapted from Granit (1933). 

10.6.1.1. The	a‐wave	

The a-wave is the first waveform that appears in an ERG recording (Figure 10-2). The 

corneal-negative wave reflects the electrical activity generated by hyperpolarization of 

photoreceptors, when stimulated by light (Hood et al., 1990a). In darkness, the cGMP-gated 

Na+/Ca2+ ion channels are open, allowing ions to flow into the outer segment of the 

photoreceptor. Upon light stimulation, these gated channels close as a result of the photo-

transduction pathway activating enzymes that reduce cGMP levels. A negative response is 

produced due to the change in equilibrium potential of K+ ions and results in 

hyperpolarisation of the cell membrane to -70 mV from its resting level of -40 mV. 

Experiments isolating the a-wave using aspartate or 2-amino-4-phosphonobutyric acid, 

inhibitors of post-photoreceptoral neuronal transmission, eliminates the b-wave thus 
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confirming that the electrical changes take place in the photoreceptors upon light activation 

and are not generated from the inner retina (Perlman, 2014; Stockton et al., 1989).  

Consequently, the a-wave is dependent of the intensity of the light stimulus, in addition to the 

sensitivity of the visual pigment and the phototransduction cascade. It is the ‘fast’ PIII 

subcomponent of the ERG (Baylor et al., 1984; Hood et al., 1990a; Hood et al., 1990b; Lamb 

et al., 1992). Over the years, several researchers have modelled the contribution of the rods 

and cones to the PIII subcomponent (Breton et al., 1992; Hood et al., 1990a; Hood et al., 

1996; Lamb et al., 1992; Weymouth et al., 2008). The current model employed is a delayed 

Gaussian function developed by Hood and Birch (1996). The equation is as follows: 

PIII (i x t) = Rmax (1 – exp[-i x S x (t – td)
2])  for t>td  

In this equation, PIII is the summed rod photocurrent at any given time (t) and is a function 

of stimulus intensity (I in cd.s/m2) and the latency between the stimulus onset and the start of 

the response (td in seconds). Rmax (μV) is the saturated amplitude from the stimulus while S is 

the sensitivity which represents the amplification of the phototransduction processes 

(m2/cd.s3). In order to understand the functions of PIII, it is modelled at higher intensities that 

saturate the photoreceptor as dimmer stimulus intensities do not give an accurate reflection of 

the subcomponent as it is affected by onset of the PII. 

The implicit time is measured from stimulus onset to the maximum a-wave amplitude. It also 

reflects the onset of the PII response more than the kinetics of the photoreceptors as it is 

intruded by the PII function of the inner retina (Hood et al., 1990b). It is important to note 

that as the implicit time is also affected by the intensity of light as the latter increases, the 

former decreases.  
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10.6.1.2. The	b‐wave	

The b-wave (Figure 10-2) is a corneal-positive wave which immediately follows the a- wave 

and is known to be a response of the changes in the inner retina. It provides information of 

the summed activities of photoreceptors, ON-bipolar cells and the lateral input from the 

horizontal cell (Green et al., 1999). This response is achieved through the depolarisation of 

the ON-bipolar cells as a result of stimulation of light which hyperpolarises the 

photoreceptors, causing Ca2+ mediated release of glutamate which in turn binds to mGlu 

receptors on ON-bipolar cells opening the Na+ channels. While the Müller cells were once 

proposed to be the sole component of the b-wave as a result of light induced flow of the 

extracellular K+ at the inner and outer plexiform layer, several experiments have now 

confirmed that the origins of the b-wave are the ON-bipolar cells (Green et al., 1999; 

Gurevich et al., 1993; Lei et al., 1999; Masu et al., 1995). In one experiment, the b-wave was 

eliminated in the eye cups of the salamander by the addition of 2-amino-4-phosphonobutyric 

acid, an antagonist specific to ON-bipolar cells (Gurevich et al., 1993). While in another 

experiment, mGluR6 knockout mice with a loss of the specific receptor for ON-bipolar 

transmission, showed a loss in the ERG b-wave (Masu et al., 1995). Yet another experiment, 

using barium ions to block K+ channels in Müller cells did not eliminate the b-wave (Lei et 

al., 1999). The b-wave is measured from the trough of the a-wave to the peak of the positive 

wave and is made up of the fast PIII component in addition to the PII component. Hence the 

b-wave can be thought of as having input from the photoreceptors as well as the ON-bipolar 

cells (Miller et al., 1970; Slaughter et al., 1981). As the b-wave has contribution from both 

PIII and PII, the amplitude of the b-wave alone underestimates the PII amplitude.  

The relation between PII amplitude and intensity of light can be seen by the hyperbolic 

Michaelis-Menten function first discovered by Naka and Ruston (1966).  
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R=Rmax x In/(In + Kn)     

Where the PII response (R) for a given stimulus intensity (I) is determined by the maximum 

response amplitude (Rmax), the semi-saturation constant (K) which indicates the intensity of 

the stimulus at half of the maximum response amplitude, and the slope of the linear portion of 

the function (n). Therefore as the stimulus intensity increases the b-wave/PII amplitude will 

also increase until saturation intensity is reached (Hood et al., 1992). 

The b-wave implicit time is the time it takes for the b-wave to peak from the onset of the 

stimulus. Delays in the b-wave implicit time are seen in pathological conditions that affect 

the photoreceptors such as in retinitis pigmentosa (Hood et al., 1992). This indicates that 

along with the inner retinal response time, the photoreceptors also play a role in their 

generation. Furthermore, as the intensity of the stimulus increases the b-wave implicit time 

decreases (Hood et al., 1992). 

10.6.1.3. Oscillatory	potentials	

The oscillations seen on the rising front of the b-wave are known as oscillatory potentials 

(OPs). These fast oscillations have small amplitudes and have been long thought to originate 

from the lateral feedback system of the inner plexiform layer. The addition of 10 mM 

inhibitory neurotransmitter γ-aminobutyric acid to salamander eye cups abolished the OPs in 

ERG recordings (Wachtmeister et al., 1978), while GABA knockout mice have larger OPs 

than control WT (Lukasiewicz et al., 2004). Together this confirms that the inhibitory 

feedback mechanisms between amacrine, ganglion, and ON-/OFF- bipolar cells are 

responsible for these waveforms (Möller et al., 2003). It is interesting to note that OPs are 

very sensitive to localised ischemia even if the a- and b-waves remain normal (Perlman, 

2014). OPs are usually extracted from the a- and b-wave after digitally subtracting the slope 

which leaves a sinusoidal waveform in the time domain to be analysed. 
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10.6.2. Electroretinography		

Table 10-18. a- and b-wave amplitude and implicit times 

 
Intensity(log cd.s/m2) 

-3.9 -2.9 -1.9 0.1 1.1 1.6 1.8 2.1 

a-wave 
amplitude 

(μV) 

6w
k

 WT -40.15 ± 8.20 -24.59 ± 5.40 -27.51 ± 9.05 
-165.11± 

13.52 
-225.48 ± 

29.61 
-282.48 ± 

29.61 
-314.83 ± 

34.66 
-341.60 ± 

31.59 

KO -23.88 ± 4.44 -23.16 ± 4.04 -34.49 ± 6.80 
-168.17± 

17.62 
-228.65 ± 

16.89 
-270.73 ± 

24.45 
-293.74 ± 

23.47 
-310.41 ± 

25.40 

9m
 WT -26.46 ± 4.44 -38.12 ± 5.19 -35.59 ± 3.40 

-195.64 ± 
16.48 

-242.20 ± 
19.00 

-284.11 ± 
13.22 

-303.67 ± 
13.92 

-326.53 ± 
17.88 

KO -27.92 ± 5.92 -20.74 ± 5.13 -41.08 ± 5.97 
-194.43 ± 

24.09 
-212.87 ± 

25.79 
-281.37 ± 

39.01 
-304.56 ± 

36.74 
-316.1 1± 

38.87 

b-wave 
amplitude 

(μV) 

6w
k

 WT 
200.60 ± 

14.16 
226.30 ± 

32.88 
214.4 ± 18.34 305.60 ± 33.11 354.10 ± 35.26 441.50 ± 47.04 460.10 ± 50.48 522.10 ± 23.01 

KO 
168.10 ± 

14.11 
214.60 ± 

14.92 
241.10 ± 

25.96 
328.80 ± 31.31 422.40 ± 31.28 426.80 ± 35.35 458.30 ± 36.97

460.90 ± 
110.50 

9m
 WT 

189.20 ± 
26.75 

206.50 ± 
22.16 

232.80 ± 
14.24 

331.00 ± 26.79 403.30 ± 28.74 461.40 ± 26.86 471.50 ± 27.95 501.00 ± 31.37 

KO 
152.10 ± 

30.72 
221.30 ± 

26.09 
245.90 ± 

29.53 
349.30 ± 44.65 379.10 ± 58.50 440.60 ± 57.83 487.30 ± 51.60 446.00 ± 53.44 

a-wave 
implicit 

time (ms) 

6w
k

 WT 26.78 ± 4.52 19.21 ± 3.63 23.58 ± 4.85 16.22 ± 0.93 9.78 ± 0.89 7.50 ± 0.28 6.51 ± 0.34 6.03 ± 0.24 

KO 25.03 ± 5.15 27.42 ±3.58 25.64 ± 4.04 21.66 ± 1.07 10.79 ± 0.32 8.77 ± 0.23 7.73 ± 0.21 6.93 ± 0.14 

9m
 WT 23.80 ± 4.49 35.48 ± 2.21 34.60 ± 1.89 20.45 ± 0.49 9.93 ± 0.27 8.00 ± 0.27 6.90 ± 0.18 6.39 ± 0.21 

KO 24.61 ± 5.60 22.22 ± 2.34 32.60 ± 2.79 20.30 ± 0.75 10.11 ± 0.93 7.52 ± 0.34 6.39 ± 0.29 5.68 ± 0.10 

b-wave 
implicit 

time (ms) 

6w
k

 WT 108.94 ± 2.81 94.38 ± 4.67 76.01 ± 4.21 66.09 ± 6.50 68.68 ± 5.01 72.61 ± 2.61 71.86 ± 4.80 71.05 ±8.52 

KO 96.15 ± 6.59 115.18 ± 3.59 106.51 ± 3.32 81.63 ± 8.57 81.26 ± 2.84 78.69 ± 2.58 91.81 ± 3.83 85.77 ± 4.94 

9m
 WT 104.38 ± 5.10 99.88 ± 2.60 92.6 ± 4.76 74.8 ± 5.03 78.96 ± 2.98 86.00 ± 3.61 81.76 ± 3.19 91.85 ± 3.66 

KO 
121.18 ± 

15.76 
107.33 ± 4.41 81.17 ± 7.83 80.80 ± 6.59 70.62 ± 3.89 70.03 ± 2.93 74.31 ± 4.11 66.91 ± 3.39. 
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Table 10-19. ERG PIII, PII, and OP analysis 

 
6wk 9m 

WT KO WT KO 

R
od

 P
II

I Amplitude 
(μV) 

330.75 ± 29.56 293.15 ± 22.98 341.68 ± 24.53 326.88 ± 36.30 

Sensitivity 5441.16 ± 
652.39 

4059.66 ± 371.25 
4722.37 ± 

349.91 
4780.76 ± 

594.82 
 

R
od

 P
II

 Amplitude 
(μV) 

321.77 ± 20.76 306.31 ± 25.49 305.80 ± 17.77 319.45 ± 32.78 

Implicit time 
(ms) 

99.99 ± 6.22 116.45 ± 4.83 113.067 ± 10.43 98.54 ± 8.84 

 

C
on

e 
P

II
 Amplitude 

(μV) 
113.45 ± 11.83 95.21 ± 10.53 106.93 ± 6.97 105.34 ± 12.85 

Implicit time 
(ms) 

55.34 ± 4.24 58.93 ± 2.51 56.57 ± 2.17 49.46 ± 1.12 

 

S
u

m
m

ed
 

O
P

s 

Amplitude 
(μV) 

260.70 ± 26.60 296.56 ± 24.34 267.79 ± 17.60 242.03 ± 16.63 

Implicit time 
(ms) 

97.54 ± 1.78 101.97 ± 1.78 103.84 ± 1.57 90.21 ± 3.34 
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 Appendix	G:	Chapter	9	supplement	10.7.

10.7.1. Mapping	of	xCT	in	the	ciliary	body	

 

Figure 10-3. Distribution of xCT in the ciliary body 
Three-week-old WT and KO mice were euthanised, eyes were enucleated, fixed, cryosectioned 
whole, and labelled with xCT antibodies (green) and counterstained with propidium iodide (red) 
before imaging the ciliary process of the ciliary body using a confocal microscope. (A) Ciliary 
process of a WT mouse showing xCT labelling in the non-pigmented epithelium (NPE) and the 
pigmented epithelium (PE). (B) Ciliary process of a KO mouse with no xCT labelling. 
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10.7.2. Body	weight	analysis	

I examined WT and KO mice at the macroscopic level at each age group. At 6 weeks, 3-6 

months, 9 months, and 12 months all mice appeared to be healthy and their overall 

appearance did not differ between WT and KO (Figure 10-4 A). I also measured the body 

weights between male and female WT and KO mice and found that the WT male and female 

mice were similar in weight to their KO counterparts at all age groups, with the exception of 

6-week-old WT males and 6-week-old KO males ( Figure 10-4 B; Table 10-20). The 6 week 

KO males were four grams heavier on average than 6 week WT males (Mann Whitney U-

test: p=0.004), but by 3-6 months of age there was no significant difference in weight 

between WT and KO males. As expected, with age, the weight of both the male and female 

WT and KO mice increased, and male mice were typically heavier than female mice (Yang et 

al., 2014).  

Table 10-20. Body weight of WT and KO male and female mice 

Age 
Male weight (g)  Female weight (g) 

WT KO WT KO 
6wk 20.15 ± 0.3 24.38 ± 0.55 18.65 ± 0.85 19.81 ± 0.84 
3-6m 29.91 ± 0.74 33.78 ± 3.74 24.97 ± 0.92 25.63 ± 0.49 
9m 31.66 ± 0.81 33.21 ± 0.78 29.93 ± 1.37 27.62 ± 0.73 
12m 36.88 ± 2.92 34.1 ± 0.99 29.38 ± 0.62 28.45 ± 1.64 

n=5-6/group  
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Figure 10-4. Macroscopic examination and weight measurements of WT and KO mice 
WT and KO mice were examined, compared for any macroscopic differences, and weighed. (A) 
Representative photographs of WT and xCT KO mice at 6wk, 3-6m, 9m, and 12m of age. (B) Body 
weight of WT (blue) and KO (red) mice for males (left) and females (right) plotted against age. A 
significant increase in the weight of male KO mice compared to the WT was noted (Mann Whitney 
U-test: p=0.004). n=5-6/group, **p<0.01.  
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